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PROBEFÿ  OF  INPUT-OUTPUT  TABLES  ÿND  ANALYSIS

PREFACE

0°i  The compilationÿ publicationÿ and use of inputÿoutput tables has advanced

rapidly in the last decade°  Experience accumulated in the national studies undertaken

by official statistical agencies and by private institutions has resulted in a

growing international exchange of information and ideas concerning the methods and

problems of input-output analysis°  In co-operation with the Harvard Economic

Research Projectÿ the United Nations sponsored the third International Conference

on Input-Output Techniquesÿ held in Geneva in September i961ÿ/as well as the

publication of a comprehensive input-oÿtput bibliographyoÿ/ÿ  Among other inter-

national organizationsÿ the question of the international comparability of input-

output tables has recently received the attention of the Conference of European

Statisticiansÿ/the Statistical Office of the European Communities has recently

published tables for five member countriesÿ/and there has been an organized and

detailed exchange of experiences among countries with centrally planned economiesoSi

Appendix II to this manual surveys in some detail the experience gained by many

countries in this area of economic and statistical analysis°

7
:i
i)

i

1i  Barnaÿ To (edo)ÿ Structural Interde_pendence and Econonic Developmentÿ New Yorkÿ
1963.

2/  Taskierÿ C°E.ÿ ÿ Bibliography, 1955-1960ÿ United Nationsÿ 1961
(oTiSTATi7)ÿ and Input-Output Bibliographyÿ 19ÿ-1963ÿ United Nationsÿ 1964
(ST/STA !
Statistical Commission and Economic Commission for Europeÿ Conference of-
European Statisticiansÿ Report of the Working Group on Input-0utput
Statistics (Conf. Eur. StatsiWG°19/5)o

Statistical Office of the European Communitiesÿ Note on the Input-Output
Tables for the Countries of the European Economic Coÿmnunity (3673/STi64-E)o

Lukacsÿ O° (edo)ÿ ÿnput-0utput Tables - Their Compilation and Us eÿ Budapestÿ
1961.
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0°2    The Statistical Commission of the United Nationsj during its thirteenth

session held in New York from 20 April to 7 May 1965ÿ discussed the study on

"Problems of Input-Output Tables and Analysis'ÿ (E/CNo3is17 and Add. 1).  This study

was prepared in response to resolution 8 (XI) of the eleventh sessionÿbÿto serve

as a reference source and aid to compilers and users of input-output tables°  It

outlined the principal problems of methodologyÿ compilationÿ and application of

the tables; in additionÿ appendices dealt with the comparability of input-output

tables and outlined the national practices of selected countries.

0.3    The Commission agreed that the study was valuable as a basic guide to the

concepts and methods of input-output tables and analysis.  It was felt that it was

particularly useful for statistical organizations which are either beginning or

developing their work in this fieldÿ and also for those which are familiar with

input-output theory but have had little experience in the practical problems of

actually constructing the tables.  It was considered that the study should be

published after ÿevision taking account of the Commission's discussion end other

consultation with national statistical offices°  The present study accordingly

represents the revised version of document EiCN°3i317o

0.4    Official agencies and• private institutions which have compiled input-output

tables will find it descriptive of the sources and the uses to which these tables

have been applied in other countries.

0.5    Official statistical agencies may find it useful in developing their

activities in this field°

0°6    Through systematic review of practices adopted in the compilation of input-

output tables in various countries, the comparability and therefore the usefulness

of future tables may be improved.  It is not however the purpose of the present

manual to suggest a particular design for international standardization of national

input-output tables.

0°7    The present manual is designed primarily for the official statistical

authoritiesÿ whose responsibility is to make decisions on the compilation of inter-

industry transactions tables.  Ic is not designed for the input-output expert, nor

Official Records of the Economic and Social Councilÿeenth Sessionÿ
Supplement No. 12ÿ para. 7ÿ.



is it meant to be a substitute for the textbooks and scholarly works which are

available.  The manual does not assumeÿ on the part of the readerÿ the working

knowledge of linear algebra which has become a prerequisite of the detailed operation

of intersectoral models in economic analysis.

0.8    The topics covered in the manual may be considered to fall under three

headings for purposes of presentationÿ although they are in practice inseparable:

the form of input-output tables; problems associated with their compilation; uses

of the tables°  The theme which recurs throughout is that all statistical problems

arising in the preparation of an inputloutput table can only be resolved by a

knowledge of the specific purposes which they are intended to serve.

0.9    Chapter I describes the typical inputÿoutput transactions table and its

relation to the theory of the open static input-output system.

0olO   Chapter II is devoted to selected methodological questions.  Given the

theoretical scheme outlined in chapter Iÿ there are a number of ways in which the

statistics  available may be adapted for a table, depending upon the uses of the

table and the nature of the data.

Ooll   Some problems encountered in the collection and processing of data from the

statistical sources are discussed in chapter III.

0o12   Various uses of input-output analysis are surveyed critically in chapter IVÿ

this chapter discusses the variety of applications which are possible within the

framework of the open static system.  Linear programmingÿ dynamic and regional

analysis and other extensions of the inpat-output system in its simplest form are

not considered in the present paper.  Appendix Y contains a note on the comparability

of input-output tables among countries°  The practices adopted by each country in

the compilation of its tables are summarized in Appendix iI.

0o13   In the preparation of this manual, the Secretariat has received the

assistance of Dro David Simpson of The Economic Research Instituteÿ Dublin.

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this
publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on
the part of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal
status of any country or territory or of its authorities, or concerning
the delimitation of its frontiers°



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION  TO  THE  FORMAL  LOGIC  OF   INPUT-OUTPUT  TABLES

I,   Input-Output Tables and Input-0utput Analysis

i°i    It is helpful to distinguish at the outset the input-output table from the

analytical system to which it is related.  The table is a statistical description

of the inputs and outputs of the different branches of an economic system during a

particular period of time.  The input-output system is a theoretical schemeÿ a

set of simultaneous linear equations in which the unknowns are the levels of output

of the various branchesÿ and in which the parameters are to be empirically

estimated from the information contained in the input-output table°  Accordinglyÿ

the assumptions of the theoretical scheme strongly influence the accounting

conventions used in the table°

II.  The Transactions Table

1.2    Table i.i is an actual input-output table, in which the number of sectors of

production has been reduced to six for purposes of illustration.  In all other

respectsÿ Table i.i is a typicallJexample of an input-output transactions table or

flow matrix.  The economic system is visualized as consisting of a number of sectors

each of which is represented in the table by a row and column.  Along each row is

distributed the current output of a sector, while the corresponding column records

the current inputs to that sector.  Thus the entry in the cell at the intersection

of the 'i'th row and the ,j,th column represents that quantity of the output of

sector 'it absorbed as input by sector 'j'.  Such a transaction between two sectors

of production is usually denoted by the symbol x.. while the total output of
10

sector 'i' is written xo.
1

1.3    The distinction commonly made in economic analysis between the production of

goods and services and their final disposition is reflected in the division of the

sectors of the input-output table into two groupsÿ the production or intermediate

J Although the form of Table ioi is quite typicalÿ specific entries may be
peculiar to the Netherlands.  For exampleÿ the entry at the intersection of
the row Employees' Income and the column Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation
is unusual.

-4
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sectors on one hand, and tile final sectors on the other.

].4     The ffrst qtmdrmlt shows the intermediate tr'ansactlons,  1.e0  the f'Jÿw¢ÿ of

goods and services which are botfl produced and consLmted  irÿ the l)r'oceÿis of curret,t

production.   31nee it 16 precise]y upon thest_ÿ relations between the secto¢'s of

production that input-output ÿnaJ.ysi:t focuÿse¢l attention,  tile;/ are ',ihown in gz'eÿter

detail, so that quadrant i usually occupies the largest part of any table.

]-5     The nuÿrÿer of production sectors in Input-output tab]e,ÿ3 is usually In the

range of 50 to 2_00; but even where that number becomes as high as Jÿ50, as In the

most detailed tab]e compiled hithertoÿ each sector represents the sÿ of ÿ larger

number of economic sctivitieso   Needless to say? there ls not necessar[].7 anÿj

correspondence between the detailed schemes of sector ciasslficatioÿ, tz3e(l  [n

different countries°   The composition of each sector Is it, practice governed by

the industrial classification system in each country, since the infoÿ;rÿt[on

presented in input-output tables is largely derived from industrlal censuse:ÿ.

However, the theoretical inputÿoutput system imposes certain requirements upon

the table which may be foguaulated as classification criteria.   This question is

taken up in the following chapter°

1.6     The transactions table may be regarded as a disaggregation of the pFoducti.on

account of a national accounting system.   In that account, all intermediate flows

are netted out on the ÿrounds that they represent double-countlng, but it is

precisely this "double-counted" production which is the concern of the input-output

system.

1°7    Corresponding to the expenditure side of the production account are the

transactions recorded in the second quadrant of the input.-output table, while

the third quadrant represents the primary input side of the account°  It should be

observed that for each of the production seetorsÿ the total value of output (the

row total) must be equal to its total expenditures (the collmnn total), while no

such equality is imposed upon the individual final and primary input sectors.   It

is sufficient that the total of all the final sectors taken together should be

equal to the total of the primary inputs.  Total primary input is here defined to

be equal to all factor payments plus depreciation plus net indirect taxes and imports.

In the case where the entire table, or some of its rows, are described in the

appropriate physical rather than monetary unitsÿ the balancing of row and column

totals is of course impossible.



1.8    That part of the output of each of the sectors of production absorbed by

eonsÿnptionÿ investment and other uses defined as final is shown in quadrant Ilo

Consumption by households makes up the largest partÿ but four other components of

final demand are commonly distinguished:  Consumption by Government (Joe0 all the

purchases of goods and services by the Government and its agenclesÿ excluding

production activities);  Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation; Net Additions to

Stoek; and Exports.  Each of these sectors is highly aggregated in comparison to the

sectors of productionÿ yet each is conceptually quite distinct and coÿ°responds

closely to the related national accounting category°

1.9    Corresponding to the final demand columns there are rows showing the primary

inputs°  These inputs are usually described as primary because they are not part

of the output of current production.  Primary inputs into current productlonÿ shown

in quadrant IIIÿ represent the value added in each sector of production as well

as imports.  They can be divided into the following categories:  (a) Importsÿ

(b) Depreciation; (c) Net Indirect taxes; (d) Income of Employeesÿ and (e) Profits

of Enterprises and Income of the Self-Employed, (or Operatlog Surplus).  Not all

actual tables present primary inputs in such detail but occasionally they are shown

in an even finer breakdown.

l°lO   The fourth quadrant is sometimes omitted from published input-output tables

but for the sake of completeness it deserves to be mentioned.   It records the

primary inputs into final demand sectorsÿ including such typical entries as the

income of government employees and imports consumed directly by households.

l°ll   Looking at the end of the first row in Table lol, it can be seen that the

total output of the Agriculture, Fishing, and Food industries (hereafter referred

to as the Agricultural sector) in the Netherlands in 1956 amounted to 16ÿ076

million guilders°  The first entry in this row is in column one, and indicates

that the value of output produced and consumed within that sector itself was

6ÿ419 million guilders°  This includes such items as the value of animal fodder

produced by farms and the value of livestock products and foodgrains consumed by

the food manufacturing industries.  The second entry in the row of the First Sector

is blankÿ indicatingÿ as one might expect, that none of this sector's output is

i.i

.i

L

i

L
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used by the Metal and Construction industries.  Further along this rowÿ the entry

in the sixth column shows that the Services sector absorbed 352 million guilders

worth of output of agricultureÿ fish and food productsÿ (purchased by hotels and

restaurants) so that the total value of output of the first sector consumed by

all production sectors amounted to 6ÿ986 million guilders.  Exports of these

products accounted for 3ÿ532 million guilders worth of outputÿ while

5ÿ576 million guilders worth was directly consumed in private households.

Depletion of stocks to the value of 33 million guilders added that amount to total

supply°  Butÿ although total deliveries for final use amounted to only

9ÿ090 million guildersÿ the total value of gross output was much larger -

16ÿ076 million guilders.  The difference is accounted for by the value of output

absorbed by all kinds of intermediate use.  Thus in order to provide a given

amount of its output for final useÿ any sector actually has to produce more than

that amount in order to satisfy intermediate as well as final demand.  This

observation points to one of the fundamental features of the input-output system°

1.12  Just as row i records the distribution of the output of the Agricultural

sector so column i lists the different inputs absorbed by the agriculturalj

fishingÿ and food industries.  The first entry in the column is the intra-sectoral

transaction already encountered im the sector row.  Other entries in the column

show that inputs of toolsÿ other metal productsÿ and services worth

422 million guilders were obtained from metal and construction industriesÿ

700 million guilders worth of insecticidesÿ chemical fertilizers and other

products were inputs from the fGurth sectorÿ while the wholesale and retail trade

margins upon goods purchased by the Agricultural sector amounted to

404 milliou guilders.

1.13  The primary input categories show that the total value of imports used by the

sector in 1956 was 2ÿ547 million guilders.  Depreciation of capital equipment in

the sector during the year amounted to 403 million guildersÿ while the value of

indirect taxes paid to the Government by sector producers less the value of

subsidies received amounted to 638 million guilders.  Wagesÿ salaries and other

compensation paid to employees amounted to Iÿ385 million guildersÿ while the entry

of 2ÿ865 million guilders represents profits of enterprises and income of self-

employed producers°  The total recorded expenditures of the sector (colummtotal)



is necessarily squal through the accounting balance of current operatimg costs

and revenuesÿ to the value of gross output of the sector (row total).

1o14  This explanation of the row and column of the sector Agricultureÿ Fishing

and Food can be extended to all other rows and columns of the table of transactions°

III°  The Input-Output System

1.15  Having described the table of tÿansactionsÿ it is appropriate to turn at

this point to the underlying theoretical scheme°  Its elements can be defined in

the following wayÿ

x.° = quantity of output of sector Tiÿ absorbed as an input by sector ÿjÿ
ij

x.   = total output of sector ÿiVo
m

Yi  = quantity of output of sector ÿiÿ absorbed by final demand.

a.. = quantity of output of sector ÿi' absorbed by sector Tj, per unit of
ij

output of sector ÿj'

r.. = quantity of output of sector ÿiv required directly and indirectly to
la

satisfy one unit of final demand for sector ÿj'

Fhj = quantity of primary factor ÿhÿ absorbed as input to sector ÿjÿ

fhj = quantity of primary factor ÿh' absorbed in sector 'jÿ per unit of

output of sector ÿj'.

Fh  = total output (utilization) of primary factor 'hÿo

Yh  = quantity of primary factor 'ht absorbed in final demand.

mo. = quantity of import of type 'i' absorbed as an input to sector ÿjt
ij

1.16  It is important to emphasize that these variables represent flows which in

theory are in physical unitsÿ and not in money values.  Not only product flows

but also the primary inputs of factor services are considered to be measured in

physical units°

1.17  In its simplest formÿ the input-output system is derived from a set of

accounting identitiesÿ and from a special assumption concerning the relations

between the sectors of production in an economy.

9ÿ



1.18  Given an economy divided into  n  sectors then the total disposition of the

physical output of each sector can beÿ described by the following set of n

equations:

Xl = Xll + x12 +  .......  + Xln + Yl

x2 = x21 + x22 +  .......  + X2n + Y2

.....................  (i.i)

x         +      +  .......  + x   + Ynn = Xnl   Xn2                       nn

1.19  The wifth equation in this system states that the total output of sector fiT

is equal to the sum of the quantitiesÿconsumed by each production sectorÿ including

sector ÿif itselfÿ plus the quantity consumed by all components of final demand.

This row balance is necessary' whatever units are chosen for each sector; noteÿ

howeverÿ that it is impossible to sum the elements of each column since each

represents different physical units.  In factÿ such vertical summation is

unnecessary for many of the analytical uses to which these figures lend themselves.

1.20  It is the specific assumption of the input-output system that the input from

production sector ÿiY to production sector fj' is directly proportional to the

output of sector ÿj'   This assumption can be expressed in the following equation:

x.. = x      (i j = 1  ......  n)   (1.2)
lj     mO j

whereÿ using the standard notationÿ xij designates the flow from sector fif to

sector 'j' x  designates the total output of sector 'j'ÿ   and therefore a.                                       .  represents
j                                                           ij

the input from sector 'i' to sector ÿj' per unit of sector vj1ÿs output.  The
2

set of n  such equations is known as the set of structural equationsÿ while the

n   equations (i.i) are known as balance equations.

io21  The input-output systemÿ in its simplest formÿ is designed to provide a

solution for the  n  unknoÿn levels of output of the production sectors in terms

of the final demand for each sectorÿ which is assumed to be known.

iÿ22  The desired solution can be obtained by substituting for each x.. in the
ij

balance equation (i.i) the corresponding structural equation from (i°2)ÿ which

yields the set of  n  equations:

Xl = allXl + a12x2 +  ......  + alnXn + Yl

x2 = a21xl + a22x2 +  ......  + a2nXn + Y2

........................   1°3)

x  =           an2X2         ÿ             nn nn   anlxl +        +    .-   .      + a  x  + Yn

- i0 -



Transferring the XlÿS to the left side this becomes:

(l-all)Xl - a12x2- "  .....  -alnXn = Yl

-a21xl + (l-a22)x2 - °  ....  -a2nXn = Y2

.......................  (1o4)

-anlX1 - an2X2 - o  ......  + (Z - ann)Xn = Yn

The general solution for the  n  unknown xÿs in terms of the given yÿs can

/

then be written:

x2 = r21YI + r22Y2 + .    ° + r2nYn

....................  (lo )

where each coefficient r°. represents the amount of output of sector ÿiÿ required
Ij

directly and indirectly to satisfy one unit of final demand for sector ÿjÿ

1o23  Before explaining the distinction between the coefficients aij and rij the

method of calculating the level of utilization of the primary inputs associated

with the computed levels of output of the sectors of production should be

indicated°  Defining Fhj to be the quantity of any primary input ÿhÿ (for instanceÿ

man-hours of labour) absorbed in sector ÿjTÿ  and assuming that this quantity is

directly proportional to the level of output of sector 'jÿ  then it can be written

as:

Fhj : fhjxj   (i.6)

where fhj is a primary input coefficient showing the quantity of factor ÿhÿ

absorbed by sector ÿjÿ per unit of output of sector ÿj'

1.24  Only the levels of output of the sectors of productionÿ x!ÿ x2ÿ       o Xnÿ

appear as the unknown variables on the left hand side of (l.5)j but when a

solution is obtained the corresponding level of output or utilization of any

primary factor can be derived from the equation:

Fh = fhlXl + fh2x2 +  ....  + fhnXn + Yh      (1.7)

xn = rnlYI + rn2Y2 + .     + rnnYn

xI = rllYI + rl2Y2 +      o + rlnYn

- Ii-



1.25  If the factor is labourÿ for exampleÿ then the expression (1o7) simply

states that the total sum of man-hours of labour absorbed in the system is equal to

the sum of the amount absorbed in each sector of production plus the known quantity

absorbed in final demand sectors°

1.26  If the n x n set of coefficients a°o is detached from (1o3):
J                                           ij
all   a12 o    o alnÿ

a21a22   iÿnI(l.8)

;nD
(1.8  is known as the matrix of input coefficients.  Since the value of these

coefficients in the theoretical scheme is entirely independent of changes in

relative pricesÿ (although the prices might be considered to depend on the

magnitude of the input coefficientsÿ see below)ÿ and is held to be determined by

technology aloneÿ they are sometimes known as structura! or technical coefficients.

Typicallyÿ in input-output operationsÿ they play the part of parametersÿ i.e. they

are held constant while output is allowed to vary.  The stability of the

coefficientsÿ i.eo the extent to which the coefficients remain constant as

output levels of the production sectors varyÿ is an issue of critical importance

which is discussed in chapter four.

1.27  The numerical value of the coefficients a.°ÿ isÿ of courseÿ determined by the

units used to measure the output of sectors ÿiÿ and rj,    For exampleÿ doubling the

size of the physical unit which measures the output of any sector doubles the value

of all the coefficients of that sector's columnÿ and halves the value of all

coefficients in that sector's row.  This observation makes it possible to bridge

the gap between the theoretical input coefficients described hereÿ which represent

purely physical relations in production and coefficients which can be derived from

the actual value relations recorded in an input-output table of transactions.

Equality of the two sets of coefficients can be demonstrated as follows.

1.28  Recall from (1.2) that the physical input coefficient is defined as:
X. °

aij         (lo2a)
X.

J

1.29  Now any element of a transactions table such as Table I.i can be defined

as xijPiÿ a physical flow times its priceÿ if each element in the table is



divided by xjpjÿ then the result will be a set of value coefficientsÿ which can

be designated 6.. such that
Ij

: xijPi         (1.9)
ij   x.P°

JJ
Substituting from (l.2a)

.° : a... Pi  (ioi0) o
mj    mO

Pj
1o30  Consequentlyÿ the observed coefficient £ij will have the same value as the

physical coefficient if the price at which a unit of output of each sector is

valued is equal to unity.  This simply means that if the physical uni% of e&ch

sector is defined to be equal to that quantity which can be sold for one guilder

(or any other money ttnit)ÿ then the physical input coefficientÿ if it could be

actually observedÿ would have the same numerical value as the coefficien%ÿ £ijÿ

derived from an input-output table of transactions in the manner described.

Io31  Measured in that particular wayÿ the coefficients in each column of the

matrix may be added.  When all of the primary input coefficients are included the

sum of each column is equal to Iÿ since the aggregate value of al! the inputs of

each sector in the table is defined to be equal to the total output of each sector°

Since each column of the input coefficient matrix shows the distribution of the

total cost of the corresponding sector in proportions which areÿ by assumptionÿ

invariant with respect to changes in the sectorsY output !evelsÿ it is often

referred to as the input structure or cost structure of the sector°  It should be

clear from the construction of the coefficients that no particular meaning

can be attached to the composition or sum of any row of the matrix.

1.32  The transactions table performs the function of providing the statistical

data from which the input coefficientsÿ which are the parameters of the input-

output systemÿ are computed.  It is true that there are usually modifications and

variations in the way in which a transactions table is compiled so that variants

of the coefficient matrix are possibleÿ but such methodological issues may be

left to the following chapter.  For the present; it is easy to see how the input

coefficient matrix; Table 1.2; is computed from the input-output table of

.<

}

rÿ
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transactionsÿ by dividing each entry in Table ioi by the toÿal of the column in

which it is recorded°  For exampleÿ the input coefficient from Metals and

Construction into the Agricultureÿ Fishingÿ Food sector has the value of
422

= .0263 which means that .0263 million guilders worth of Metal Products and

Construction Services are directly required to produce ! million guilders worth

of the output of the Agricultureÿ Fishing and Food sector°

1o33  But this is only the direct requirement:  in order to produce the necessary

output of Meta!sÿ row 4 column 2 of Table 1o2 shows thatÿ among other inputsÿ

Chemicals are requiredÿand chemicals cannot be produced without direct input

from the Agricultural sectorÿ as the element in column 4 of row I indicates°

Evidentlyÿ the sectors of the input-output system are mutually interdependentÿ

so that the production of a unit of agricultural output for final use requires

not only the direct inputs listed in column i of Table I°2ÿ but also indirectly

the inputs necessary to produce those inputs°  The indirect requirements of

any output for final use extend in a series which converges rapidlyÿ as the

following example illustrates°

1.34  Suppose it was desired to export I0ÿ000 million guilders worth of output

of the Agricu!tureÿ Fish and Food sector from the Negherlands economy in 1956o

According to Table io2ÿ this would requireÿ in the first instanceÿ production

of 3ÿ993 million guilders of agricultural output (in addition to the amount

finally exported)ÿ 263 million guilders worth of Metais and Constructionÿ

16 million guilders worth of Textile and Apparelÿ etco etco  The further output

necessary as inputs to produce these iÿmediate requirements can be computed by

multiplying each figure by the elements of the corresponding column of the matrix°

Thus the further agricultural output required, to produce the 3ÿ993 million guilders

of agricultural output directly required is (.3993 x 3ÿ993) million guildersÿ

while the amount of Metals and Construction output required is (°0263 x 3ÿ993)

million guilders°  Likewiseÿ the production of 263 million guilders worth of

Metals and Construction output requiresÿ in turnÿ (0 x 263) millicn guilders

wor±h of agricultural outputÿ (.2226 x 263) million guilders more of its own

outputÿ etc. etc.  This procedure can be continued until the successive

increments of output required of every sector become  insignificant.  If this

procedure were actually followed to work out this exampleÿ the final conclusion

- 16 -
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would be that the delivery to a final use of i0;000 million guilders worth of

agricultural output would directly and indirectly require production from each

sector of the following amounts:  From sector one; 16;700million guilders]

from sector two; 673 million guilders] from sector threeÿ 49 million guilders}

from sector four; iÿ071 million guildersÿ from sector fiveÿ 486 million guilders;

and from sector six; 466 million guilders.

1.35  These figures were simply written down from column one of Tÿb!e 1o3o  Each

element in this matrix; designated rijÿ represents the quantity of output of

sector ÿi' required directly and indirectly to satisfy one unit of final demand

for sector ÿj'   Accordinglyÿ each column of the matrix showsÿ for a unit final

demand by the corresponding sectorÿ the total output required from each sector

represented by its row.  Each element of a row shows the amounts required from

that sector to satisfy a unit final demand for theoutput of each sectorÿ

1o36  The matrix of coefficients shown in Table 1o3 corresponds 1o the matrix of

coefficients

coefficients°

IV.  The Prtee-Sÿm

1o37  The input-output analysis of the price system begins with the recognition

that the unit cost of s my good is composed of its material costs (the purchase of

inputs from other sectors) and its direct primary costsÿ which include such items

as wage costs; taxesÿ imports and other non-wage costs such as profits and

amortization°  If unit price is defined to be equal to unit costÿ then the

relations between the price of different goods can be expressed in the following

in the set of equations (1o5)o  These coefficients are computed from the input

coefficientsÿ aij;,in (1.3) by inverting the matrix of coefficients on the left-

hand side of (1o4)o  For this reason they are frequently known as the inverse

matrix coefficients; although the name totalÿ (i.e. direct ÿiÿ_ÿ indirect)ÿ input

coefficients may be more descriptive in distinguishing them from the direct input

way:

(l°ll)r21    r22  ......  r2n

o           a

rnl    rn2  ......  rnn

rll    r!2  ......  r!n
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Pl = allPl + a21P2 +  ......  + anlPn + vI

P2 = al2Pl + a22P2 +  ......  + an2Pn + v2

......................  (1.12)

Pn = alnPl + a2nP2 + '  .....  + annPn + v2

where Pi is the price of good 'i', aij is the familiar input coefficient

representing the quantity of output of sector 'iÿ consumed per unit of sector j's

outputÿ and vi is the sum of all priÿmry costs, i.e. imports plus value added°  Thus

the ÿittn equation in (1.12) states tÿat the price of a unit of good 'it is equal to

the value (price times quantity) of good 1 absorbed in one ÿit of its output, the

value of all other inputs from sectors 2, 3, 4, etc. plus the primary costs incurred

in its production.

1.38   The foregoing system consists of  n  equations with 2n unknowns - the n

prices of goods and the n primary costs  in each sector.  Accordingly, if all of

the primary costs per unit in eacNsector are known, that set of goods prices

which is consistent with the specified primary cost can be determined.  Converselyÿ

if all goods prices are given the system of equations (l°12) determines the

corresponding primary costs per unit of output in each sector.  In factÿ aDy

combination of n prices or primary costs may be specified and the system may be

used to determine the remaining  n  unknowns.

1.39   The analogy between the system (1.12) and the system (1.3) described above

should be clear by now.  When the terms of (1.12) are rearrangedÿ and the general

solution for the price systemÿ

Pl = rllVl + r21v2 +  ......  +rnlVn

P2 : rl2Vl + r22v2 +  ......  +rn2Vn

....................  (1.13)

Pn = rlnvl + r2nV2 +  ......  +r  v
[in n

where rij represents the dependence of the price, pjÿ of the product of

sector 'j' on the primary cost, viÿ earned per unit of its output in sector 'iÿ  is

compared to the general solution for the output system,

- 18 -



xI = rllY1 +rl2Y2 +  ......  + rlnYn

x2 = r21Y1 +r22Y2 +  ......  + r2nYn

..................  (1.5)

xn = rnlYI @rn2Y2 +  ......  + rnnYn

it can be seen that the rows and columns of the matrix of inverse coefficients,

rijÿ have been interchanged, i.e. the inverse matrix in the price solution is the

transpose of the inverse matrix of the output solution.  With matrix algebra

the following identity can be derived from (1.15) and (1.5)

XlVI+ x2v2+  ....  + XnVn = ylpI+ y2p2 +  ......  + ynpn    (1.14)

This simply states that the sum of value added and imports in each sector is equal

to the sum of all final demand times their prices.

1.40   The price and quantity solutions are independent of one another in the

sense that changes in the relative price of the output of any sector are assumed

not to affect the disposition of that sector's output, and the price is assumed to

be unaffected by changes in the level of output.  If the input coefficients, aij,

are not interpreted as physical constants but as value ratios dependent upon price

changesÿ the two solutions cease to be independent, and the system loses the

simplicity which is essential for empirical applications.

l°41   Operations with the inverse matrix in cost-prlce problems are analogous to

those performed in analysing the relations between output and final demand.  Using

the (transposed) inverse matrix the effects of changes in wages and other factor

costs upon the relative prices of each sector's output may be calculated.  Just as

the level of output of a particular sector may be speeifiedÿ so that the sector

inputs are effectively moved to the final demand category and the equation for

that sector is eliminated from the system determining the output solutionÿ in

the same way one of the links in the chain of cost-price relations may sometimes

be disregarded°

1.42   In its usual form price analysis assumes that if wage3 or other factor

costs rise uniformly through the economyÿ each industry passes on its increased

costs plus the rise in the cost of inputs purchased from other industries.

:!
}1

2::
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::
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1.43   However, it may be that one sector, let us say the tJ'tÿ absorbs the

increased cost without raising the unit price of its output°  Being known, pj

is moved from the category of dependent to independent variable and all the items

of expenditure by other industries on sector j, ajlPj, aj2Pj,  .....  ajnPj, are

added to the primary costs (i.e. the independently determined cost) in the

respective sectors lÿ 2ÿ  .....  n.  At the same time, the equation defining the

unit cost of sector 'J' is eliminated°  When the price increases for each

sector have been determined by multiplying the column of primary costs in each

sector (except 'J') by the inverse of a matr1ÿ from which the ,j,th row and

ljfth ÿolumn have been eliminated> then the solutions can be used to determine

the unit primary cost in sector ÿj'    This is the difference between the unchanged

price and the inputs per unit from other sectors times their new prices.  A

numerical example of this procedure is given in chapter four°

1.44   Unit primary cost can be split into several items, wagesÿ profitsÿ importsÿ

taxes, each of which, except taxesÿ may be written as the product of their

price and quantity°

vi : plli + Pkki + + ti    (1.15)

where liÿ kiÿ and mi are respectively the quantities of labourÿ capital

and imports absorbed per unit of output of sector ÿi' and plÿ Pk and Pm are the

respective factor prices°  ti is the tax per unit of output paid by the producer°

If the component factors are substituted for vi in (4°1) the result is a system

of equations in which there are many more unknowns than equations.

1.45   If the number of primary costs are reduced to twoÿ labour and non-labour

costs, so that

vi = Plli +ÿi                 (1.16)

whereÿ  = all non-labour cost elementsi
then both Pl and lfi must be given in order to obtain a general solution to (4ol)

if all other prices are unknown.  Since ii is also assumed to be a given co-

effieientÿ this is tantamount to a single unknown factor input.  In practiceÿ the

distinction between labour and non-labour cost is useful because of the size of

the labour cost element and the possibility of its measurement in physical units°
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io46

might be of the fol!oÿing form:

Pl : alWp        ° ° °  an P    !pi+     2+ , ° o       +       +i    +ÿn     1   1

P2 = al2Pl + a22P2 +  ......  + an2Pn + 12Pl + g2

Consequently; an empirically useful system for analysing price-cost relations

(lo!2a)

Pn : hÿPl + a2np2 +  ......  + annPn + !nPl + ÿn

In this sytemÿ the elements a.°ÿ i. and ÿ° are all constantsÿ while there
3m   m      m    '

In summary ÿ

pj : ÿr..v.$ Jm 1                       (io13)

= E r.° (1.p_ + ÿi)            (1,17)
O Ol  m±

:Zr  ip  +Zr..ÿ.            (1o18)
j ji i !  j j% m

choosing Pl = ! as num4raireÿ then

pj = Zr  i. + Er.j jim  j oi i
(1o19)o

1o49  This formulationÿ which follows from (l,12a)ÿ can be used in the

applications of input-output analysis 1o the price systemÿ described in chapter 4,

are ÿn' equations and n + i unknowns (n PiÿS and pl).  Accordinglyÿ it is necessary

to specify one price in order to obtain a numerical solution,  Alternativelyÿ a

solution can be obtained for all other prices as a ratio of one price.  In the

latter caseÿ the price of labour is often selected as num4raire°

io48  The effects of changes in wages can be computed by specifying appropriate

values for plÿ ÿhile the effects of changes in taxes; depreciation; imports and

other elements of primary cost can be determined by specifying changes in W.o!

I °47

i

}-

V.  The Open Static System

1o50  The theoretical scheme described above has been referred to as "the input-

output system"°  More preciselyÿ i1 should be referred to as the "open static

input-output system" to distinguish it from the variants and extensions of this

analytical method°  The open static system described here is in fact the core of

all forms of input-output analysis,  Typicallyÿ a transactions table is compiled

for a certain yearÿ known as the base yearÿ and the coefficient matrices derived
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from the table are used to perform operations upon data which may relate either

to the base year or to later years.  In these operationsÿ the levels of output

of the  n  sectors of production are usually taken to be the dependent or unknown

variablesÿ while the items of final demand are usually specified from a separate

computation and are thus constants in  the input-output analysis.  From the

algebraic point of viewj it does not matter whether it is the outputs or the

final demands of each sector which are specified:  any  h of the n output

variables and  k  of the final demand variables may be regarded as unknown so

long as h ÷ k = no  The designation of variables as dependent or independent

depends entirely upon the particular problem studied:  in the majority of cases

it may be appropriate to treat the output level of a sector of production as

unknownÿ but for other purposes, it may be appropriate to regard the output of the

same sector as independently determined°  ÿonsequently, the assignment of sectors

to the category of production sectors or autonomous sectors in a transactions

table is somewhat arbitrary°  For exampleÿ the Households sector in table 1.1

is included in the autonomous category, so that inputs into Households are

recorded in a final demand column while the outputs provided by Households in

the form of labour services are entered in a primary input row°   If the inputs

into Households (private consumption expenditures), are assumed to be dependent

upon the level of output of that sector (the volume of employment)ÿ as for

certain purposes they may be so considered, then Households becomes, in effect,

a sector of production and both row and column should be moved into the first

quadrant so that the appropriate coefficients may be included in the matrix°

So long as there is at least one sector remaining in the autonomous category the

Input-output system is known as an open inputÿoutput systemÿ if all of the

sector outputs are regarded as dependent variables, the system is said to be closed°

l o 51   While the distinction between production or intermediate and autonomous

sectors in an inputÿoutput table is an arbitraIÿ one depending upon the uses of

the table, the analagous distinction between intermediate and final consumption is

22 o



a crucial one in national income accounting, for the value of the national

incomeÿj depends precisely upon where the line is drawn°  Conseqÿntly, it is

customary in the presentation of input=output tables to use the division of

economic activity between interÿmdiate and final consumption prescribed by

national accounts o

1o52   To the extent that definitions of national income differ between countries,

the boundaries drawn in the inputooutput tables of countries will also differo

For example, countries with centrally planned economies adhere to the Net Material

Product concept, which excludes nonoÿterial services from the category of

production°  An input-output table drawn for such an accounting system in the

form of table lol would include in the rqw and column of sector six the outputs

end inputs of nÿterisl services only.  The output of nonÿmÿterial services would

be entered in a primary input row while inputs absorbed by nonorÿterial services

would be recorded in a final denÿnd colÿo  Such differences are ÿtters of

definition only, and the inputÿoutput tableÿ of countries ÿith market ec onoÿLies

can be reconciled with the tables of countries having centrally planned economies

if the former group would distinguish in separate rows and columns nÿterial and

non=material services while at the same time the latter would record the inputs

and outputs of non=material services as a distinct (autonomous) sector°

1o55   The intersectoral transactions recorded in an input=output table, such as

table lol, are confined to currently produced goods and services: transferÿ/

of income and financial flows are excluded from the table entirely°  The table

does not show the sector of destination of currently produced capital goods

they are assigned to Gross Fixed Capital Formation or another of the columns of

final demand°  A table showing the flows of capital goods combined with current

goods and services from sector of erigin to sector of use would be of little

value in inputÿoutput analysis°  Since there is no reason to expect any stability

in the relationship between investment and output observed in one year, input

coefficients computed from this more general matrix would have little plausibility°

J The expression ÿ'national incomeÿ' is used here and elsewhere in the text to refer
to the concept of the annual flow of goods and services, which is measured in
many different ways°  The measure yielded by an inputÿoutput table depends upon
the arrangement of the table°  Typically, in market econontles the measure would
be gross domestic product at ÿrket pricesÿ in centrally planned economies, net
domestic (material) product at market prices°

/  Payments of indirect taxes less subsidies received by sectors of production are
recorded as primary inputs, however°



1o54  Dynamic imput-output systems introduce explicitly periods of time into the

relationship between capita! and output°  The factor of time is an essential

ingredient of any model which tries to explain the accumulation of capital.  The

system described in this chapter takes capital accumulation as independently

determined and is therefore a static as well as an open input-output system.

1o55  The transactions tableÿ which is the statistical foundation of the open

static input-output systemÿ is the table of principal importance in input-output

studies°  Other supporting tables which often are compiled simultaneously include

tables of transactions in physical units and tables of imports as well as more

specialized tables dealing in detai! with the transactions of particular sectorsÿ

regionsÿ and orgamizationso  The latter are described in the fourth chapterÿ

this chapter concludes with an account of two common forms of supporting tables°

VIo  Tables in Physical Quantities

1.56  Almost all transactions tables are prepared in money values.  The reasons

for using value rather than quantity units are strictly practical:  for one

reasonÿ most statistics relating to inter-industry transactions are available

only in money valuesÿ e°go the purchases of materials by enterprises°  The truly

compelling reasonÿ howeverÿ is that value is the simplest common denominator of

the various different commodities which constitute a sector in an input-output

tableÿ and it is !ogical to perform the necessary aggregation using prices as

weights for physical units.

1.57  Theoreticallyÿ howeverÿ it is essential that inputÿoutput tables be

interpreted in physical units°  The input-output system depends for its solution

upon the assumption that inputs are dependent upon the level of the corresponding

output in physical terms aloneÿ and that inputs are invariant with respect to

change in prices°

1o58  Clearly it would be desirao±ÿ to isolate possible changes in physical input

coefficients from changes in relative pricesÿ yet input-output tables in value

units combine the influence of both factors.  To eliminate the effect of

price changesÿ a series of tables may be prepared for different years in the

constant prices of some given year.  But often price data do not exist in

sufficient detail for these comparisons to be helpfulÿ furthermoreÿ changes from
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year to year in the proportions of the different components of each sector affects

the value of the coefficients.

1o59   To estimate actual physical relations in production and their changesÿ a

number of countries have prepared transactions tables for selected commodities.

These are usually rectangularÿ specifically they have more rows than columnsÿ

since data on the distribution of commodities among sectors are uBually more

easily available than information about the physical composition of individual

commodities.  For exampleÿ a table was prepared in the Soviet Union showing the

production and distribution in 1959 of 157 products of major importance in the

form of aggregates such as coalÿ rolled iron and steel goodsÿ sawn tinÿerÿ etc°

The information necessary to prepare this table was derived from a sample survey

covering 20% of all industrial enterprises and construction sites°  The advantage

of such tables is that they do show the structure of actual physical inputs

independently of changes in relative prices and in product mix.  The drawback is

that it is impossible to give a complete picture of the economic system in such

detail°  Therefore tables in physical quantitiesÿ while preferable in theoryÿ have

always lacked the scope and therefore the applicability of tables compiled in

values°  Howeverÿ tables showing some inputs in value and some in physical units

(e.g. output of electric energy in kilowatt-hours and labour in manÿyears)ÿ are

sometimes used to provide supplementary information°

z

i

:i

VII.  Tables of Im orts

1o60   In table lol all imports were entered in a primary row ih the column of

the purchasing sector.  While this is a common convention for treating importsÿ

it has the disadvantage ofÿconcealing the nature of the importsÿ information

which is useful if some of the imports are competing with domestically produced

goods.  If an import is a substitute for a domestically produced good then an

increase in purchases of the domestic good may occur at the expense of the import

(or vice versa)ÿ thus causing a drastic change in the domestic input coefficients.

Accordinglyÿ some countries have prepared special tables which in form resemble

the first two quadrants of table 1.1o  Each element, mijÿ in the table represents

the flow of imports which are substitutes for goods produced in domestic sector 'i',

absorbed as inputs by domestic sector sj,.  Non-competing importsÿ i.e. imports

for which no comparable domestic sector of production existsÿ are relegated to

a primary input row.  The sum of each column of a table of this type would be

equal in value to the entry in the corresponding column of the import row of a
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table such as table ioi  The various methods of treating imports in an input-

output table are described in gzeater detail in the next chapterÿ

VIIIo  Some Uses of Input-Output Tablee

io61  Although the methods of input-output analysis are discussed fully in later

chaptersÿ it is important to emphasize at this stage that there is no unique

method of analysisÿ and that methods differ according to the particular uses°

Each specific problem governs the method of analysis and ultimately the selection

and arrangement - or tme rearrangement - of the basic data°  Howeverÿ the type of

transactions table described in this chapter has been the fundamental chacteristic

of all inpÿ_ÿt-output analysisÿ because of the relative simplicity of its statistical

requirements compared to other intersectora! models, and because of the range of

uses to which it may be adapted°  Two broad uses to which the transactions table

is commonly applied may be mentioned°

1o62  An interesting and simple application oi' input-output analysis is to the

relationship between the various components of final demand and various primary

inputs such as labourÿ capitalÿ or imports°  To make a final delivery of a given

quantity of the output of sector 'kÿ requires the output of a number of sectorsÿ

the exact quantities being computed by multiplying column ÿkÿ of the inverse

coefficient matrix by the number of units of final demand°  Each of the required

outputs absorbs in the process of its production a certain amount of primary

inputs°   (By definitionÿ the use of primary inputs does not establish any further

demand:  the fact that labour requires sustenance and that capital must be replaced

is ignored.)  Consequentlyÿ the use of a calculable quantity of primary inputs can

be attributed to a given amount of final demand for the Output of a particular

sector°  The relationship can be expressed more exactly as follows:

Io69  Let fhj again represent the quantity of primary input ÿhÿ absorbed per unit

of output of sector Tjÿ and that

Fhj = fhjxj                (1o6)

where Fhj is the quantity of primary input 'hY absorbed in sector ÿjÿ   But the

total amount of the output of sector ÿjÿ required to satisfy ÿyÿ units of fina!

demanÿ for sector ÿkÿ is

xj = rjkYk                 (1o20)
Thereforeÿ the total amount of factor ÿhY required to produce the output of

sector Yjÿ satisfying ÿyÿ units of final demand for sector ÿk' is

Fhk = fhjrjkYk            (io21)
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Thereforeÿ the total amount of factor ÿhY required to satisfy the final demand

for ÿyÿ units of sector ÿkÿ is

j  = n

fhjrjkYk            (io22)
j = i

where ÿnÿ stands for the total number of sectors of production,  Dividing this

term by yk results in the term

j = n

z                   (1o23)j = I fhjrjk

which represents the total amount of factor 'hÿ required per unit of final

demand for sector ÿkTo  This is sometimes known as the factor content of sector ÿkÿo

1,64  The transactions table may be viewedÿ on the other handÿ independently of

any functional relations as  one comprehensiveÿ de+ÿailed and consistent framework

for organizing economic statistics.  In the process of assembling the tableÿ

inconsistenciesÿ gaps and redundancies in the statistical system of the economy

are revealed when data which are usually prepared independently (e.go national

accountsÿ industrial productionÿ foreign tradeÿ and emp!oyment statistics) are

incorporated in a common classification.  Such a statistical or accounting function

has perhaps been the most common first application by government statistical offices

of a new table°

1,65  Considerable scepticism has often been expressed concerning the usefulness

of input-output analysis in developing economiesÿ notably in those which have a

large s'Jbsistence agricultural sector°  It is smguedÿ on the grounds of costÿ that

the statistical resources required to compile an input-output table could be better

applied to preparing simpler information which is more immediately applicable.

On the other handÿ the value of input-output studies has been questioned in an

economic system where there is so little interdependence between sectors.  These

issues can only be settled in particular cases°  Howeverÿ it may be observed

(a) that the cost of gathering the necessary data in such economies may not be

very greatÿ (b) that the input-output table may provide a suitable framework for

organizing, economic statisticsÿ and (c) that it may be possible to infer something

about the likely future structure of the developing economy from a knowledge of

the structure of more advanced economiesÿ and that the value of the influence may

be enhanced by a comparison with the present input-output structure of the economy.
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1o66  Despite the simplicity of the concepts in input-output analysisÿ formidable

problems arise ÿ the empirical measurement of the variables.  Those are discussed

in the following chapter.  There are no absolutely "correct" methods of selectingÿ

measuringÿ and classifying data in input-output tablesÿ the criteria always

depend upon the ultimate uses of the table.  For this reason compilers of input-

output tables should always have in mind their particular uses before undertaking

the necessary statistical worko
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I o  General

2oi  In Chapter Iÿ the open static input-output system was developed from the

statistical table of transactions°  Logicallyÿ howeverÿ the direction of this

procedure is just the reverse:  the table itself cannot be prepared without rules

which can only be derived from some theoretical conceptions°  This chapter

demonstrates the influence of input=output theory upon the methods adopted in

compiling the statistical tablesÿ and shows not Oÿr that the result ms

necessarily a compromise between considerations of theory and feasibility but

also that alternative methods of arranging the ÿasic data may be desirable°  The

usefulness of any applied analysis depends upon the relevance of the data as well

as upon the appropriatenÿ of the theoretical assumptions°  In both respectsÿ the

particular application of input-output analysis governs the preparation of the

statistical table of transactions°  In Jaffa's words:

i{.

[:i

ii

:[:

]];
-i

It is therefore appropriate to look at a study of inter-industry relations
°oo as embracing a set of general purpose tabulations which can be regrouped
or reorganised to best fit the requirement of any analytical uses for
hich the interindustry  approach is properoÿ i/

2°2  The static input-output system in its simplest form is founded upon three

assumptions:

(i)  Each sector produces a single outputÿ with a single input strÿctÿreÿ

and there is no automatic substitution between the outputs of different

sectorsÿ

(ii)  The inputs into each sector are a linear function only of the level

of output of that sectorÿ i.e° the amount of each kind of input absorbed

by any particular sector goes up or doom in direct proportion to the

increase or decrease in that sector's total output°

(iii)  The total effect of carrying out production in several sectors is

the sum of the separate effects.
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J Sydney Ao Jaffÿ  ÿ'Final Demand Sectors'ÿ in Input=Output Analysisÿ
Technical Supplementÿ N°BoE°Ro New Yorkÿ 1954ÿ Chapter Iÿ po 4.
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2.3  ÿhe first assumptionÿ known as the homogeneity assumptionÿ requires

(a) that all products of a single sector should either be perfect substitutes for

one another or they should be produced in strictly fixed proportionsÿ (b) that

each sector should have a single input structureÿ/ and (c) that there should be

no substitution between the products of different sectors.  The second assumption

is known as the proportionality assumptionÿ since the relation which in practice

is assumed to hold between inputs and output is a linear homogeneous one°  ÿ'he

third assumption is known as the additivity assumption and rules out any form

of external interdependence between the sectors other than that specified by

the input-output system.

Iio  The Statistical Unit

2.4  The extent to which these assumptions hold depends largely upon the nature

of the statistical entities or units between which the transactions are

recorded and the way in which these units are grouped°  The most evident

difficulty is presented by the first assumption°  Even if each commodity could

be represented by a separate sectorÿ so that both inputs and outputs were.

perfectly homogeneousÿ there would be considerable substitution between sectors.

This ÿis quite independent of the fact that it would not be feasible to assemble

the necessary information for a table consisting of tens of thousands of

sectors.  On the other hÿndÿ if the number of sectors is smallÿ the assumption

that each sector represents a homogeneous product and a homogeneous set of inputs

is untenable°

2.5  A more detailed classification always provides greater information and up

to a certain point  it may actually be easier to compileÿ since many statistics

are available only at a very detailed level.    Butÿ in generalÿ the greater degree

of detail the greater is the cost of preparing the tableÿ and the greater is

the likelihood of sÿstitutability and the prevalence of "external" effects

A proposition can be deduced from the assumptions of the inputÿoutput system
which shows thatÿ if there is only one scarce factorÿ  (or one group of
factors whose relat±ve prices remain unchanged)ÿ then there is only one
efficient combination of inputs into each sector°  Even if several
alternative input combinations exist  only one will ever be efficientÿ
regardless of changes in the composition and level of final demandÿ and
that is the one which minimizes the use of the scarce factor.
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between sectors°  Since the number of sectors is limited for these reasonsÿ each

one necessarily is composed of groups of statistical units°  How these groups or

sectors should be formed is the problem of classificationÿ but before considering

this problem it is necessary to describe the component statistical ÿuito  A

statistical unit may be any of the following:  (a) a conÿnodit_ÿ group; (b) an

establishment such as a farm, a mine, or a faetoryÿ (c) an activitZ such as trade

or constructionÿ or (d) an institution organizing a branch of the economy such as

enterprise or government agency.

2°6    Each of these units is homogeneous in the sense that there exists a common

factor in each one, but they may not have the attribute of homogeneity as it is

used in the inputÿoutput sense to refer to the first of the fundamental assumptions°

2°7    It i8 conceivable that a grouping of commodities might satisfy most of

those assumptionsÿ at least approximately.  Accordinglyÿ a commodity classification

of sectors is perhaps the most desirable, even if it is seldom attained.  While

industrial statistics make it rather easy to trace the output distribution of

commodities among broadly defined units, it is usually more difficult to dÿscover

the commodity input structure of detailed commodities or commodity groups.

2°8    On the other hand it is relatively easy to trace the inputs of materials

absorbed by a plant or other establishment since it forms a conventional accounting

unit°  This is perhaps why the industrial statistics gathered in the censuses of

production of most countries take the establishment as the statistical unit.  The

disadvantage of the establishment as a statistical unit is that more than one

activity may take place, producing more than one commodity.  In this case one

should then ideally break down the establishment into its constituent activities,

and group together all activities producing a single commodity, but the necessary

information generally does not exist.  Consequently, establishments are usually

classified according to their principal activity and its corresponding product, so

that the statistics for each establishment include the inputs and the outputs of

secondary products.  Methods of dealing with these secondary products are

described below°

2°9    Often, establishments constitute a unit of specialized equipment and manpower,

within which rapid substitution possibilities are limited in the short run.  To the

i
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extent that an establishment represents a combination of products and processes

it is likely that this combination will be stableÿ i.e. all the elements will

change in proportion.  In this respec% the establishment is a more appropriate

statistical unit for manufacturing than the enterprise which combines several

(not necessarily related) establishments.

2.10  For certain economic activitiesÿ such as transport and wholesale and retail

tradeÿ which consist of a change in the location of commodities rather than their

physical transformationÿ statistics are often available on an activity basis

(e.g. number of freight tonÿmiles hauled by railroads)o  This may also be true of

construction (number of houses built).

2.11  In other activitiesÿ such as agriculture and miningÿ the available

statistics have frequently been compiled on a commodity basis.

2o12  In practiceÿ a variety of statistical units are usually used in the

preparation of an inputÿoutput tableÿ which typically depends for its data upon

exlstimg sources of information.  In order to approximate more closely an ideal

c!assificationÿ from the inputÿoutput viewpointÿ supplementary statistical studies

of a sampling kind might usefully be carried out to distinguishÿ for exampleÿ two

important activities carried om within the same type of establishmentÿ or to go

a stage furtherÿ the statistical units which form the basis of the industrial

data might be revised.

llIo  Classification and Aÿreÿation

2o13  Ideal criteria for classification cannot be consistently applied since no

commodity is truly homogeneous.  An average ton of steelÿ yard of cotton clothÿ

or ton of coal are all aggregates of a variety of qualitatively different grades

whose content (input structure) and uses (output structure) differ.  The prices

per ton of different grades of steel reflect in part the different quantities of

labour and raw materials used in their productionÿ and itis therefore preferable

to aggregate them according to value rather than according to pÿsical quantity.

2.14  Since classification implies groupingÿ the question of classification of

economic activities for inputÿoutput tables can be regarded as a problem of

aggregation,  it is useful to divide the aggregation problem in inputÿoutput

analysis into two parts ÿ the aggregation which is implicit in the initial decision



establishing the degree of detail of the worksheetsÿ amd that which occurs when am

original input-output table has a number of its sectors consolidated.  In both

casesÿ the method of aggregation determines the values in the aggregated tableÿ but

only in the latter case is it possible to actually calculate the bias introducedÿ

by comparingÿ for exampleÿ the inverse matrix of the aggregated version of the

tableÿ with the aggregated inverse of the original table.   In this way we can

test criteria of aggregationÿ and draw conclusions which are applicable to the

question of classification.

2.15  It is easily shown that the input coefficients of an aggregated input-output

sector are weighted sums of the constituent coefficients of the original sectorsÿ

the weights being the relative size of each sector's output.  So that even if the

original imput coefficients are all stableÿ the aggregated coefficients therefore

have a mumerical value which depends on'the relative value of the output of each

original sectorÿ which in most applications of inputÿoutput analysis are taken to

be the unknown variables.  There are only twÿ cases in which the values of the

aggregated coefficients will not be affected by changes in the level of outputÿ

(i) if all corresponding input coefficients in the sectors being aggregated are of

equal valueÿ and (ii) if the output of all the original sectors within each

aggregated sector changes iÿ equal proportion°  If all sectors could be grouÿed so

that they satisfy these two conditions then the aggregation could be termed

"acceptable'ÿ°  Acceptability is the requirement that for all possible variations

in final demandÿ the total outputj when aggregatedÿ of the original sectors should

be equal to the total output of the aggregated sectors.

2.16  These two aggregative criteria may be translated into two criteria for

classification of umits in inputÿoutput sectors:

(i)  units which have a similar input structure should be grouped together

even if they have different usesÿ eog. cars and tanksÿ

(ii)  units whose output is likely to change in equal proportion should be

grouped together.  For exampleÿ this might be true of such consecutive

stages of the productive process as the cardingj spinningÿ weavingÿ and

dyeing of textile fabrics.

2.17  If units are classified in a sector so that neither of these conditions is

fulfilledÿ whenever the output levels of the constituent activities changeÿ the
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inputs will not remain in the proportionate relation to output recorded in the

base year.  In practice, experience in the ÿreparation of inputÿoutput tables has

shown that most existing industrial classifications are remarkably satisfactory

because they tend to group activities with homogeneous input requirements.

However, since the aforementioned conditions are never obtained exactly other

considerations enter into the determination of the classification scheme for an

input-output table.

2.18  At this pointÿ the distinction between horizontal and vertical aggregation

should be made clear:  horizontal aggregation involves the aggregation of parallel

stages in the process of production, in contrast to vertical aggregation, the

aggregation of consecutive stages in the process of production.  Both types of

aggregation are usually implicit in the data relating to that basic statistical

unit, the establishmentÿ to the extent that within each establishment a set of

vertically integrated activities takes place and more than one commodity is

produced.

2.19  The grouping of activities on the basis of the homogeneity of their input

structure is an example of horizontal aggregation while a grouping of activities

which are related by consecutive stag.es in the process of production illustrates

the principle of vertical integrationÿ

2°20  Chenery and Clark  distinguish two broad areas of productionÿ firstÿ the

successive operations on a single raw materialÿ and secondlyÿ the processing of

intermediate goodsÿ  For the first they suggest that vertical aggregation is

appropriate and for the second horizontal aggregation.

2°21  It is sometimes argued that the alternative method of horizontal aggregation,

i.eo of grouping activities which have a homogeneous output structure, should be

undertaken.  It happens frequently that two commodities may be excellent

substitutes for one another in consumptionÿ but may have quite different input

structures.  To aggregate them is evidently to violate the classification criterion

which requires tme homogeneity of input structuresÿ yet to classify them in

separate sectors is to violate the assumption that there is to be no substitutioPÿ

between sectors°  For exampleÿ if the two commodities in question are wool and a

synthetic fibreÿ and the table is to be used to determine output requirements for

consumer demand projected five years aheadÿ it is sometimes argued that it is
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wiser to aggregate the two commodities on the grounds that if they are really

close substitutes in consÿmptionÿ the distribution observed in the base year may

simply reflect a temporary division of the market.  This argÿnent ismis!eadingÿ

however.  Even if the estimated demand for the individual commodities is not

accurateÿ the estimate of the combined demand can be obtained as the sum of both.

Furthermoreÿ if the object of the study were to estimate the demand for importsÿ

andÿ assuming furtherÿ that the total import requirements of a unit of synthetic

fibre and wool are quite differen% then the correct decision would be to separate

the two commodities.

2.22  The most common form of vertical aggregation occurs within the establishmentÿ

where several consecutive processes of production may occur.  So long as all of

the intermediate commodities are produced and consumed entirely within the

establishmentÿ the originÿl inputs to the establisÿhment are likely to stand in a

stable proportionate relation to the establishment's final output.  But if a

substantial part of the intermediate commodity is sold toÿ or purchased fromÿ

establishments in other sectorsÿ then vertical aggregation of the processes may

introduce a serious error since the proportion purchased or sold by the

establishment  may easily vary.  The usefulness of vertical aggregation is als0

dependent upon the purpose of the analysis.  If the object is to study technological

changeÿ it would probably be desirable to distinguish successive stages in the

production processes and to combine parallel stagesÿ since inventions often affect

individua! processes one at a time.

2.23  Even "acceptable'' forms of aggregation involve a loss of information; in

determining the degree of detail in various parts of the tableÿ the cost of

obtaining the necessary additional information must be set against its usefulnessÿ

i°e, the uses of the table as well as the quality of the data should be taken into

account.  In generalÿ relatively fine detail in some parts of the table combined

with considerable aggregation in other parts is undesirable unless it reflects the

relative significance of the sectors for the purpose of a particular study,

2.24  Howeverÿ there is a third criterion for aggregation ÿ irrelevancy°  If the

analysis is primarily concerned with a few sectorsÿ then other sectors which are

only weakly related can often be aggregated without introducing significant errors

into the result.   ÿTA system of aggregatiom which can serve as an acceptable basis

-i
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for the analysis of the interdependence between the paper and the automobile

industries might prove to be completely inefficient if one tried to use it im

estimatingÿ sayÿ the indirect effects of housing construction upon rubber

imports. ÿ'ÿ/

2.25  Two further points may be mentioned in this connexionÿ  in examining the

classification of commoditiesÿ it may be worth considering not only the re!atioms

presently existing within the economic systemÿ but also those likely to prevail in

the future as a result of technÿ+cal progress or the introduction of new industries

into the region in question.  Secondlyÿ aggregation of sectors is sometimes adopted

as a solution to the problem of secondary productsÿ a problem which is discussed

later.

2+26  In practiceÿ the nature and detail of the classification scheme in an input°

output table depends on an appreciation of specific data availability and upon the

purposes of the study rather than upon an automatic imposition of ideal criteria°

IV.  Valuation of Transactions

2°27  In theoryÿ there should be no ambiguity about recording transactions between

sectors in an input-output table.  In practiceÿ the attempt at measurement reveals

a number of problemsÿ many of which can be resolved by reverting to the theoretical

framework which the table is designed to fiÿ and others which can only be

decided arbitrarily.

2.25  First of allÿ it should be clear that not all monetary transactions are
+  .

relevant to an inputÿoutput tableÿ but only those which have a direct bearing on

current production.   Consequentlyÿ all purely "financialT' transactionsÿ  such as
+  +

loansÿ advancesÿ sales and purchases of securities should be excluded+   The

transfer of ownership of assets produced in the domestic economy before the

period to which the table refers should also be excluded°

2.29  Currently produced capital goodsÿ except when used for routine replacementÿ

cannot be regarded as standing in any proportionate relation to the base-year

output of the sectors which utilize themÿ so they must be allocated to capital

formation or one of the other final demand sectors°  The distinction between

/  W°W. Leontiefÿ 'TStructure of American Econoÿ¥'t 2rid editionÿ New ÿork !951ÿ
p. 207.



capital goods and others is evidently an arbitrary one which is frequently

determined by the nature of existing accounting methodsÿ but any good which is

expected to have a llfe of more than one year may be classified in principle as

a capital good°

2.30   Just as all monetary transactions are not included in an input-output

tableÿ so all non-monetary transactions are not excluded.  Thusÿ in principle,

the value of animal fodder grown on farms and consumed by farm stock should be

counted as well as such income in kind as consumption of farm produce by farm

families and consumption of coal by coal miners°  Likewiseÿ the transactions in

kind of a peasant or small handicraft economy might well be shown in the table.

Whether or not such items are in practice included in an input-output table

depends upon the statistical practices of the country in question and the

relative significance of such transactions°

2o31   The sales of sector (i) to sector (j) are not necessarily equivalent to

the inputs from sector (i) to sector (j)°  Adjustment in data concerning sales

and purchases must be made to take account of changes in stocks.   Inputs can be

defined to be equal to the purchases of all materials less additions to stocks of

materials°  Output can be defined to be equal to value of shipments lÿ additions

to the stock of final products lÿ net additions to stock of goods-in-progresso

The additions to stocks of materials can be entered in a special column in the

final demand sector of the row corresponding to the industry of origin of the

materials°  The problem of work-in-progress makes output estimates difficult in

the case of industries/ such as ship building and aircraft or constructionÿ which

have long periods of production,

:i
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Vo  Producer's and Purchaser's Prices

2°32   Any transactionÿ if described in monetary rather 'than physical unitsÿ may

be valued at either the price received by the producer or the price paid by the

purchaserÿ the difference is composed of marketing costsÿ which include such

items as transport costs, wholesale and retail trade ÿrkÿupsÿ insurance and ware-

house costsÿ and net indirect taxes°

2.53   An inputÿoutput table may accordingly be valued either in producer's or in

purchaser's prices°  Under the former systemÿ each of the marketing cost items is

shÿn as an input from the appropriate sectorÿ Transportÿ Tradeÿ Finance,
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Services and Government respectively to the purchasing industry.  Under the

system where every transaction is valued at tae purchaser's priceÿ the elements

of marketing cost are shown as inputs to the producing industry°  In both systems,

the inputs of marketing costs measure only the margins added to the producer's

price by the various elements°  The reason for this is clear:  if all goods

delivered by the transport system were regarded as the inputs to that sectorÿ

the homogeneity of the sector and thus the usefulness of the table would be

entirely lost.

2,34   Since most statistics record transactions at the price paid by the

purchaserÿ tables using that system of valuation are more easily prepared.  And

for certain purposesÿ the table in purchaser's prices may even be more useful.

But such a table suffers from three disadvantagesÿ which in general are sufficient

to make producer's prices the preferred system of valuation in an inputÿoutput

table°  Under the purchaser's price systemÿ the row total of each sector, which

forms the output control total for computing input coefficientsÿ includes the

marketing costs incuÿTed in each delivery of that sector's output.  Now marketing

costs will probably vary as the output distribution changesÿ and thus lead to

variations in the value of total output even if actual production of that sector

remains unchanged°  This means that coefficients estimated in the base year are

likely to be unstable°

2.55   Secondlyÿ under this systemÿ all marketing costs are counted twiee, in the

value of output of the producing industry and as inputs to that industry from the

marketing cost sectors,  Under the producer's price systemÿ on the other handÿ

all outputs including the control totalsÿ are valued foo.b, plant, and marketing

costs are therefore counted only once.

2o36   Thirdlyÿ under the system of producer's prices, marketing costs will vary

with the input structure of an industryÿ which is generally more stable than

the output structureÿ so that coefficients computed in the base year from a table

valued under this system are likely to be more stable than those valued under

the purchaser's price system°   Finallyÿ the system of producer's prices

explicitly separates each element which makes up the final purchaser's value so

that the value of each transaction corresponds more closely to the flow in

physical units.
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2°37   Thus the added stability of the coefficient matrix usually justifies the

extra statistical information necessary to compile the table in producer's

prices° Ideallyÿ all the in@ortant marketing cost elements should be identified

in order to reconcile completely the accounts of each sector°  Supporting tables

should be preparedÿ showing the marketing costs entering into each transaetionÿ

in the row of the producing industryÿ and the column of the purchaser's industryÿ

If this can be doneÿ it is possible to translate a given table of transactions

into whichever price system is most appropriate for the purpose at hand°

i

2<

Vlo  Net or Gross Sector Output

2oÿ   Some input-output transactions tables exclude intra-industry transactions,

so that all cells on the principal diagonal of the table are blank.  This method

of counting net rather than gross industry output is justified on the grounds that

the value of the diagonal element is dependent on the number of establishments

within the industry°  Neverthelessÿ if the appropriate value is recorded no

information is lostÿ and the element may easily be omitted for particular applicaÿ

tions of the tableÿ if necessary°

2°39   Furthermoreÿ the method of entering output on a net basis leads to

difficulty when sector aggregation takes placeÿ as the following example

illustrates°  Consider a simple 3 sector system of accounts in which the gross

output of each is recorded°

l
l

[:
ii
;i

:?

i:

1

2

3

i00

6o

7o
23O

are aggregatedÿ this sum remains unchanged°

i  2    3

i  2              ii0    50

5o    2o

16o    7o

160

7o
23O

If row sectors i and 2The sum of all transactions in the system is equal to 230°

1   2

4o  4o  2o

2o  lO  3o

4O  i0  2O

Ioo  6o  7o
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Ifÿ on the other handÿ the same transactions are ÿ'ecoÿ'ded oÿ a net basi6

1

2

40  ÿo

20   -   ÿo

h 0   i0

6o  50  5o

6o

5o

....  5o_

16o

then, if two sectors are consolidated, the tots! sum of recorded trar,sactions

changes.

i  2

l  2                  50       50

o       50      lOO

There are other reasons why gross accounting is preferable°  As Section VIII

below shows, the diagonal entry zÿy be useful in ÿrÿking secondary product transfers.

Vllo     Taxes

2.40   Direct taxes, iteo taxes levied on factor services, are usually not

distinguished in input:output tab!as, since the value of the services before

taxation are entered in the tab]co   Sometimesÿ howeverÿ social security and other

payroll taxes are entered separate!y, where this is made possible by enterprise

accoumtSo

2o41   Net indirect taxesÿ  (i.eo taxes minus subsidies) form part of the margin

between the producer's price and the purchaser's priceÿ and consequently under

the former system of valuation they are generally entered in a special primary

input row and the colmmu of the purchasing industry.  Thusÿ all genera] sales

taxes levied upon consumer goods are usually recorded at the intersection of

the Net Indirect Taxes row and the Household Consmÿption colÿmno  Under the

purchaser's pries system, indirect taxes, like the other margin iterÿ are shown

as inputs to the producing indtÿtryo

2.42    Some input-output tables are prepared in "market prices'ÿ ioeo producer's

prices plus net indirect taxes.  Under this systemÿ the row total of each sector

represents the value of the sector output including the value of indirect taxes

levied on that output.  In order that the column sum of total costs should balance

,the row sum of total output# the value of taxes levied on the sector's output
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must be entered again as part of the input of that in.duatryo  Furthermore, each

intermediate entry in the colÿan includes the value of the net indirect taxes

levied on each input to that sector.  Whereas, under the s:/stem of produÿeÿ°s

prices proper, the entry in the primary row records the tot8l value of all

indirect taxes levied on ÿhe iÿ to the sector, while the value of the sector

output is measÿIred net of indirect taxes°

2o4ÿ   An intermediate system of treatment is possibleÿ in which some indirect

taxes are included in the price of the producing sector's outputÿ while others

are charged as margin items to the constnming sector.  The price may be defined to

include a general tax on all commodities in the sector, but to exclude any taxes

which are specific to some commodities or to some transactions o  For example, a

tax on liquor may form e large fraction of the domestic price but may not be

levied on exports°  In order to preserve homogeneity in the .valuation of liqour

output, such a tax should be entered separately as a charge to the consuming sector.

Practices in this respect differ from country to country.   In general, however,

the separation of the tax element from price is desirable before computing the

input coefficient matrix, particularly if the tax structure is likely to change.

VIII.   Secondary Prqducts and Joint Products

2.44   According to the homogeneity assumption, the products of any sector (1) should

have a single input structure, (2) should not be produced in other sectors, and

(3) should be perfect substitutes in all uses, whether intermediate or final.  The

importance of the first of these conditions has been demonstrated in  the discussion

of aggregation.   It is equally important to rule out production of a given  product

in more than one sector,ÿ-#otherwise it would be impossible to predict which

sector woÿId satisfy demand requirements for that product°  Even if it were

possible to establish, in the base year, the shares of each sector in the

deliveries of the product, this would probably reflect no more than the division of

the market in that year°   If the third condition is not satisfied, a demand

created for one product will appear to lead to an increase in the output of other

products in the sector.  The latter two conditions taken together may be described

as the condition of homogeneity of output.

/  Except in the special case where the output of the secondary product is
strictly proportional to that of the primary product.  See para° 2°56°
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2°45   While the establishment Is the fundamental unit in the industrial statistlcs

of most countriesÿ many establishments produce more thÿn one product.  An estab-

lishment is often a single plant with one or ÿre principal or primary productsÿ

and other products of secondary importance°  It is customary to classify estab-

lishments according to their primary productsÿ with the result thatÿ when estab-

lishments are aggregated to form s sectorÿ the output of the sector consists of one

or more primary products and several secondary products.  Several classes of

secondary products can be distinguished°  Strictly speakingÿ only those classes

of secondary products whose production is technologically independent of the

primary product should be referred to as seÿondarz°  Products which are the output

of a single technical process fall into the category of ÿ_9_int productso

2°46   When the statistics from which the input-output table is to be compiled have

been collected on an establishment basisÿ (i°eo net inputs and outputs of the

establishment as a whole)ÿ then the allocation of an establishment having several

products5-Jto one particular sector will inevitably impair the principle of sector

homogeneity.  In order to obtain a more homogeneous sector composition for input-

output analysisÿ a number of proeedoxes have been ÿevisedÿ some of which are

described in the following paragraphs°  These procedures involve the application

to the original input-output table of schemes of reclassificationÿ artificial

transfersÿ and mathematical teehniqueso  It is essential to understand the

distinction between the original table and one which has been transformed as a

result of these procedÿeSo

2.47   The most satisfactory solution which applies equally to all classes of

secondary products requires the separation of the inputs used in the production

of secondary products from the inputs used in the establishment's primary products,

and. the rearrangement in one sector of all products of a given typeÿ regardless

of where they may have been produced°  This procedure is usually known as

redefinition°   It is frequently adopted in the case of ÿ'own-aecountÿ construction

activities, where establishments in many different sectors use their own labour

and purchase materials to carry out construction work°  Redefinition means that

the value of the constructica work done in any sector would be shown as an input to

/  Products which are produced and then consumed in a set of vertically-related
production processes within establishments are Vnetted' out in the establish-
ment data, and therefore do not give rise to the statistical problems of
secondary products°
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the final demand sectors, while the materials and labour used would be added as

inputs to the construction sector.

2.48   Another method of redefining secondary products is based upon the assumption

that the input structure of secondary products in any sector is the same ss the

input structure of the sector in which they are primarily produced.   This is a

less satisfactory solutionÿ most sectors may include inputs of several secondary

products in their input structure.   It is usually difficult, thereforeÿ to record

the T'trueÿ' input structuÿe of any primary product from establishment data  without

additional information.

2°49   A second procedure is the methodÿ/ of adding artificial entries to the

original table as a device to transfer secondary products from the sectors in

which they are actually produced to those sectors in which they are primary°  There

are two alternative conventions:

(i)  Products are transferred from the producing sector A to sector B by

!-

(ii)

2.50

or from establishmentsÿ rather than in the form of flows from establishments to

establishmentsÿ as assumed here, then different techniques for treating secondary

products become relevantÿ

means of a positive entry in the row for A and the column for B with

an offsetting negative entry in the diagonal element of B.  This

procedure is followed when the outpuÿ of the secondary product varies

with the output of the sector to which it is to be transferred°

Products are transferred from the producing sector A to sector B by

means of a negative entry in the row for B and the column for A with

an offsetting positive entry in the diagonal element of A°  This

procedure is followed when the output of the secondary or joint

product varies in proportion with the output of the actual producing

sector°

Where the original data are recorded in the form of flows of commodities to

/'  As described here this method owes much to Alan Mo Strout, "Disaggregation of
an Industry Production Function when it is Desired. to Treat Individual Industry
Joint Products in Separate Input-Output Table Rows'ÿ (Mimeographedÿ Harvard
Economic Research Project, 24 October 1962), andÿ "A Flexible !nputÿ-Output
Convention for Secondary Product Transactional'; (Mimeographedÿ 14 January 1963).

7_/ A thorough survey of coÿmodity.ÿestablishment classification problems is given
in a mimeographed paper by Terry Gigantes and Paul Pitts of the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics, Ottawa, Canada, entitled "An Integrated Input-Output Framework
and Some Related Analytical Models"ÿ June 12-13, 1965o
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2o51   The effect of the first convention is to make sector B the sole distributor

of its primary productÿ but part of the demand for B becomes a demand for the

output of A via the fictitious input coefficient from A to Bo  Thus A and B will

share the demand for the given product in proportion to their production of it

in the base year°  But if the share of production reflects only a temporary

division of the marketÿ then the fictitious coefficient will be extremely unstable°

The second convention has the effect that an increase in demand for the output of

A leads to an ±ncrease in the supply of sector Bÿ

2°52   While the method of fictitious transfers does diminish the problem of

output homogeneityÿ it does nothing to diminish the heterogeneity of the input

structuÿeo   In certain circumstances this may not be a problem - if the input

structure of the secondary product does not differ significantly from that of the

primary productÿ or if the two are always produced in fixed proportions°   If it

is considered to be importantÿ for reasons of policy or data availability° to

emphasize industry rather than production distinctions in the analysesÿ then the

fictitious transfer method may be justifiable,  For stability of the input-output

model over a number of years, howeverÿ it will undoubtedly be preferable to

redefine the basic data so as to improve homogeneity°

2°53   Since the availability of data limits the scope for redefinition, and since

secondary products are often important in practiceÿ it is worth-while describing

some of the principal types°  In the following parsgraphsÿ it is assumed that

redefinition is ruled out as a solution°

2°54   One class of secondary products consists of those which are produced with

the principal object of supplying the establishment in which they originateÿ while

part of the supply is distributed outside the establishment,  An example is the

industrial plant which generates electricity for its own use but disposes of some

for local consumption°  A similar case is that in which part of the supply is

received from outside the establishraento  For exampleÿ a metal-fabricating plant

may have its own captive iron-foundry whose output of castings is used in the

plant, but sometimes inputs of castings purchased from other establishments may be

substituted for the output of its own foundry°  Thereÿ convention (ii) is

appropriate in both cases°
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2.55   The output of most secondary products, however, is probably related more

closely to the output of similar products produced elsewhere, and convention (i)

should then be used°

2.56   A third class of secondary products are those which are demanded in strict

proportion with the estabiis_hment's primary products.  Common examples are the

equipment installation services provided by manufacturers of specialized

machinery such as coÿveyor beltsÿ cranesÿ etc.   In this case the solution is

simole.  So long as the relative proportions of primary and secondary products

are invariant in all their usesÿ there is no reason to distinguish them.

2°57   Finallyÿ there are secondary products which are not the primary product

of any sector.    Since there is no other sector with which they may be classified

or into which they may be transferred, the creation of a separate sector is

evidently desirable.  But precisely because this class of products does not

appear as the primary product of any significant number of establishmentsÿ the

essential data are usually lackingÿ even in an otherwise complete system of

industrial statistics.  For exampleÿ the miscellaneous stationery and equipment

used in offices is hard to trace in the purchases of any individual establishmentÿ

yet the total is large in value and consists of a variety of products secondary

to several sectors°  The practice in this case is to create an artificial sector

which represents no real production but merely pemllits an accounting balance.

In the present examplej the row would represent the purchases of miscellaneous

stationery by different sectorsÿ while the colunm would show the inputs of paper,

etc. attributable to the production of these miscellaneous goods.

2.5ÿ   The general characteristic of joint products is that they are the output

of one production processÿ i.e. they share a common input structure.  Consequently

there is no possibility of redefinition.  The supply of one cannot usually be

increased without a corresponding increase in the supply of othersÿ so that all

classes of joint products lend themselves to treatment by convention (ii).

2.59   The first class of joint products consists of those in which each is of

relatively equal importance and where the products are not proauced elsewhere -

taey might be described as multiple primary products.  Examples are the joint

production of mutton and wool, petroleum refinery productsÿ and of various types

kk
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of rolled stee.d  productu.   1;o .JonK an ÿ.ac'h dt.llw-.r7 to mr,  Jntermÿ.dlat.ÿ or  l'lr,ÿ,]

de[rÿnd sector con61sts o[' a  £1xt.ÿ(] proport]on o£ the coi/#n(m  ]nputÿ,  th,:n  thÿ

homoÿ,eneity assumption8 arÿÿ, not violated  J l" all  of tilÿZ  [)Fodur:t[J eI't¢  ]h<'jlJfJÿr(J  ]h

a 8].[]ÿZe I'()W.   ]i',  es iB ]ikeJ.y,  the dii'j'erÿnt jn"oduct[J hav,c a d| £J'ermnt output

dlstrlbutJon,  constructi(m and ehecklnl4 o[' th,ÿ, table is made ÿaÿiÿ:r If en

addlt].ona]  row is eretJted  Jar each commodit'/o   ']'hi8 cat.,e can b<: {:onv<-niently

handled by recording: the. output of en('.h product as a n¢:Fatlv¢-: entry Jn the

sector co]turin and correspondinr, row,  o££set by aÿ, eqÿzal positive sÿn of the

entries  in the producing sector's ditJKoha.l.   Thus  1,hÿÿ. tot, a]  of the rows sh{swlnK

the distributlori of all  blll, on{: o[' the [)rodu(ltP] WOljJd i)ÿ zr-.f'o,  whl.l+ÿ the enf, rl,ÿ.s

in the corresponding co]uxsms,  other than the co]umrl o£ the l.J(]tuli]  lJrOducln£

sector,  would be all zÿ:;ro.   Und<.ÿr thls  pr'ocÿ:dure,  a dexrÿnd  for onW one .joint

product would increase iri proport].oli the supp]J of the others.   ']'hÿ: supp]//

determined in this wa.y can be compared with the actual denmrld imttern,  the

discrepancy being reflected in the non-zero outf)ut levels of' the product sectors;

so that conc]uslons could be drawn about possib]e chan/.,es [h Inventories or

imports.

2.60    A second class of .joint-products is the class of b,y-products Jn which one

of the products is of dlstinct]j lesser importance,  so that it is  under;[rab].e, to

use any 8ccountin[4 convention which would indicate that an increase in demand

for the b.y-product would lead to en increase in the output of the prlnclpa]  ,joint

product.   By-products may,  as in the case of coke, be the principal products  in

other establishments (coke from coke-ovens) or,  in the case of hides produced bÿ

the livestock Industrys they rmÿj be produce<] solel,y in one sector.   In the former

case, the familiar device of the negative input coefficient in the row of the

industry of primarj production and the coltÿrÿl of actual production can be used to

"transfer" the coke to the eoke-producinl{ sector, not omittin(,ÿ the offsettlnf6

positive entry in the diaÿonal of that sector.  The effect is to confine the

demand for coke to the sector of its primar:i production, while the total supply

of coke is in part dependent upon the total output of the industrj in which it

is a bj-product.   In the latter case, it is desirable to establish an artiflcia]

row for the product hides, which can be transferred from the livestock industrÿ

to an artificial sector aÿain by means of 8 negative production coefficient with
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r, offsettlrlg pos.itlve entry in the dlaÿonal.   The reuutlt is that an inc,'ease i,rÿ

de] [reties of hides to the lesther irÿdustry does not ]cad to an lncreÿJse llJ the

output of the liver;tack irJdu:ÿtry, whereas an increase in the output of that

industry brouÿht about,  for example, by an increase in denÿnd for meat products

wl]l incrÿ:ase the supply of hides.  The necessary reconciliation of supf,].j and

demand can then be assumed to occur throuÿh chan[ÿes in invemtorles or imports.

2.61   Scrap and waste products form the third class of .]olrlt products.  These are

the by-products of all industries, tile primary products of none, nnd are consuurled

by a number of industries.   Infornmt!on on flows of scrap products between

industries suffer from the same difficulties as does information about office

materials, and the same treatment is often adopted.  An artificial sector is

created, into which all scrap produced is allocated, and from which all consumption

of scrap is absorbed.   It mey be desirable to distinguish-particular types of

scrap products, such as metal and non-metal scrap.   Automotive spare [)arts are

often treated in the same way as scrap products and. office nmterials for similar

reasons o

2.-62   Finally, it may be the case that several products can be produced in a

limited number of alternative but fixed proportions using conmÿon or different

production processes.   Jo long as the number of alternative production processes

is not greater than the number of products this case may be handled in an ordirmry

input-output table, by the methods described.  If the number of production

processes exceeds the number of products, then a linear programming formulation is

appropriate.

2.63   The foregoing discussion of secondary and joint products can now be

summarized°  When it is desirable, or necessary because of the available data,

to maintain industry distinctions rather than create a table of homogeneous

production activities the method of fictitious transfers is appropriate for dealing

with secondary products.  In general, it is the most effective method of handling

joint products.  The method can be generalized in the following way:

2.64   All secondary or ,joint product flows can be transferred to a dummy column,

as a positive entry in the row of the producing sector.   In the same dummy

column there is an equal flow of negative sign in the row of each sector to

which the secondary product is to be transferred.  Each dummy column consists

only of these two entries, so that the column sum is always zero.

i

z
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Q     '[ÿ                                                                                                                                                                          .           I,.6)   Each of the dÿ,mÿy col unms can be added to the ortÿinal "primary  trans-

actions table in either of two weys:

(i)  When the output of the secondary product changes proportionately

with the output of the actual producing sector, the dun mÿy colunm

should be added to the colunÿl of that industry.  This corresporÿds

to the treatment of 811 classes of joint products and also to the

class of secondary products, sometimes described as "own-account

activities".

(ii)  When the output of the seccÿidary product is dependent on the output

of the industry to which it is to be transferredÿ the dÿmny column

should be added to the coltunn of the prinaÿry producing industry.

2.66   A third possibilityÿ which .has not been discussed, is that the dunmly column

might be added to one of the final demand sectors.   This treatment would be

appropriate where secondary product output could not be related to the output

level of any sector:   in this way the output level of the secondary product is

determined outside the system.

2.67   All of the dunmly columns together constitute a secondary transfer matrix

which can be analysed and operated upon independently of the primary transaction

matrix.  When added to the primary table, the secondary transfer matrix leaves

primary coefficients unchanged by leaving all column sums unaffected.  For exampleÿ

suppose that in a 5 sector systemÿ sectors Aÿ Bj and C produce respectively

70 units of xI, i00 units of x2, and 70 units of x3.ÿ but sector A produces in

addition 20 units of x2 as a secondary product which it delivers to sector C.  The

flow table might appear as follows:

A    B    C          Total Output

A      4o  3o  2O           9o

B      i0  60  30          ZOO

C       4O  i0  2O           7O

2.68   In order to transfer from sector A the 20 units of x2 produced to sector Bj

where x2 is primarily produced, a dungy coluÿm can be introduced:
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A    B    C    D          Total Output

A     4O  3O  0  2O          9O

B      i0  60  50 -20           i00

C      40  i0  20   0           70

In this formula tionÿ which corresponds to the third general method of treating

secondary productsÿ the level of secondary production is stipulated and sector C

receives no direct inputs from sector Ao

2.69   In another formulationÿ the dummy column is added to sector B:

ii:

A    B    C               Total Output

A      4o  5o   o               9o
B      i0  40  5o               i00

C      40  i0  20                70

that the flow table is of the form:

A   B   C Total Output

A      6o  3o   o                9o
B      -i0  60  50               i00

C      4O  i0  2O              7O

IX.  The Treatment of Imports and Exports

2.71   A Foreign Trade sector is a necessary part of all input-output tables.

It is necessary in order to obtain an accounting balance of inputs and outputs

in current domestic productionÿ since some of the inputs absorbed are imported

from abroadÿ while part of the output is exported abroad.  For those economies in

which foreign trade is particularly importantÿ one of the most likely applications

of input-output analysis will be to the problems of exports and imports.

2.72   The method of recording exports is perfectly straightforward:  that part

of the output of a given sector which is exported is entered in a final demand

column.  Whereas this treatment of exports is universalÿ several methods are used

2°70   Finallyÿ when tile output of x2 in sector A is proportionate to the level

of output of sector Aÿ then the dummy column should be added to sector A so

In this case the output of x2 in sector A depends upon the level of output of

sector B°

:f

)

i

!
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for recording imports.  The difference between them rests upon the meaning of the

input coefficients which result in each case.

2.73   In discussing imports in the context of input-output analysis  it is helpful

to begin by making a distinction between competing and non-competing imports.

Even if this distinction is not always made in practiceÿ8ÿit throws light on

the merits and demerits of the alternative conventions used to record imports,

2.74   A competing import can be defined as a commodity which is a good substitute

for some domestically-produced commodity.  Clearly, the interpretation of the

phrase "a good substitute  is a matter of judgement.  A non-competing importÿ on
the other handÿ is one for which there is no domestic counterpart.  As an example

of the distinction one might consider a European couÿitry importing agricultura!

products:  wheat would be a competing import while raw cotton would be a

non-competing import.

2.75   If the supply of a competing import is distributed along any row other than

that of the corresponding domestic productÿ then substitution which may easily

8/ It often requires expert knowledge of individual industrial processes to
draw a precise distinction between competing and non-competing imports.
Qualitative differences within commodity groups may rule out certain uses.
For exampleÿ a country which produces only brown coal must import a different
grade of coal to make steel.   Imports of coal of this type are  non-competlng
since the domestic product cannot be regarded as a substitute for the import.
In less industrialized countriesÿ the task of making the distinction may be
easierÿ but in all countries the lists should be revised periodically to
take account of extensions in the range of domestic production.
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occur between these two sources as inputs to some third sector will cause variance

in the two imput coefficients  - from the competing import and from the domestic

product  - to the third sector,  Constancyÿ or stabilityÿ of the input coefficients

is of critical importanceÿ yet substitution between a domestic product and a

competing import may take place in a short period of time°  Ifÿ howeverÿ the

competing import and the domestic product are distributed along the same rowÿ

substitution ÿbetween them will mot affect their joint input to a third sectorÿ

which is technically determined.  Thus the 'technicalÿ coefficient is likely to

be much more stable than either of its two componentsÿ the domestic input

coefficient and the competing import coefficient°

2.76  Ifÿ on the other handÿ a non-competing import is distributed along a row

with a broadly similar (but non-substitutable) domestic productÿ the coefficients

formed ÿrom their joint flow create an indirect demand for domestic output which

in fact is a demand for imports°  Ifÿ for instanceÿ raw cotton and wheat are both

distributed along the same row then the resulting input coefficient matrix which

is computed may lead to the conclusion that consumer demand for cotton textile

products will stimulate the output of the domestic fertilizer industry ÿy creating

a demanÿ for domestic agricultural output which in reality is satisfied by

imports.  But if the non-competing import is distributed along an entirely separate

rowÿ then the input coefficients formed by its flow will be quite stable in the

sÿnse that they are not substitutable for the outputs of other sectors.

2.77  These observations should be borne in mind when considering the alternative

treatments of, imports:

Method io  All imports are allocated in a single row to the consuming sectors.

This treatment is perfectly acceptable to the extent that imports are

nonÿcompetingÿ to the extent that they are competingÿ substitution will tend to

occurÿ restricting the usefulness of the input coefficient matrix as time passesÿ

In this caseÿ all intermediate flows are of domestic products onlyÿ and the

construction of the import row requires an identification of the destination of

imports.  Note that this method of recording imports has been adopted in the

Simplified Table for the Netherlands 1956ÿ Table i°I in Chapter !.

Method 2,.  All imports are distributed along the row of a similar domestic

sector°  Unlike the previous conventionÿ this means that flows contain imported

7i

;i

?
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and domestically-produced elements without distinction°  In this case there is no

problem of instabilityÿ but the presence of non-competing imports in the rows may

give rise to inaccurate estimates of output requirements when the inverse matrix

computed from this version of the table is postÿmultiplied by a bill of goods

comprising final domestic demand and exports.  To avoid this error one has to

change the final bill of goods by redefining each entry as containing domestic

final demand plus exports minus imports.  But thisÿ in effectÿ means specifying in

advance part of the solution (the level of imports) which one wishes to compute.

Two slightly different coefficient matrixes may be computed from a flow table

of this type:  in the first case the row tota!ÿ i.e.ÿ the sum of all imports and

domestic outputÿ may be taken as the denominator in forming the coefficiemts°  in

this caseÿ a further instability is introduced since there is no necessary relation

between changes in total supplyÿ which may be confined to importsÿ and changes in

domestic inputs.  Furthermoreÿ this instability will affect the value of everÿ

coefficient in any column where significant substitution between imports and

domestic production takes place.  The second possibility is that if the total

imports in each row are knownÿ they may be entered with a negative sign in the

final demand quadrantÿ so that the value of the row total equals domestic outputt

Coefficients computed on this base should be ÿwellÿbehavedÿo  One advantage of

this method is statistical simplicity.  No information is needed on the destination

of importsÿ only on their origin and this can usually be easily obtained from

customs sources,

Method 3o  The third method tries to combine the virtues of the previous two

while avoiding their faultsÿ by distributimÿ only those imports which are judged

to be ÿcompeting' along the rows of the corresponding domestic sectorÿ  (thus

obtaining stable input coefficients) and distributing the non-competing imports as

a separate row (thus preserving the homogeneity of the output structure)o  All

intermediate flows thus consist of domestic product plus competing importsz ÿnd

the total of the latter are entered as a negative column in the final bill of goods.

!n this caseÿ as in Method 2ÿ it is necessary to specify the actua! import

requirements in any computation°  Howeverÿ it seems likely that this can be done

more accurately with competing importsÿ  If notÿ a simple adjustment to the

diagonal elements ia the coefficient matrix makes it possible to compute a solution

on the assumption that the supply of competing imports will be in some proportion
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(which may be varied for each sector) to the corresponding domestic output°  Since

the data requirements for this method are not too demandingÿ and since it is more

accurate than the previous method it is the one which can be most highly recoÿendedo

Method 4.   ÿ final possibility is that all imported goods can be distinguished

both by industry of origin and by industry of destination°  This is equivalent to

the preparation of two tables   one for domestic flows and one for imported

products°  Naturallyÿ the statistical requirements are demandingÿ but the results

make possible a considerable flexibility in the treatment of imports°  It is

certainly worthwhile making the marginal effort to distinguish between competing

and non-competing importsj and relegate the latter to a row in the foot of the table.

An immediate advantage of this method is that information about import

substitution in particular elements can be acctÿately incorporated in the table°

Thus a domestic flow matrix can be constantly revisedÿ so that the problem of

substitutability can be minimized°   Imports can either be aggregated by columnÿ

and treated as in Method iÿ or aggregated by rowÿ and treated as in Method 2o

2°78   The difference between these four alternative methods of entering the same

basic set of figures into an inputÿoutput table can best be illustrated by a

numerical example°  Such an example appears belowÿ following an account of the

alternative methods of valuation of exports and imports.

Xo   Valuation of Imports and Exports

2,79   The value of imports .Coiofo comprises three items - (a) the foreign port

value] (b) freight charges to the domestic port of entryÿ and (c) insu1ÿance

charges,  A fourth itemÿ import duties levied by the domestic government may be

added to give whÿt we shall call the domestic port value of importsÿ i°eo the

value of imports as they enter the domestic economy,

2°80   Likewise tae value ÿf a country's exports f,o.bo at the port of embarka-

tion consists of the producer's value plus the various marketing costs necessary

to get the goods to the port°

2,81   The way in which the different elements are entered in an input-output

table depends upon the system of valuation (producer's or purchaser's prices)

used as well as upon the method adopted for recording imports°  The domestic port

value (i.e° including import duty) is often preferred for valuing importsÿ
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prlÿrmrily because this is comparable to the value of domÿ-ÿstlc pr'odÿts ÿt

producer's prices.   Furthermore,  It is fairly easy to obtain e.1.i°o valueÿ fÿ'om

tae records of the Cuÿtoÿ,s authorities, and to add the neces:iary duties.

2.82    it shou!d be observed, however,  that the domestic port value fsJ_Js between

a pure producer's price vsluÿtion and a complete puz'cÿisser's price valÿzÿtÿOno

In addition to the basic foreiÿz,n port vaJ ue it contains three ÿrmr£1n items but

it does not include the msrgia item.'3 associate4 with the try, haler of the impo,°t:ÿ

from the domestic port of eÿitry to the corÿswr;ing industÿ'yo   As s result of

including three "international" nÿrgin Iterrÿ in the domestic port va.llle,  these

margins represent an element of possible instability in the Lab_Is,  (see psrÿ.

2°56)°   Furthermore,  the domestic port value overstates the value of impoI'ts Jrÿ

the balance-of-payments sense if' any of the rCmrgin items are chsrÿ,es ÿ<ÿirlst

domestic producers°

2.ÿJ5   Assurÿuing, however, that this system of valuing imports is adopted, and

assuming further that flows of domestic products are being valued at producer's

prices, then imports can be treated in the followin(ÿ, ÿmnner.

2oÿ$   The domestic port value of competing imports of type vi' consuJaed bj

domestic industry ÿj' is entered in tfle cell at the intersection of row 'i' and

eolurmÿ ÿJ'    The costs incurred in transferring the imports from domestic po¢'t

to point of consumption are treated in exactl.2 the same way as the costs incurred

in transferring a domestic product from the producer to the purchaser aeeordiÿ

to the producer's price systemÿ  i.eo the trade and transport margins are entered

as inputs to industry 'j'

2o85   That fraction of'the costs incurred in moving the import fz'onÿi foreigz, port

to domestic port which is borne by domestic transport and irÿsurance service.s

requires special treatment if the total value of imports is not to bÿÿ. overstated.

These items may conveniently be entered as exports of the respective services?-/.

In this caseÿ the margin items are double-counted, being included in both the total

imports of sector 'iÿ and in the output of domestic services.

9--/  An alternative convention deducts these margins directly from competing
importsÿ by entering them with a positive sign in the negative coluÿ of
import s.
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2.ÿ1(ÿ   A similar treatment can be adopted for imports judged to be non-competing.

in this case, all such imports are relegated to a single row.

2.87   This system of valuation and the alternative ÿrÿthods of treating imports

are illustrated in the followin{4 example.   Suppose that a consignment of imports

of type "i" which is consuuÿled by domestic industry 'j' has a foreign port value

of ]00 units.   The cost of transport to the domestic port of entry, ]O units,  is

borne by a foreiÿ carrier; the cost of insurarÿce, also i0 units,  is borne b.y a

domestic enterpriseÿ and an import duty of 5 umlts is levied by the domestic

government so that the domestic port value of the imports is 125 ÿits.  Of this

value, 15 units have been contributed by domestic sources, and ii0 ÿlits

represent claims by foreigners against the domestic economy.

2.88   A complete table of import flows recording this transaction would look

like Table (i)ÿ if the margins are charged to exportsÿ

;<

-]

;;

:i
<
>

Table (i)

Export s Total
D      M

i0

g D                        5            5

Total          125                                                      125

where the symbols 'i' and wjÿ designate the respective sectors of produc-

tionÿ D and M designate domestic and imported flows,  's' stands for services,

(transport and insurance)ÿ and ,gV represents government.   In these and subsequent

examples the margins incurred in delivering the goods within the coÿtry are

ignored.

2°89   The method of treating imports outlined in Table (i) corresponds to

Method 4ÿ (para. 2.77).  Two variants of the table can be shown according to

whether the import is regarded as competing (Method 2) or non-competing (Method i).

If the import is competing it is recorded as in Table (ia)ÿ whereas if it is non-

competing it would be recorded as in Table (ib).

D                            ±0
M

D
125

i
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T ble ] ia) Table (ib!

Total
j       Exports   D    M                      J       Exports       Total

i      125                  -125          s                i0          ]0

s                  i0                         Import s   12 5                    .ÿ

g              5                     g              5          5
Total    125___                 -125        Total

2°90   The treatment described in the previous examples has been concerned with the

valuation of imports at their domestic port value.

2.91   Alternativelyÿ one may crater imports in an input-output table at the

foreign port value.  This is harder to implement in practice, because it is more

difficult to obtain data on foreign port values and it involves ascertaining the

earnings of foreign shippers in the country's import trade°  The result escapesj

howeverÿ the double counting of the previous examples°

2.92   A complete table of imports at foreign port valuesÿ showing separately

the imported domestic components of the illustrative transÿction would look like

Table (ii)o

J
D
M    i00

D     I0
M    i0

D      5

Table lii )
Total
D  M

i00

i0
i0

125                   ilO

2.93   The same transaction may also be recorded in two other ways, depending

upon whether the import is considered to be competing or non-competingo  This is

illustrated in Table (iia) for competing irrlports, and in Table (lib) for non-

competing imports.
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Table (iia)                             Table (lib)
Total

j         D   M                                   j          Total

i          I00           -I00                    s           lO           i0

s           20      lO   -i0                  Imports     ii0          II0

g         5      5                    g         5         5
Total      ÿ          ÿ ii0                   Tot al      125

iii

2°94   The treatment of exports is much simpler°  Two procedures are possible

according to whether the table is to be prepared in producer's prices or in

purchaser's prices°  Under the producer's price systemÿ the entry in the export

column and the row of any sector shows the value (at the produeerVs price) of

that commodityÿs output which is exported°  The various charges incurred in

moving the goods from the plant to the port of embarkation iÿ that share of the

international shipping and insurance charges accruing to domestic producers

should be entered in the appropriate rows of the export columuo

2.95   Under the purchaser's price system# export of ÿ particular sector include

the costs necessary to bring the merchandise to the port of departure.  This is

the value conÿnonly recorded by Customs offieialsÿ and therefore is easily obtainedÿ

but its usefulness iÿ limited by the consideration thatÿ in order to obtain a

row balanceÿ the outputÿof a sector  must be fully allocated at producer's values°

Thus the more difficult valuation of exports at the producer's price must be

obtained in any case°  It should also be noted that under the purchaser's price

system the export column contains inputs from the trade and transport sectors

representing (a) the value of these services in delivering domestic merchandise

to the port of departureÿ plus (b) the value of services in delivering domestic

merchandise abroadÿ plus (e) the value of the international distributive services

provided in delivering imports to domestic producers°

XIo  In utÿOut ut Table__ssand Nat__ional Accounts and Balances

2°96   In theoryÿ the aggregate value of total final expenditure whichÿ in an

inputÿoutput tableÿ is equal to the sum of the column totals of final demand minus

imports should be equal to the equivalent gross domestic expenditure concept

established in the systems of national accounts or balances°  The sum of the row
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totals of the primary inputs (excluding imports) in the typical table should

likewise be equal in value to the corresponding income flow aggregate.

2°97   For example, in countries with market economies the aggregate value of the

final demand columns minus imports usually constitutes the gross domestic product

at market prices.  The same aggregate can be shown in an account derived from

the SNA accounts: lÿ

Table 2o i

2.

3ÿ

4ÿ
5o

6o

Private Consumption Expenditure

Government Purchases of Goods and
Services

Gross Domestic Fixed Capital
Formation

Net Additions to Stocks

Exports of Goods and Services

Less Imports of Goods and Services

7.  Compensation of Employees

8.  Operating Surplus

9o  Depreciation

lOo  Net Indirect Taxes

Expenditure on the Gross Domestic
Product

Gross Domestic Product at Market
Prices

2.98   In practice, a difference may exist between the estimates of the two

systems, which may be due either to differences in the methods of valuation or

differences in methods of accountingÿ or both°  The nature and extent of the

differences vary naturally between countries.  Some of the more common sources of

difference are considered below°

2.99   Although the concepts of gross domestic product in market economies and net

material product in centrally planned economies differ, the problem of reconciliao

tion between these aggregates and input-output statistics really depends upon the

respective methods of estimation°  Ifÿ as in Norwayÿ the statistical sources of

the national accounts and the inputÿoutput tables are the sameÿ then no problem

exists.  On the other hand, if the same tlansactions are valued differently in

the two systems, (for example, if there is a difference in timing), or if certain

transactions are excluded from one system which are included in the otherÿ then

the problems of reconciliation may be formidable°

lÿ  United Nations, A System of National Accounts and Supportinÿ Tables, Studies
in Methods, Series F, No. 2, Eevo 2, po ÿ account  number l°
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2.100  Given an aggregate income and product conceptÿ such as Gross Domestic

Product at Market Pricesÿ two sufficient conditions for consistency with the

corresponding input-output aggregate may be stated:   (a) all transactions must

be valued on the same basis; and (b) the same transactions must be included in

the aggregate°

2°lO1  These conditions would require, for exampleÿ that the system of national

accounts or balances adopt the same conventions for valuing foreign tradeÿ incomeÿ

in-kindÿ the services of owner-occupied dwellingsÿ the services of financial

institutions etcoÿ as the input-output table.   It would also require that the two

systems draw the same line between transactions considered to be intexÿediateÿ

and those regarded as final°  For exampleÿ the same treatment must be accorded

the travel expenditures of businessmen in both systems

2o102  If a more detailed reconciliation is requiredÿ for exampleÿ if the various

components of domestic expenditure are to be reconciled with the final demand

column totals of the inputÿoutput tableÿ and the primary input row totals with

the distributive shares of the income aggregateÿ still more detailed adjustments

might be required to ensure that condition (b) held for each component separately.

2.103  If the production account were disaggregated by sector of production some

major adjustments would be required so that the totals of the production sectors

in the resulting table would be consistent with those of a typical input-output

table of transactions.  In particular, (c) it would be necessary to have an

auxiliary table of marketing costsÿ in order to transform the table from

purchaser's to producer's prices; (d) secondary and joint products would have to

be transferred or redefined into existing or additional sectors.  For these and

other reasons, it is often difficult to link inputÿoutput tables with other

published industrial statistics.  This makes it harder for users of the table to

do their own detailed updating.  Accordinglyÿ it may be suggested that subsidiary

tables should be published, showingÿ where necessaryÿ a reconciliation between

the figures in the input-output table and those shown in the principal statistical

sources °
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20104  ProposalsÿJwhieh have been put forward for the revisloÿJ of SNA include

a scheme for the integration of matlonal aceouÿts with inputÿoutput atatlstles,,

thus satisfying the conditions lald down in 2o100 above.  While these proposals

are of enormous value so far as statistical uses of ir, put.-output tables ere

eoneernedÿ they are of leas significance for the analytical uses of the tables°

The ultimately different purposes of national accounts and Inputÿoutput tables

necessarily means that the data themselves shou!d differ°  For the put'poses of

input-output analysis, it is desirable to have a classification of economic

activity which is as detailed as possible and as close to a coÿrÿ0dlty classifica-

tion as possible; even at the cost of not preparing such a table every year°

On the other handÿ it is important that national accounts should be compiled

annually°

2o105  The form of inputs=output table proposed is a rectangular one:  groups of

cormmodlties are entered, in rowsÿ while the columns are classified by establish°

ments°  So long as a correspondence exists between the row and coluÿ sector

classifieationsÿ this offers in principle a conveÿient and flexible framework

for recording the basic data°  The proposed scheme is not elaborated in the

present paper because tables in this form have not yet been officially prepared

by any countryÿ although there have been experiments along these lines in Canada

and other eouÿtrieso

XII° Other Problems

2o106  A number of miscellaneous problems arise often in irÿput-output tables:

The Undistributed sector which exists in some tables is simply a device to provide

an accounting balance and absorb otherwise inexplicable statistical discrepancles.

iÿ/ Proposals for the revision of the System of National Accounts are presently
under discussion°  AÿI earlier draft of these proposals is contained in
document EiCNo3i320ÿ 9 February 196% which is shortly to be further revised.
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For example, when only a part of the known total supply of a sector can be traced

to specific consuming sectors the residual is allocated to the Undistributed

column°  Likewiseÿ if all known material purchases and factor payments of a

particular sector have been accounted forÿ and the total falls short of the total

outlays of that sectorÿ a balancing item is entered in the Undistributed row.

2o107  Since final demand and primary input entries are usually accounted for

satisfactorily, the undistributed flows represent flows between production sectorsÿ

and it is for this reason shown as an intermediate sector in +,he table of

transactions°  While it is always possible to mechanically distribute the elements

of the undistributed sector among the other production sectors, there is no

sa.tisfactory solution to the problemÿ other than its elimination by am improvement

iN the statistical system°

2.103  A table showing in detail the transactions between a. particular group of

industries may contain a row and column showing inputs from and outputs delivered

to all other industries°  in this caseÿ these miscellaneous inputs and outputs

pose the same problem as do the undistributed ÿ'lows in a table of the whole

economy o

2o109  The existen.ce of such undistributed or miscellaneous rows and columns is

embarrassing in analytical 'applications of the input-output tableÿ since no

meaning can be attached to any coefficients computed for these sectors,  if the

analysis is confined to a group of industries whose principal miscellaneous inputs

are derived from sectors outside the groupÿ other than those which receive the

outputs of the group, then it may be permissible to ignore that part of the

interdependence within the group which arises from transactions without the groul}S

ioeo the miscellaneous transactions may be ignored.  In the economy as a whole,

howeverÿ the interdependence represented by the undistributed sectors cannot be

ignoredÿ" each undistributed flow correctly belongs in some other part of the flow

table, and the problem becomes one of distributing the undistributed flows among

the already recorded flows.

2oi10   It should be observed here that this problem is formally analogous to the

problem which often arises in updating matrixesÿ (see chapter IV).   In the

absence oi' a new input-output tableÿ the table relating to a previous year may be

revised in the light of intermediate row and column totals obtained for a later

year from industrial censuses etco  ÿhe interindustry flows for the ÿater year can
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be approximated by distributing the difference between the old and the new sub-

totals among the flows observed in the earlier yearÿ

2°lll  In both casesp the most satisfactory solution requires specific information

about the location of revisions in the interlndustry flows.  If this information

is not available, the ÿecond best solution is for the economist to use his

Judgement in sllocating the undistributed flows.  If thÿs ÿs impossible then

recourse must be had to a mechanical solution, which distributes the undistributed

according to some formulaÿ for example the residual may be distributed evenly

among all the other cellsÿ among the non-zero cells, or in proportion to the

value of the entries in the non-zero cells.  .The distribution should be carried

out by those who prepare the table because they are likely to know best how it

should be done   At the same time, the undistributed items should be published

separately together with an account of the methods used to distribute them°

Although a mechanical solution has no virtues except convenience, it is frequently

adopted, and a numerical example of one method follows°

2.112  The table represents a table of flows between two sectors of production and

an undistributed sector,  ÿu'.  Since it is assumed that all primary inputs and

final output  have been recorded completelyy attention can be concentrated on the

first quadrant of the table:  the row and column totals of the undistributed

sector are necessarily equal, but not those of the two real sectors.

1    2    o    u    Intermediate Total

1      4o  5o   .  28        98

2       20  I0      42        72
6   ÿ  "e  O  0   .  0   O   ÿ  ÿ   0  O  •   0

u       56  14        0        70
Intermediate

Total            ll6  54       70

In the first stepÿ the elements of the undistributed column are distributed by

multiplying each other element of the respective rows by the ratio of the row

total divided by the row total less the undistributed flow.  Thus in this exampleÿ

elements 1 and 2 of row 1 are multiplied by 98    = 98  and the two elements of
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row 2 are multiplied by 2ÿ = 72.  The table then becomes:
72-42 .ÿo

1    2    .    u    Intermediate Total
o

1      56  42       0       98
o

2      48  24   °   o       72
o  ÿ  Q  ÿ  e  .   •  o  ÿ  o   •  •   •

u       56  14   .   0       70

4--

:it

Intermediate
Total

Intermediate Total

137.2

lO2o8

2.113  While second-hand goods are in principle excluded from the transactions

table, it is impossible to do this in practice.  Second-hand materials are

frequently used as inputs in the construction industry, and a significant amount

of income is derived from trading in second-hand goods.  The first case might be

treated as a stock depletion, while in the second case the trade margin can be

charged to the sector consuming the second-hand goods.  However, only the margin

on the exchange of existing assets should be counted in the table; the exchange

itself is regarded as unrelated to current production.

2.114  In establishing ÿhe gross supply of a given commodity or commodity group

it is clearly necessary to count only changes in the ÿ of stocks, and to

rule out changes in the value of stocks which may have occurred.  If such an

adjustment is made, the accounting balance between the Total Revenues and Total

1    2          u
Q

1      86.2 51.0 •   0

2      73.8 29.o°   o
o

e  Q   .  •  •  e  .  •   •  •  ®   •  •  •

u            0     0 .    0
m

160  80       o

Finally, the elements of the undistributed row are distributed by multiplying each

element of the two other columns by the ratio of the column total divided by the

column total minus the undistributed element.  Thus, the table, with all

undistributed elements now distributed, becomes:

Intermediate
Total                     160   80          0

:i4

[

i.

.i
[
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Outlays of the sector will probably require that an equal and offsetting adjust-

ment be made in the sector colwÿl to the profit element.  Such an adjustment is

known as an inventory revaluation.

2.115  Problems often arise in the valuation of services provided to households by

governments, since the charge (if any) which is made to the individual consumer

may not correspond to the cost of providing the service.  Medical and educational

services are two important examples°  The problem is compounded if similar

services are provided under different institutional arrangements°  For example

in some countries medical and educational Services are provided by enterprises

and private non-proflt-making institutions as well as by governments.  Theseÿ

and other such problems of classification and valuation of economic activity are

dealt with in some detail in the proposals for a standardized treatmentolÿ/

2°116  For input-output purposes it is usual to define medical and educational

services on an activity basis i.e. the total value of these services wherever

they occur is included in one sector.  Then the costs of providing the services

(including operating surplus, if any) represent the inputsÿ while the entire

output can be charged to households and governnÿnt.  Consumers are charged for

that part of the value of services they pay for directly while government is

charged with the rest.

2.117  Payments by consumers to government for which no direct service is provided

in return to the individual consumer - for exampleÿ fees for a driving licence -

are best regarded as a transfer payment.

2.118  The total value of output of each production sector in the transactions

table is defined in terms of its operating revenues; all revenues of a purely

financial type, such as capital gains and interest and dividends received are

specifically excluded.  Since financial revenues are the principal income source

of financial institutionsÿ the valuation of the output of these institutions is

a problem for those countries which include non-material services in their input-

output tables.  So far as banks are concernedÿ their operating costs can be taken

as the total value of output.  Two methods of measuring this output may be

suggested.  One is to ignore the interest receipts and record only the actual

service charges, leaving a large negative element in the operating surplus°  The

other is to impute to business and households a banking service charge equivalent

iÿ/ See p. 60ÿ footnote iÿ/°
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to the difference between the monetary interest received and paid by banks.

2.119  The output of life insurance carriers can likewise be measured by

expenditures, the service charge to households being equivalent to the excess of

premiums paid by households over the sum of benefits received in addition to

actuarial reserves held against policy.  The total output of non-life insurance

carriers is usually measured on a net basisÿ i.e. premiums earned less benefits

paid.  This total output can be allocated among sectors in proportion to the

amount of insurance heldo

2.120  The services associated with the use of building-space for dwellings or

offices can be treated by setting up a real estate and rental sector.  The output

of the sector then consists of all rents paid on real property plus an imputed

rental for owner-occupied dwellings.  The various expenses of property ownership

- maintenanceÿ costsÿ taxesÿ interest, depreciation, and net rental income con-

stitute the inputs of the sector.
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CHAPTER III

COMPILATION  OF  THE  TABLES  AND   SOME   IMPORTANT   STATISTICAL  SOURCES

I °   General

3 .!  In compiling an input-output table the work must be planned well in advance o

Since the table can incorporate many forms of economic statisticsÿ in designing

a statistical system the data requirements of an input-output table should be

borne in mind°  There are several important points which must be considered

before the work of compilation is begun.

3.2  The ultimate users of the table should be consulted, since the uses of the

table determine its design and provide the criteria for the methodology of its

compilation°  In many countriesÿ committees composed of the representatives of

such organizations as the Ministriesÿ the Planning Boardÿ and the Economic

Research Institutes are set up to deal with the methodological questions.

3.3  The availability of the basic material must be considered:  a comparison of

the available data with the requirements of the table indicates the further

information which must be obtained.  Frequentlyÿ data may exist in published or

unpublished form which can be recompiled or reclassified   Decisions must be

made on the scope and methods of special surveys necessary to fill the

statistical gaps.  When this has been done a preliminary estimate can be made of

the costs of compilation.

3.4  The timing of the table and the speed with which it is published is extremely

importantÿ since its usefulness tends to diminish as time passes.

3.5  In a task requiring attention to such varied detailÿ there must be effective

co-ordination of effort between the organizations and individuals responsible.

A common pattern of division of labour is to assign responsibility for a sector

or a number of related sectors to one groupÿ or organization.  The central

co-ordinating authority may be a census officeÿ national accounts officeÿ

or planning office.

3.6  So far as the classification of sectors is concernedÿ the level of detail

of the worksheets must be determinedÿ even if it is expected that the table in

its final form will be more aggregated.  Frequentlyÿ a more detailed classification

(at the levelÿ for instanceÿ of the imdustrial census classification) makes it
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easier and improves the quality of the results.   "Some other advantages of

working on a detailed basis may be noted°  Completed input-output tabulations

will aÿays be historical in nature.  In their application to analytical

problems an effort will ordinarily be made to take into account the technological

and other changes occurring after the base period of the study°  It is

obviously easier to revise and maintain detailed tabulations.  Furthermoreÿ a

highly detailed tabulation permits adaptation to particular needs.ÿ/ In most

countries the existing data makes it necessary to adhere to an establishment

classification in mining and manufacturing industries.  For the same reasonsÿ

the agricultura! sectors represent a commodity classificationÿ while construction

is classified on an activity basis°

3.7  Control totals should be determined ÿf possible for every sector in value

and in physical units°  (The data in physical units usually help to establish

the distribution pattern of the sector.)  When a sector consists of a group of

establishmentsÿ then the value of gross output (total shipments plus change in

inventories)ÿ can be taken as a convenient control total.  Since total output

is defined to be equal to total  inputÿ  then the establishment of a control

total for output automatically provides a control total on the input side as

ell.  in additionÿ intermediate input control totals which are often established

are the total value of cost of materials and value addedÿ which are usually

available from industrial censuses.  Bearing in mind that consistency between

the input-output table and nationa! accounts is desirableÿ the principal items

in the national accounts (for instanceÿ consumptionÿ new fixed assetsÿ and

changes in inventories) should be estimated on the same basis for the inpat-output

table

°8  There are tÿo general approaches to the task of obtaining a complete

description Of interindustry  flows in an inputÿoutput table°  One approach is to

begin by distributing the output of each sector to all other sectorsÿ a second

is to fill out the columns of the chart from cost data.  In other wordsÿ one

i
x

q
i:il

%°
%;

i1

b

:1{

I/  "The !nterindustry Relations Study for !947"ÿ W° Duane Evans and
Marvin Hoffenbergÿ Revieÿ of Economics and Statisticsÿ Hay !952ÿ page 114.

/  See the methods outlined in the studyÿ Methods of National Income Estimation.
United Nations Statistical Officeÿ Studies in Hethodsÿ Series Fÿ No. ÿ.
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can analyse the sales pattern of an industry or the cost structure°  It is even

more satisfactory if both approaches can be adoptedÿ so that two independent

estimates are made for each cell.  This makes necessary what is perhaps the most

difficult part of the compilation of the table - the work of detailed reconciliaÿ

tion.  Given sufficient information, a third approach is to fill in simultaneously

row ÿid column data for particular groups of commodities°  If only one approach

is usedÿ the work of reconciliation becomes much easier°  Usuallyÿ the_ cost

structure is the 0nly existing source of information°  The lack of sufficiently

detailed information on the distribution of output to consuming industries in

most countries is one of the major problems in completing the tabulation of inter-

industry flÿs.  The statistical reconciliation of all the rows and columns is a

delicate task:  a change in any one cell may lead to changes throughout the entiÿre

table.  Accordinglyÿ it should be carried out by some highly qualified officers

of the unit responsible for the final drawing up of the table.

9°9    At the time of planning the entire studyÿ it is worthwhile drawing up a

list of the worksheets and tables which will be used.  For exampleÿ the following

set of tables may be prepared:

Ao   Worksheet Tables

Transaction table

Domestic products table

Import table

Quantity table

Commercial margins table

Transportation charge table

Lo   Tables for Publication

Transaction table

Quantity table

Domestic products table

Import table

Commercial margins table

Transportation charge table

Row Percentage Distribution table

Direct input coefficient matrix

Inverse coefficient matrix
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Natuÿoallyÿ the tables for publication may be slightly more aggregated than the

corresponding worksheetso  In the following sectionÿ the principal data problems

in each of the different branches of the economy are outlined°

Iio  Manufacturingÿ Mining and Energy
i-

3o10 A fundamental problem is to establish a uniform system of accounting to

ensure that the data developed in each industry beÿ as far as possibleÿ consistent

with each other°

3oll The manufacturing sectors of inputÿoÿtput tables prepared in most market

economy countries are based upon establishment data (the only exception being

Japanÿ which uses the commodity approach) while most of the centrally planned

economies use the enterprise as the basic statistical unit°  So far as

homogeneity is concernedÿ the enterprise unit in the centra!ÿ@ planned economies

is not very different from the establishment unit in market economies°

3o12 Usually an industrial censusÿ which in some countries is an extremely

detailed annual imquiryÿ supplies the basic information for the manufacturingÿ

miningÿ and energy sectors°  According to internationa! recommendationÿ/ÿ the

census should supply the following dataÿ

3013 (a)  Gross outputÿ ÿhich is defined as the sum of the value of all output

of the statÿistical 'units produced during the period in questionÿ the value of

goods shipped in the same condition as purchasedÿ the value of industrial

services rendered to other unitsÿ and changes in the stock of goods in process°

Gross output (or gross output and import of similar commodities) gives the

control totals for the sector rows and columnso

(b)  Value and quantity of output of each of the principal products°

(c)  Cost of materials consumed and payments for services rendered during

the periodÿ and

(d)  Value Added°

(e)  Value and quantity of the principal fuels and raw materials usedÿoÿ/

(f)  Wages and Salaries and other compensation paid to Employees°

United Nations Statistical Papersÿ Series Mÿ NO o 1% Revolÿ Addo!o

4/  See Confo Euro Stat o WG/!ÿ/!5 and Statistical Papersÿ Series Mÿ No o 1% Revolo
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From this informationÿ the following contro! totals and sub-totals can be

established:

Input

Cost of materials etc o consumed

Individua! materials

Fuels

Purchased electrical energy

Expenditures on contract work

Census Value Added

Output

Gross value of output

Primary products

Secondary products

Miscellaneous receipts

Contract work

Repair work

Sale of scrapÿ etco

on-industrial activities

Total Input Total Output

3.14 The classification of the individual materials should be detailed enough

so that materials produced in different industries can be distinguishedÿ and yet

it should be sufficiently broad sc that there is not a large residual

"Miscel!aneous" category of inputs.  As a guideÿ the "Classification of

Commodities by Industrial Originÿ/ maybe used.

3°15 It should be noted thatÿ where data are collected on the basis of shipments

and purchases rather than production and consumptionÿ the necessary adjustment

should be made to take account of possible inventory changes.

3.16 Hitherto no mention has been made of the valuation of output.  As observed

in Chapter IIj most countries use producer's prices (including net indirect

taxes)ÿ in the construction of the tablesÿ which means that the distribution

charges on the materials are shown as if they were purchases by the consuming

industry from the industry performing the distribution function°  But statistics

of material inputs are naturally avai!able in the prices paid by the purchaser°

3o17 When the basic data sources are inputs it is often impossible to separate

imported from domestical!y-produced elements.  This is particularly true in the

case of competing importsÿ although it is less true of non-competing imports.

5/ 'ÿClassification of Commodities by Industrial Origin.  Relationship of the
Standard International Trade Classification to the International Standard
Industrial Classification"ÿ ST/STAT/9. Statistical Office of the United
Nationsÿ ii September 1964.
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Usually only the total supply of a competing import is known (from customs

sources)ÿ although often the nature of the good (e.g. a consumer good or invest-

ment good) permits the identification of its destination.

3.18   To trace the distribution of the output of one sector to others requires

a knowledge of its intermediate and final uses.  Estimates of final uses can be

obtained from statistical surveys of retail salesÿ household expendituresÿ new

fixed assetsÿ foreign tradeÿ etc.  The feasibility of tracing the intermediate

uses depends upon the organization of the different channels through which

goods reach their final consumers.  In the United States a sample inquiry was

made to obtain information on the disposition of the output of the principal

products of each industry.  Data were classified according to the following

eleven types of consumers:  company-owned sales branchesÿ sales officesÿ and

administrative offices; company-owned merchant wholesale establishments; all
{

other wholesalers; other manufacturing plants of the same company (interplant

transfers)ÿ all other manufacturers; company-owned retail stores; all other

retailers; individuals (household users) and farmers; industrial, constructionÿ

institutionalÿ and commercial users; state and local and federal governments;

exports.  In Hungaryÿ statistics of the distribution of the output of industrial

enterprises were expressly designed to satisfy the requirements for the prepara-

tion of the input-output table.  Industrial units record their sales according

to the sector to which the purchasing enterprise belongs.  To facilitate this

procedureÿ the Statistical Office provides the producing enterprises with a

classification schemeÿ showing the sector to which each enterprise belongs.

III. Agriculture

3.19   The procedure for estimating input and output totals in agriculture are

similar to those used in estimating the contribution of agriculture to the

national income.  In most countriesj the contribution of agriculture to the

national income is estimated by the "product methoC'ÿ according to which the gross

value of output for each product is estimatedÿ and value added is obtained after

the deduction from the sum of all output value of the cost of all non-factor

inputs.  These three national accounting measuresÿ gross value of productionÿ

total cost of non-factor inputsÿ and value added can be used directly as control

totals for the input-outpu% table.  Naturally, the disaggregation of the costs  of
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non-factor inputs is unnecessary in national accounting whereas it is essential

for inputÿoutput analysis°  The input structure of agriculture sectors tends

to be rather simple compared to that of manufacturing sectors:  the principal

materials used consist of seedsÿ fertilizersÿ feeding stuffsÿ pesticides and

fuel for agricultural machinery°

3 °20 The total consumption of  seeds  can be estimated from sample surveys of

areas sown under each crop to get information about the consumption of seeds

per unit of crop area°  Consumption of feeding stuffs can be estimated from the

number of head of livestockÿ and that of fuel from the stock of agricultural

machinery on farms°  Consumption of fertilizers and pesticides may be estimated

from domestic production and net imports°  The 1960 World Census of Agriculture

proposed that the following items should be enumerated:  crops (area and

production)ÿ livestock and poultry (numbers)ÿ agricultural employmentÿ powerÿ

machineryÿ and transport facilitieso  In countries such as Belgiumÿ where the

cost of non-factor inputs is estimated by the commodity flow methodÿ data used

in preparing the national accounts may also be used for the estimation of

input structure in agriculture and other sectors°

3o21 The estimation of the distribution of output of agricultural products is

more difficult°  In many countriesÿ statistics ÿshowing the distribution of

agricultural products are lackingÿ so that it is frequently a matter of balancing

the data estimated from the input side°  According to the definition in the

System of National Accountsÿ agricultural products consumed on farms and changes

in farm inventories should be included in the value of total output while the

growth of standing crops should be excluded°  Where the total output of

agriculture is estimated on a commodity basisj as is generally the caseÿ those

activities which are primarily agricultural but are carried on in

non-agricultural estaolishments, such as fruitÿpacking or contracted agricultural

services should also be included in total output°

IV.  Construction

3°22 Construction is one of the industries which in most countries is measured on

an activity basis°  The reasons for this are twofold:  firstÿ because there is

a considerable volume of maintenance construction work carried out by

non-construction establishments on their own accountÿ and secondlyÿ because the
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measi1rement of construction activity is usually based on the output of the

activity (number of housesÿ etco) rather than on the enumeration of some

organizationÿ such as establishment or enterprise°

5 o25 One possible course of input and output data is a census of the construction

industry°   In this caseÿ the same recommendations as were made for industrial

censuses in section (i) apply°  The gross value of production should exclude

the value of subo-contracted work and thus eliminate any doub!eÿcountingo  The

distinction betÿeen new construction work done and repair and maintenance work

is extremely valuable in allocating outputÿ since all neÿ construction output

is considered to be final (a delivery to Gross Fixed Capital Formation)°  In the

absence of direct informationÿ  such. as a Sample Stÿveyÿ repair and maintenance

work can be allocated to each intermediate sector according to the distribution

of buildings in each sector°  Like the censuses of other industriesÿ the census

of construction should enumerate the most important materials consumed°

5.24 Where there is no census of constructionÿ data for the construction sector

in an input-output table must be estimated indirectly°  One approach is to use

the number of licences or permits which are usually issued to new private

buildingsÿ another estimate of building activity can be obtained from the

consumption of building materials°  Information on public works can be derived

from the accounts of national and local governments o  In the absence of a

construction cÿnsusÿ the input structure of the industry may be estimated by

the commodity floÿmethodo  The input structure may be compiled in yet another

way°"   knowing the composition of construction activity (ioeo number of dwellingsÿ

officesÿ factoriesÿ hospitaisÿ highwaysÿ etc °) and then estimating from a sample

survey the input requirements of each type of buildingÿ the total volume of inputs

required for construction as a whole may be approximated°

V °   Trade

o25 The value of output of the trade sector is universally taken to be the

difference between the total values of goods and services bought and soldÿ not

the gross value of sales.  Thus the sectorÿ which is sometimes sub-divided into

wholesale and retail sectorsÿ is shown as selling to other sectors the value of

the trade margin on each transaction°  To make available this serviceÿ the trade

sector absorbs as inputs some materials (fuel and paper) as well as factor and
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non-factor services,  Unfortunatelyÿ the accounting practices of establishments

and enterprises and the officially published statistics in most market economies

do not permit the direct estimation of the inputs (materials costs)and outputs

(margins) of the trade sector. International recommendationsÿ/ also follow

this practice°  In centrally planned economiesÿ the trade margins and cost

structure of the sector can usually be derived from the balance sheets of trading

enterprises.  But even this information is usually insufficiently detailedÿ

since to complete the row of the trade sector in an input-output table in which

transactions are valued at producers' pricesÿ it is necessary to know the

destination as well as the origin of all merchandise passing through the t2ade

sector°  In fact the most desirable solution calls for the preparation of a

complete table of trade margins°

3.26 In the absence of direct informationÿ it is possible to estimate the trade

margin by commodity groups and to distribute i1 among the sectors according to

the commodity distribution.  Another method is the so-called "mark-up" methodÿ

which is based upon a knowledge of both the producerls value and the purchaser's

value of any flowÿ as well as the excise tax and the transport costs involved.

Subtracting the latter two items from the difference between the producer's and

purchaserls values gives the trade margin as the residual.

3.27 According to international recommendati  , -  on the census of distribution

(trade)ÿ sales should be enumerated by type of commodity and wages and salaries

and purchases should also be recorded.  Although these recoÿmlendations are of

some valueÿ countries wishing to compile input-output tables should bear in

mind the further statistical requirements of input-output tables in designing

their census of distribution.

VIo  Foreign Trade

.28 Foreign trade statistics are everywhere amongst the most complete of all

types of statistics°  They generally show a detailed commodity composition of

exports and imports by quantity and value.  So far as imports are concernedÿ this

!l

United Nations International Recommendations in Statistics of Distributionÿ
Statistical Papersÿ Series Mÿ No. 2C.

Ibid.
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detailed classification laakes it ÿ31mple to dlstlzJgulsh competing imports from

those coÿrÿnodities which are riot domestically produced, aÿJd to allocate the

correct values of competing imports to the corresporJdlng dorrÿestlc sectors for

distribution.  The commodity distribution of competing imports

may not fit exactly into the sector classification if there is a significant

volume of secondary proouction which haÿ not been transferred or redefined°   In

this case some arbitrary dlstrlbutlorÿ may have to be made of the coÿditles

between sectors°ÿ8ÿ/

5.29   The value of imports recorded by customs authorities is usually the Co i. f°

valuation, i.e. excluding import duties.   Exports are typically valued f.o.b.,

thus including the domestic transport and trade margins involved in sÿlipping the

cormnodities from the producer to the port of departure.   These trade rrmrgin

items must be subtracted from the export values in order that they should be

consistent with the date showing the output distribution of the sector concerned,

which is valued at producer's prices in most tables.

<

!:

22

i

i
t

tÿ

3°30   The total value of output of transport services should he defined to be

equal to the sÿn of charges paid (received by carrier as actual revenues or as

imputations) by the users of transport services.  The total operatinÿ revenues

of transport enterprises (rail, road, sir, and water) are usually available from

the transport statistics.  These figures will provide the control totals but

not the necessary sector breakdown°

}o31   The problem of allocating transport costs is similar in ÿny respects to

the problem of allocating trade margins among the various sectors.  A complete

matrix is desirable showing in each cell the transport costs incurred in the flow

from sector i to sector j.  Each column total in such a table indicates the total

In the absence of a national alignment between commodities and the industrial
classification shcemeÿ the aforementioned (pars. 3.14) document "Classification
of Commodities by Industrial Origin" may be useful.  Naturallyÿ any adjust-
ments which are made in the industrial classification scheme in establishing
tee input-output sector classification must be reflected in the allocation of
commodities.
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transport costs involved in shipping all the various inputs to each sector°  The

total of each row is equal to the total transport costs involved in distributing

the output of the corresponding sector to its various destinations°

7°32 It can be assumed that data can be provided showing the sectors of origin

of the principal commoditiesÿ and that the purchases of the transportation

service on the same commodities may be established°  The difficulty arises in

allocating the transport costs among the industries purchasing the coKÿoditieso

The output of a given sector may embrace several different commcdities which fa!l

into separate freight classificati0ns and trave! at substantially different

ratesÿ while the product mixÿ of the sector may not be known°  Furthermoreÿ

significant differences may occur in the transport costs of the same commodity

because of differences in destinationÿ size of shipmentÿ etCo  Bearing in mind

these problems it is usually necessary to collect additional informationÿ perhaps

by sample surveyÿ from the transport9 producing and purchasing enterprises°

3o3ÿ Operating revenues from the transport of passengers can be divided between

households and business expenditures of the various sectors°  It is sometimes

possible to estimate the individual items of business travel expenditures from

the accounts of enterprises°

o34 Warehousing and storage margins aÿ'e usually estimated for those commodities

which are principally marketed through channels involving storage in warehouses°

VIIIo  Services

3o)5 Services comprise an extraordinary heterogeneous group of activit'iesÿ

including educationÿ healthÿ research, institutesÿ librariesÿ recreation servicesÿ

personal servicesÿ etDo  Generallyÿ the output levels are measured by gross

receipts°  Control totals may often be provided by general economic aÿd business

statisticsÿ but very little information is available on the output distribution

of services to intermediate sectors°  Howeverÿ most services sectors distribute

their output entirely to final demand categories which aÿe fairly easily

identified°  Those services which distribute their output to other intermediate

sectors must be the object of special studies°  Likewiseÿ the input side of the

services sectors usually requires detailed investigationÿ since in very few

cases are the statistical data available for this purpose°
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3°96   In some coLmtries the advertising industry is defined on an activity basis,

and the advertising revenues of newspapers etc. are transferred to tÿe advertising

industry°  The total expenditure of non-profit education and hospital services

is taken to be the value of the output of these sectors, including the depreciation

of building and equipment°

r
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CHAPTER IV

USES OF INÿHTÿCUTPUT ANALYSIS

4oi  Perhaps the most important uses of input-output analysis by Governments

hitherto have been statistical.  Recentlyÿ howeverÿ the emphasis has shifted towards

the application of input-output analysis to economic forecasting and planning°

Whereasÿ ten years agoÿ the usefulness of input-output as a method of analysis of

the economy as a whole was thought to be limited by the rigidity of its assumptionÿ

its widespread acceptance since then in countries with varying political systems

and at different levels of economic development constitutes convincing evidence of

its efficacy°

4°2  Paradoxicallyÿ the success of inputÿoutput analysis can be attributed to itÿ

flexibility°  Because of the simplicity of the methodÿ combination with other

methods of analysis can enormously extend the range of its usefulness°  Where

greater detail is desired in specific sectors of the economyÿ partial optimization

methods which take account of alternative production possibilities and capacity

constraints can be reconciled by iteration with a comprehensive input-output

framework°  Such ad hoc adjustments as linear but non-homogeneous production

functions and variable primary input coefficients are easily made°

4.3  This chapter describes some common uses of inputÿoutput analysisÿ beginning

with the standard analysis of the relations between final demand and primary inputs°

The analysis of prices and costs is considered in the next sectionÿ followed by an

account of applications in forecasting and planning°  Then statistical uses are

describedÿ and the comparative analysis of economic structure is discussed°

Finallyÿ the applicability of input-output analysis to developing economies is

considered.  The discussion throughout is confined to applications of the open

static input-output system.  Linear programmingÿ dynamic and regional analysis and

other extensions of the system in its simplest form are not considered here.

Io   The Analysis of Quantity Relations

(a)  Primary Input Requirements

4.4  One of the most common uses of input-output analysis has already been indicated
o

in chapter I ÿ the calculation of the quantity of each primary input absorbed
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directly and indirectly in the final delivery of one unit of output of a specified

sector°  In the standard notationÿ this quantity can be represented as:

s oj fhjr jk              ( 1o15 )

where fhj is the quantity of primary input 'hÿ absorbed directly in sector ÿj'

per unlit of output while r  stands for the element in the ÿjÿth row and 'k'th
8k

column of the inverse matrix.

4°5  Ifÿ for exampleÿ it were desired to compute the import content of a unit final

delivery from the agricultural sectorÿ this can be obtained by multiplying the

elements of column i of table 1o3 by the corresponding import coefficientsÿ (the

entry in the import row of each column of table i divided by the column total)ÿ

and summing the result   Thus the solution would be  t 2ÿ47      1.6700)  +

rl161    °0049)  + (10709 x  .1071)  +  ÿ7--ÿ x  .0486) +x  °0673)° +  kÿ x             3016               C 348

]z

]:

c

1614      oC466)      0.319 mLllion guilders worth of imports are directly and
11795  x         =

indirectly consumed in the final output of I million guildersworih cf the

agricultural sector°

4°6  This elementary computation may be extended in two directionsÿ by introducing

greater detail in the specification of the primary inputs and of final demand°

4°7  If a similar computation is performed for each of the four other categories

of primary input distinguished in table iÿiÿ the sum  of the five solutions will

be found to add to one:  in this way the unit value of the final output can be

reduced to its component inputs°  More generallyÿ the sum of the primary inputs

required to satisfy all final output will be exactly equal to the total primary

input°

4.8  If this procedure is applied to the final output of all sectorÿ the primary

input content of the unit final output of each sector is the result.  From this

it is only a matter of multiplication to find the primary input content of any

combination of final output such as Exports or Household Consumption.  In such

calculationsÿ the primary inputs which go directly to the final demand sectors

should not be overlooked.  When the primary input values corresponding to all

final deliveries are computedÿ they will be found to be equal to the row totals
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recorded in table iÿio  This result simply reflects the identity between the total

value of final output (national expenditures) and the total value of factor

payments (national income).,  Such an identityÿ in this instanceÿ depends upon the

definition of all physical units as being equal to the amounts purchasable for

I guilder at base year prices.

4.9  These relations between sector final outputs and primary inputs can be worked

out for any desired combination of final outputsÿ but they can be conveniently

summarized in a table Of the form of table 4.1.  Each element in this table shows

the amount of the primary input at the left actually absorbed in the total component

of final demand represented above.  For exampleÿ the figures shown in the column

Exports in table 4oi were obtained by multiplying each element of the Exports

column in table ioi by the corresponding column of the inverse matrixÿ (table i°3)ÿ

to derive the total output associated with this component of final demandÿ and then

multiplyingÿ for each sectorÿ the computed total output required of that sector by

each of the primary input coefficients°  The amount of each category of input is

added across all the sectors and the sum is entered in table 4ol in the Exports

column.  Exactly the same procedure is repeated for each ÿof the final demand

components of table i.i.  The sum of each row of the table equals the total value

of that category of primary input as shown in table i°iÿ while the sum of each

column equals the total value of thht component of final demand.  The value of the

sum of the row and column totals is theoretically equal to the gross domestic

productÿ and will be equal to that figure in practice if the accounting conventions

used in the preparation of the inputÿoutput table are the same as those used in

the estimation of the national accounts°



TABLE 4.1

Total Primary Input Requirements by Final Demand Components (from Table i.i) £1

L:

i::i
!-}

Imports

Depreciation

Net Indirect Taxes

EmployeesY Income

Profits

Total Final Demand

5ÿ907
iÿ042

iÿ073

3ÿ902

3ÿ519

15ÿ443

5ÿ 822

1ÿ387
1ÿ350
5 ÿ 019

5ÿ 959

709
276
lO5

3ÿ342
481

19ÿ 537

3ÿ613
254
533

2ÿ332
iÿ387

4ÿ913

392
24

33
166
io8

723

16ÿ443
2ÿ983
3ÿ094

14ÿ761
1!,454

48,7358ÿI19

TABLE 4.2

Ultimate Disposition o£ the Output of the Metals an0 Construction Industry
by Consuminÿ Industry and Final Demand Component

Exports

Household Consumption

Government Consumption

Gross Domestic Fixed
Capital Formation

Net Increase in Stocks

Total                                      13;!96

All units are millions of guilders.

ga4-ÿ                 m

o .ÿ          r--l 4°    "H M    .ÿ .r-I   .ÿ      ©       .4

"%

238
375
l

0

-2

612

3;577
i;096

i;176

6ÿ954
393

31
85
!

o

4.

121

184
120

24

lO

3

341

77
197

2

26

1

3O3

433
415
25

28

7

908

o
Eÿ

4ÿ 540
2ÿ288

iÿ 229

7ÿ018
4o6

15ÿ 481
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(b)  Disposition of Output

4.10 The calculations in the preceding section used the columns of the inverse

matrix to trace the ultimate origin of the inputs required to satisfy the final

outputs of specific sectors.  Likewiseÿ the rows of the inverse matrix may be

used to find the ultimate destination of the output of particular sectors.

4,11 This type of market analysis can be illustrated by analysing the total

disposition of the output of the Metals and Construction sectorÿ shown in

table ioi.

4.12 Each element in row 2 of table 1,3 shows the value of Metals output

ultimately absorbed in a unit final delivery of each sector°  If these figures

are multiplied by the respective numbers of units actually delivered to each

component of final demand by each sector of production as shown in the second

quadrant of table i°iÿ the results can be set out in the form of a table

(see table 4.2).  This table shows that while the direct dependence of Metal and

Construction output upon the demand fpr investment goods is very importantÿ

415 million guilders worth or about 2°7 per cent of the total market depends

ultimately upon the consumption of services by Households.  Tables such as 4.2

(naturally much more detailed)ÿ have been prepared for the Iron and Steel sector

in the United States and in Italy and for the Petroleum sector in Australia.  The

information it contains is obviously useful to the enterprises of the sector in

question.  It indicates their ultimate dependence for markets upon the final

outputs of other sectorsÿ a dependence which cannot be directly observed.

(c)  Special Input Coefficients

4o13 The computations in the preceding two sections have utilized information

derived solely from the original input-output table°  For this reason the

solutions illustrated in tables 4.1 and 4.2 above have the quality of consistencyÿ

which is easily confirmed°  (On the other hand their accuracy depends upon the

fulfilment of the assumptions of input-output analysis).  Howeverÿ the inverse

coefficient matrix which is derived from table ioi may often be used in

conjunction with other input coefficients and hypothetical final demand components°

4.14 Although table i.i is typical of input-output flow tables in measuring the

primary inputs of labour and capital in value termsÿ it is frequently desirable
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to specify labour in real terms (ioe° in man hours) or man years in order to

distinguish clearly real inputs from the price of labour (wages per man hour or

per man year).  Consequentlyÿ many studies have been published showing not only

the total man hours of labour expended in each sector of the input-output table

during the year for which the table was prepared but sometimeÿ also a distribution

of the labour inputs by category of skill or occupation class.  In the latter

caseÿ this takes the form of a special table showing in each columnÿ the

inputÿoutput sector and in each row the occupation class.  Such special tables

are desirable for any detailed analysis of employmentÿ whether it be a study of

past changes in the industrial distribution of skills or a projection of the

pattern anticipated.  When detailed information about inputs of labour is availableÿ

whether it be compiled as part of the inputÿoutput study or separatelyÿ it may be

applied in conjunction with the inverse matrix in several waysÿ depending upon

the particular purpose°

(a)  An average labour input coefficient may be computed directly for each

sector by dividing the actual labour input in real terms by the value of total

sector output°  This coefficient may then be used in computations similar to those

illustrated in section (la) to estimate the total labour content of some specified

final outputs°

(b)  For an analysis dnvolving small changes in sector output levelsÿ a

marginal ÿ or more exactlyÿ an incremental - labour coefficient may be more

appropriate°  It can be computed as the ratio of an observed chamge in labour

input corresponding to an observed change in the output level of a specific sectorÿ

Incremental coefficients would be used in conjunction with the inverse matrix and

a set of final outputs express@d in small changes.  They will be different at

different scales of operation and thus ÿight be determined separately for the lowÿ

intermediateÿ and high levels of output.

(c)  The most appropriate assumption would perhaps bÿ that of a linear but

non-homogeneous relation between labour inputs and outputÿ  This is much harder

to estimate empiricallyÿ in the absence of a series of comparable observations.

For the purposes of a particular studyÿ howeverÿ it might be considered necessary

to undertake some such estimate.

4.15. The contribution of capital to the process of production is represented in

the inputÿoutput table by an amount attributed to the depreciation of the capital
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stock ÿn the sector and in the period in questionÿ as well as in the elements of

Profit.  The estimation of depreciation is notoriously difficult and the

consistency which the accounting method imposes is a dubious virtue indeed°

Several tables have been prepared showing the distribution and composition by

industry of origin of the capital stock in each sector of the economy°  A typical

table of capital stock shows the capital goods produced by the industry at the

left which are used in the production of the output of the industry at the top°

A table such as this is the basis for dynamic modelsÿ in which additions to

capital stock in one period are associated with output in later periods°  Howeÿerÿ

in the static inputÿoutput system of capita! stock coefficients are not broken

doÿn by their sector of origin and are used in the same way as other primary

input coefficients°

4o16 Perhaps the classic example of the use of labour and capital stock

coefficients with the open static inputÿoutput system is the estimation Dy

Leontief of the factor content of the foreign trade ofthe United States°  This

analysis has since been repeated for the foreign trade of other countries

including Japanÿ Canadaÿ Israel and India°

4o17 The computation is designed to estimate the quantity of labour and the value

of capital ÿtock embodied inÿ. respectivelyÿ the exports and imports of the country

in question°  The procedure in Leontiefÿs original computation was as follows°

Firstÿ the output required to produce i million dollars worth of exports was

calculated by multiplying each column of the inverse by the share of the

corresponding sectors' deliveries to exports expressed as a fraction of $i million°

Then the output required of each sector was multiplied by the appropriate labour

and capital coefficients to obtain an estimate of the total amounts of each factor

absorbed°  A similar calcnlation was performed to estimate the amounts of labour

and capital required to replace with domestic production $i million worth of

competing imports.  It was found that whereas i million dollars of exports required

directly and indirectly $2o55 mÿllion of capital and i$2ÿ313 man years of labourÿ

import replacements required $3°09 million of capital and 170ÿ004 man years of

labour°  Leontief accordingly concluded that the United States was a net importer

of capital in its Foreign trade°  The same procedure has been applied to the trade

of ome country with another rather than with the world at largeÿ but the results

in this case have little immediate application°  An interesting by-product of the
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computations was the illustration of the way in which accounting conventions may

influence the numerical solutions°  The successful application of inputÿoutput

analysis requires an understanding of the meaning of the dataÿ  a pureiymechanical

calculation can be dangerously misleadingo

4o18 More urgent because of their policy implicationsÿ have been investigations

of the Foreignÿexchange requirements of different items of final demandÿ for

exampleÿ the capital goods required for an investment programmeÿ or eÿorts of

manufactured goods which may containÿ directly or indirectlyÿ imported raw

materials°  Once imports have been distinguished according to the foreign currency

required for their ÿurchaseÿ it is easy to compute in the manner of section (a)

above the imports and thus the foreigÿ exchange required to implement various

alternative programmes of expenditureo  Studies of this type have been carried out

in Italyÿ Hungaryÿ Israelÿ and several Latin American countries°

4o19 Other primary input ÿoefficients have been devised for natural resources and

taxes°  The advantage of primary input coefficients is that they can ÿsually be

compiled and revised independently of the complete inputÿoutputtab!eo  In factÿ

the only constraint upon their use is the judgement of the userÿ  their

effectiveness will only be as good as the appropriateness of the inputÿoutput

asslunptÿonsÿ implicit in the use of the inverse matrixÿ to the particular problem

studied°  The possibility of combining special primary input coefficients in a

number of forms significantly improves the flexibility and scope of the epen

static inputÿoutput system°

(d)  The Specification of Final Demand

4°20 In chapter I it was pointed out that the designation of certain sectors as

finalÿ in the inputÿoutput table usually followed the convention of nationalÿ

iÿcome accounting°

4o21 It is essential to appreciate the implications of tÿeating certain sectors

as ÿfinalY within the framework of inputÿoutput analysis°  Recall the system of

equationsÿ

(l o all) l o al2X2 o   °  ....  ° alxn  Yl

!-[

!.
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4.22 The Tilth equation states that the output of sector ÿiv  less the amounts of

its output absorbed by the sectors of productionÿ including itselfÿ is equal to the

amount delivered to final demand°  Thus the output level of all the production

sectors are simultaneously determined while the final demand is independently

specified°

4.23 The amount of output which is independently determined in ÿhis system can be
th

alÿ.gmented by specifying the level of output of the 'i'    sector°  In terms of the

system of equations (1o4) this implies transferring the column of elements

- aliXiÿ - a2ixiÿ ooo (1 - aii)Xiÿ  ....  anix''m etcoÿ (which all become constant

since xi is given to the right hand side°  At the same time it implies the

elimination of the ÿi'th equation from the systemÿ  In mathematical, termsÿ since

x. is specified it can no longer be determined as a dependent variable in the
l

system.  In terms o-f economicsÿ the elimination of the 'iÿth equation and the
th

specification of its output means that the total input of the ÿi'    sector is no

longer held to be dependent in any way upon -the level of its outputÿ  In other

wordsÿ in the application of input-output analysisÿ the inclusion of a sector in

the category of final demand (or independent variables) implies that any functiona!

relation between that sector's input and output - if it exists at all - is being

disregarded in the context of this particular computation°  Converselyÿ the

inclusion of a sector among the category ®f production sectors (or dependent

variables) means that there is assumed a linear (usually homogeneous) relation

between input and output°  For any sectorÿ the recognition of a relationship between

input and output depends on the circumstances of the problem°

4°24 For exampleÿ the usual assignation of the Households sector to final demand

means that the relationship between sector inputs (consumption) and output

(employment) is ignored°  Under this treatment (described above) the amount of

employment or household income associated with various specified components of

final demandÿ including consmnptionÿ is estimated without regard to the effect of

changes in employment or household income upon consumption expenditures°  While

this procedure evidently underestimates the extent of interdependence in the

input-output systemÿ i1 usually produces more plausible results than the alternative
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method of including a Households row and column within the coefficient matrix.

This has the following general weaknesses:

(a)  Household expenditures form such an enormous proportion of the total

value of transactionsÿ that a small error in the estimate of an input coefficient

for that sector might introduce a large error in estimates of output,

(b)  The assumption of simple proportionality between household income and

expenditure on individual items is implausible°  A linear relation can be

introduced within the theoretical framework of the modelÿ but usually the empirical

estimation of the zarameters of such a relation is costly.

(c)  With households included within the matrixÿ the .inputÿoutput system

logically leads to the conclusion that if investmentÿ exportÿ and jovernment

expenditures were reduced to zeroÿ all output would cease in each sector of the

economy°

(d)  Empirical applications estimating the consequences for a national economy

of changes in components of final demandÿ including the incomeÿmultiplier effect

obtained through including households within the matrix have usually yielded

numerical solutions which seriously over-estimate the actual consequences°

(e)  Sometimes the inputÿoutput computation is undertaken in order to

determine what level of conscription would be compatible, with several prescribed

levels of investments°   In that caseÿ the "input coefficments  of ÿouseholds have

to be treated as uhknowns rather than as given data of the problem°

4°25 For these reasonsÿ households are generally treated as a final demand sector.

Howeverÿ in some applications the employment consumption relation cannot be

ignored°  For exampleÿ the output of local service industries in a region is

dependent indirectly upon the region's exports through the income and expenditure

of local residents,  (The smaller is a region the greater in value are its exports

in relation to household expenditures)°  In the inputÿoutput analysis of cities

or other small regionsÿ it is frequently desirable to take account of the

eÿploymentÿconsumption relation and thus to include households within the matrix°

4.26 There is unlikely to be any simple relation between the inputs (expenditures)

and outputs (respectively amortization and tax revenues) of the investment and

government sectors as they are formulated in the open static inputÿoutput systemÿ

and for most applications it is appropriate to consider their expenditures as
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given°  So far as investment is concernedÿ while an increase in capital utilization

reflected in depreciation may very well lead to future investmentÿ that investment

will be primarily composed of capital goods obtained from futureÿ not current

production°  The relations between capital accumulationÿ amortization and

production in different periods of time is the concern of a dynamic input-output

system°  The equality of expenditures and tax revenues of the government sector

is no longer the virtuous necessity it once was thought to beÿ and the items of

overnment expenditure are mostly truly innocent of any dependent relation with

other variables in the inputÿoutput system°

4°27 There is no physical relationship between the inputs and outputs (exports

and imports) of the foreign trade sector but it might be appropriate on occasion

to take into account the necessary financial balance between them°  Most current

applications of input-output analysis to development programmes have treated

exports as being independent of the level of imports°  Having specified exports

with other categories of final demand they have computed the imports requiredÿ

directly and indirectlyÿ to satisfy the needs of consumptionÿ govermmentÿ

investment and expoÿgso  If the computed import requirements exceed the expected

exports fÿirther computations may be made with new ÿarsÿeters (reflectingÿ for

exampleÿ import substitution) until a reasonable relatioÿ between the two is

Qbtainedo  Howeverÿ an alternative procedure is possible°

4°28 Exports considered to be independent of balance-of-payments considerations

may be specifiedÿ  The amount may be either positive or negative depending upon

whether an export surplus or deficit is the objective°  Nhen these independent

exports have been specifiedÿ the foreign trade sector may be included within the

matrixÿ and the total level of exports necessary to obtain the imports required

1o satisfy the specified final demands can then be computed in the usual way°

4°29 Just as sectors which are traditionally autonomous can be moved into the

matrix to solve particular problemsÿ so the output of production sectors is

sometimes treated as given°  Agricultureÿ for exampleÿ is a sector for which it is

often moreÿ useful to specify ,the level of output and leave the amount available for

inal demand to be determinedo  This is so because in addition to current inputs

of all kinds and invested capitalÿ such natural conditions as the available amount

of suitable land ,put an upper limit on the level of agricultural output.  In this
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caseÿ a value (or a range of values) having been chosen for agricultural outputÿ

the ÿount of inputs required by the agricultural sector are immediately determined

and added to the final demand column°  The inputÿoutput system now consists of one

less unknown and one less equation than beforeÿ and a solution can be obtained in

the usual way°  When the output levels of all non-agricultural sectors have been

determinedÿ the amount of agricultural output required to satisfy this intermediate

demand can be estimated by multiplying the row of agricultural input coefficients

by the column of sector output°  The difference between the total agricultural

output required to satisfy intermediate demandsÿ and the total output originally

specified is the amount available for all categories of final demand°

Lÿ

::]

d

Ilo  Uses in Price-Cost Analysis

a)  Genera!

4°30 A characteristic difference between advanced and deveJoping economieÿ which

cannot fail to impress even the casual observerÿ lies in the price system°  Im

generalÿ the relative prices of a set of goods is quite different in the two types

of economyÿ andÿ in particularÿ the price of labouÿ with respect to the price of

capital tends to be higher in the advanced economy°

4o31 Input-output analysis provides a method of examining in a simple but

quantifiable way the relationship between prices (both of goods and of factors)

in a particular economic system°  It makes possible an estimate of the consequences

of a change in any one price upon the others in the systemÿ but it cannot be used

to study the effects of a change in price rÿcn the quantities of goods consumed or

produced°  For this reasonÿ price calculations using input-output  ethods have

been much more widely adopted in centrally-planned economies than in market

economies°  Whereas input-output studies in market economies have typically made

ex post comparisons of computed prices with those actually observed in different

marketsÿ input-output analysis has been used in centrally-planned economies to

determine the system of prices which will be decreed by the planning authority°

4o32 Accordinglyÿ there has been considerable discussionÿ in centrally-planned

economiesÿ about the correct basis for a system of planned prices°  Perhaps the

simplest theory is that the price of each commodity should be established in

proportion to the total (direct and indirect) wage costs per unit of final output

{
d
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of that commodity°  This implies that the profit element - the difference between

price and uuit total wage cost - is proportional to the wage cost for each

commodityo

4,33 According to a second theoryÿ the profit element in the price of each

commodity should be fixed in proportion 1o the capital stock engaged in the

pÿoduction of the commodity°

4,34 The system of prices actually in use in the Soviet Union is based upon a

concept of unit price according to which the profit element is fixed in proportion

to the sum of total wage and direct amortization costs°  It can be written as:

k .
1

Pi = (i +  (wi + K)
i

where Pi = price of good ÿiÿ

w. = total wages (direct and indirect) per unit of final output of good viT
1

k. = capital stock used in production of good Tiÿ
l

x. = total output of good 'iÿ
I

= planned profit margin

iÿ = rate of depreciation of k.m

(This formulation is due to Vitello)

4.55 Yet another basis for planned pricing (formulated by Brody) is a set of

prices according, to which the profit element in the unit price of a commodity is

determined by the sÿou%qt invested in the production of the commodity and the

average rate of profit°

4,56 If the familiar matrix of input coefficientsÿ Aÿ is defined to include the

households sectorÿ then the current direct costs of productionÿ including wage

costsÿ of any commodity 'i' can be written asÿ

allPI + a21P2 +  .....  +anlPn

In matrix notationÿ the row vector whose ÿivth element represents the cost of

production in the above sense of commodity 'i' can be written:

pÿA

Thus the difference between the vector of prices and the vector of costs of

productionÿ i,eo the row vector of profits can be written as:

p'(i - A)
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And if the average rate of profit is denoted by ÿ ÿ and the amount of capital

invested is equal to the cost of production pÿAÿ then the equation

pt(I-iÿ : ÿpÿA

states that the profit element in the price of each commodity is equal to the

average rate of profit times -the unit cost of production.  But the amount of

investment required to produce a unit of any commodity is more than the sum of

the current costs of production:   it includes also the costs of the various items

of capital equiÿmento  If the input coefficient matrix A is replaced by another

Cÿ which includes capital as well as current inputsÿ then a solution of the more

general equation:

pY(I-i) = ÿ pÿC

fÿr p' yields the desired set of prices°

4°37 In Hungary,o there have been widespread experiments using input-output

analysis to derive a planned price system°  The price system which came into

effect on i Januazy 1959 was derived with the help of the inverse matrix obtained

from the input-output table for 1957.  The introduction of the new price system

had the immediate effect of revealing hidden profits in certain branches of the

economy which arose from discrepancies between costs of production and former

prices.  Later a 300 x 300 table of commodities was inverted:  this table was

not cempleteÿ but the typical inputs and outputs of each branch was represented°

The resulting inverse showed the degree of interdependence between commodities

with sufficient accuracy to permit qualitative judgements about tile consequences

of price changes in commodities upon one another.

4°38 This computation illustrates one of the limitations of inpu<-output tables:

sectors consist of aggregates of often heterogeneous commodities°  Hence

input-output provides a framework for computing consistent indexes of pricesÿ

rather than individual commodity prices°  To the extent that the commodity

composition of sectors changeÿ to that extent will the inverse matrix specify

inaccurately the relationships between sector prices.  The assumptions of the

input-output system enunciated in chapter two are equally as applicable in price

as in quantity calculations°

4.39 There are other important limitations to the usefulness of input-output

analysis in planning price systemsÿ which reflect more upon the usefulness of
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planning price systems than upon the relevance of inputÿoutput analysis°  They

deserve to be mentionedÿ if only to point out the dangers of a mechanical

application of a particular technique°

4°40 Firstÿ some pricesÿ such as the prices of exports and of importsÿ are usually

beyond the control of the plaÿuiÿg authorityÿ and therefore must be treated as

gÿveno-

4o41 Secondlyÿ many prices include elements of special taxes or subsidies so that

they deviate from total factor costsÿ for exampleÿ in the Soviet Unionÿ She prices

of alcohol and tobacco are increased by taxesÿ whereaÿ the rents of houses are

usually much lower than the factor cost would warrant°

4°42 Thirdlyÿ all of the bases for planned prices have in common the fact that

they attempt to reflect the total direct and indirect factor costs of producing

one unit of output°  Yet an efficient price system cannot be based upon costs of

production alone ÿ some account must be taken of the usefulness of the output°

A system of prices based solely on the theory that prices, should be proportional

to factor costs (somehow measured) clearly cannot do this°  Consequentlyÿ the

implicaSions of a set of planned prices derived from given factor prices are @aite

different from the implications of a set of factor prices computed from a set of

market-determined pricesÿ even though both are related by the same inputÿoutput

system°

4°43 In central!yÿplamned economies planned retail prices may deviate from factor

costs because of market influences°  In the case of agricultural productsÿ some

prices may evenbe determined entirely by market supply and demand°

4.44 For all of these reasonsÿ inputÿoutput analysis can have only an advisory

role in planning pricesÿ ensuring overÿall consistency but not necessarily

efficiency°  An efficient price systemÿ ioeo that set of prices for which the

quantity of each commodity produced will just equal the quantity consumed in all

uses: might be approximated by successivÿ adjustmentsÿ using a computer to simulate

the economyÿ or using the economy itself°

4°45 Linear progrmÿrÿing methods canÿ in theoryÿ be used to compute an efficient

set of prices°  In practiceÿ howeverÿ the importance of detailed specification of

constraints makes this method unsuitable for econoÿyÿwide computationsÿ and it

is usually appropriate for analyses within sectors.  The Russian authority on
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inputÿoutput analysisÿ Academician Iÿemchinov insisted that the accomnting prices

which are the product o£ linear programming computations can only be used as

indexes for distributing the profit element in prices and should not be used as

prices themselvesÿ

4o46Among countries with market economiesÿ the Netherlands and Norway have

applied inputÿoutput analysis to price problems°  In the Netherlandsÿ the method

has been used to estimate the effects of changes in the price of coalÿ equal pay

for men and womenÿ changes in import pricesÿ wage increases greater than

proÿzctivity increasesÿ and changes in rates of taxation.  In Norwayÿ price

changes were computed for all domestic production sectorsÿ given changes in the

prices of primary inputsÿ and the weighted average of price changes in each sector

yielded a price index.  Converselyÿ the implications for the prices of primary

inputs were calculated for changes in export prices.  The following is an example

of the way in which inputÿoutput analysis can be used to indicate government policy

alternatives°  A price rise of 20 per cent in all imports was assumedÿ and it

was further assumed that all wage earners and the selfÿemployed in agricultureÿ

forestryÿ and fishing were to be fully compensat#d for price increasesÿ the

consequence was found to be an average rise of 7.9 per cent iÿ consumer goods

prices and of 1!o3 per cent in the prices of investmentgoods°  If subsidies were

increased sufficiently to maintain food prices constantÿ the increase in consumer

prices would be only 4 per cent and in investment goods prices 9.7 per cent°

4°47 In these computationsÿ which are typical of those carried out in market

economies it iÿ assumed that all increases in costsÿ direct or indirec% are

passed onÿ ioeo that each sector raises the price of its output by just the amount

of the increase (if any) in the price of its primary inputs plus the rise in the

price of the inputs absorbed from other industries°  The appropriateness of this

assumption depends upon institutional conditionsÿ but the possible limitations

are evident°  It is hardÿ for exampleÿ to envisage the absolute decrease in a

cÿmmodity price being passed through many sectors°

4°45 The assumption of homogeneity of sector output composition rules out the

possibility that the smme output may be sold at different prices on different

markets°  The limitations of this assumption depend upon the industrial

classification system which has been used in preparing the table.

;z,
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4049 The Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics hasused inputÿoutput tables to

check the consistency of its index numbers.  At the same time this procedure tests

the usefulness of inputÿoutput tables by checking on the stability of the input

structure.  The exact procedure is illustrated with a numerical example belowÿ

but it may be briefly described here.

4ÿ50 Three bills-of-goods (Exportsÿ Consumptionÿ and Capital Formation) were

estimated for 1958 and 1959 according to the input-output classificationÿ and were

turned into 1957 prices by means of price-index numbers.  The adjusted bills-ofÿ

goods were then premultiplied by the 1957 inverse matrixÿ to give estimates of

total output of industries in 1958 and 1959 quantitieÿ at the prices of 1957ÿ

Using the primary input coefficients derived from the 1957 tableÿ Gross Value

Added was then estimated for each sector in 1957 prices°  The quantum index

numbers thus obtainable for Gross Value Added for 1957/58 and 1957/59 were then

compared with production index numbers of the standard typeQ

4.51 The analytical work of the Netherlands Central Bureau of Statistics is closely

related to the purely statistical work of collectinÿ arranging and checking data°

For exampleÿ estimating the effects of annual changes in wage costs per unit of

eutput requires estimates of the total wage bill and total output in each sector

or indices thereof.  Figures derived in this way can be checked for consistency

with wage costs indexes obtained by dividing indices of wage-rates by the index

numbers of average output per workero  Naturallyÿ the assembling and processing

of data for thirty-five sectors annually requires considerable work.  The result

isÿ howeverÿ that after preparing estimates of changes in the costs of primary

inputs from changes in the price iÿdexes of importsÿ wagesÿ depreciationÿ taxesÿ

etc.ÿ the consequent changes induced in the thirtyÿfive sector price indexes are

calculatedÿ and compared with the actually observed prices in the various

categories of final expenditure.  (Lack of sufficient data makes it impossible in

practice to compare specific interindustry transactionso)  Differences which exist

between the computed prices and the observed market prices can then be attributed

to factors other than those which have been taken into account in the calculation°

4.52 The following section illustratesÿ with simple numerical examplesÿ some

common types of computation relating prices and factor costsÿ beginning with index

numbers of price and quantity.
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(b)  Numerical Examples

i o    The fol!owing illustration of the use of index numbers is adapted from

T°M° Bouthoornÿ "Some Uses of Quantum and Price Indices in Connection with

Input-Output Data"ÿ (ST!STAT/CONF.IO/L.7).

4.53  Suppose we are given a simple two sector table for the year ÿoÿ with the

following figures"

zZ

iiiÿ

Intermediate Input s

Intermediate Demand              Final Demand

i         2         E   C   I   Total   Gross Output

4o      4o      3o 7o 2o  12o      2oo

2ÿ      i0      20 4o i0   70      i00

4o      lo                           5o

ioo      4o                          14o

2OO     lO0                 190TOTAL INPUT

i

2

Imports

Value Added

TABLE 4°3:  Prices of Period tot

Quantities of Period ÿoI

The resulting matrix of intermediate input coefficients; A. is:

.i      0oi

and the primary input coefficients are:

m IO 01v          o5     o°4

and the inverse of the intermediate coefficient matrix is:

.147    i o 176|
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4ÿ54  Suppose that the prices of goods imported by industry ÿiÿ increase by

20 per cent while those imported by industry ÿ2ÿ increase by I0 per cent and that

the prices of other primary inputs remain unchangedÿ then the increases in the price

of the products can be calculated as follows:

4.55  The general equations for a two sector price system can be stated in the

following way:

Pl = allPl + a21P2 + mlPml + VlPv

P2 = al2Pl ÿ' a22P2 + n2Pm2 +                   V2Pv

where m. is the quantity of imports absorbed in sector i per unit of outputÿ and
m

Vi is the quantity of all other primary inputs absorbed in sector i per unit of

output.

4.56  The coefficientsÿ a..ÿ obtained from the table of base year values are
mj

equivalent to physical input coefficients when all base year prices are unity°

After the rise in import pricesÿ howeverÿ the product prices take on newÿ unkno-ÿoÿ

values while the price of al! other primary inputsÿ pvÿ remains constant  (at i)o

Accordinglyÿ the new price system which arises as a result of the increased cost

of imports can be determined from the following equations:

Pl = °'2Pl'+ °'ip2 + o.2 (1.2) + o.5 (1.0)

P2 : °°ÿPl + °'iP2 + o.l (lol) + o.4 (l.o)

Rearranging terms;

OoSpI - 0.%2 = 0.74

-0.4pI + 0O9p2 = 0.51

Solving for Pl and P2 yields the results

Pl : i.o55

P2 = moO>5

Thusÿ the increase in import prices has caused the price of the output of the first

industry to rise by 5.5 per cent and the second industryÿs price to rise by

3.5 per cent.
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4o57  The same result can be obtained by premultiplying the inverse matrix by the

primary input coefficient adjusted for the import price change% i.e.

iPml   m2Pm21    Irll  rl2-1

iPvl   v2PV2j     [r21   r22_I

1
The coluÿantotals represent the value of the price-increases induced by the

increased prices of imports.

4.58  A new table can be drawn up (see below) showing the quantities produced and

consumed in year ÿoÿ at the new prices.  It is obtained from the original table by

multiplying rows i and 2 by 1.055 and 1.035 respectivelyÿ and by multiplying the

import input into industry i by 1o20 and that into industry 2 by i°i0°

TABLE 4°4:  Prices of Period i

Quantities of Period 0

Imports

Value Added

TOTAL INPUT

i

2

Total Final       Gross
I                           Demand          Output

42.2

20.7

48°o

i00.0

2

42.2

10.4

ii.0

4o.o

1o3° 5

126.6        211.0

72.4        103.5

59,0

14o°o

211o0                   199o0

4°59  If it is known that the quantity of production in both sectors has remained

unchangedÿ then the table above could be compared with a table prepared from

actually observed values°  Ruling out possible changes in the physical input

coefficientsÿ any differences must be attributed to price-changes which were not

induced by the rise in import prices.  Howeverÿ if the time periods toÿ and iÿ

before and after the price chang% are far enough apart it is unrealistic to

suppose that there would not also be a change in sector outputs.
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4.60  If it is known that the quantity of final output has increased by a certain

amount in each sector; then another table may be drawn up for period i;

incorporating both the price and quantity changes which have taken place since

period ÿoV;  (yet maintaining the assumption that the physical inpuÿ structure

represented by the coefficient matrix A remains unchanged)o  The way in which the

total output is obtained from table 4,4 illustrates the relationship betweelÿ

quantum indexes of final output and quantum indexes of total production°  This

relationship is valuable since such indexes; prepared independently; can be checked

with the indexes obtained from an input-output table°

4.,61  If the quantity index of final output stands at 140,8 in period i for

sector I and 134,3 for sector 2 (both are i00,0 in period ÿot); then the value of

totaÿ output of each sector in the prices and quantities of period i may be

computed as follows :

4°62  The final output in the previous table (at prices of period i and quantities

of period ÿoI ) is multiplied by the respective quantum indexÿ, and the resulting

figures are premultiplied by the original inverse°

Since total output was previously; xI = ÿlloO and x2 = 103o5; the quantum index

numbers for total output are; respectively:

294.5 _ 1°395  and     140,2 _ !o354
211.0                 i03 ° 5

4.63  The new table in period i ÿalues can be completed by multiplying the input

coefficients; both the A matrix and the primary coefficients; by the newly derived

gross output levels°  The value coefficients; however; must be adjusted to reflect

the price changes,  If a.. represents the value coefficient; and a.. the physical
ma                                             mg

input coefficient; then

-     Pi a,.
a..  = ÿ   !j
iJ   pj

defines the value coefficient.  In the original value tableÿ from which the

physical coefficients are derived; it is assumed that Pi = Pj = i.  When prices
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changeÿ a.. accordingly changesÿ although the physical input coefficient remains
'lg

constant.  Thus to form the table in period i values the sector outputsÿ computed

aboveÿ should be multiplied by the adjusted coefficients.  The following table

for period i then obtains:

TABLE 4.5:  Prices of period i

Quantities of period i

Total Final        Gross
i              2            Demand           Output

i

2

Imports

Value Added

TOTAL OUTPUT

67.0       14.8                     81o8

139.5       54°2                    193.7

294.3      140.2

178.2        294.3

97-3        140.2

58ÿ9       57°2

28°9       14.0

This table can then be compared with a table prepared from directly observed values

of transactions in period !o  Differences between the tables must be due to one

of the following causes:

(a)  Changes in the physical input coefficients between the two periods.

(b)  Changes in the° composition of the output of industrial sectors°

(c)  Changes in price unaccounted for by the increase in import prices.

(d)  Statistical discrepancies°

iio  Computinÿ the Factor Cost ComDonent of Unit Price of a Sector's OutDut

4°64  in paragraph 4°4 aboveÿ the relationship between primary input and final

demand was described°  In exactly the same wayÿ the price of a unit of the final

output of any sector can be transformed into its component factor costs using the

appropriate coefficients of the inverse matrix.  If a row of the transposed inverse

matrixÿ which is the same as the correspondÿ.g column of the original inverseÿ is

premultiplied by the various categories of primary input coefficient arranged in

rows then a table may be drawn up showingÿ for the sector corresponding to that

particular row of the transposed inverseÿ the distribution of the ultimate
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components of its unit price°  In such a tableÿ since unit price is defined to be

equal to on% the row totals and column totals of the table will add to one°

4,65  The procedure can be conveniently illustrated using the numerical example

of the previous sectionÿ multiplying the matrix of primary input coefficientsÿ

m

y

1      2

I
.5    0.4 !

by row i of the transposed inverse matrix (1o324  0o147) yields the following

table.  Table 4 o 2,4

TABLE 4.6

Sector i        Sector 2

Import Cost                0,265           0.o015

Value Added                0,662           0°059

0,927        0,074

o°280

O, 721

io00

4.66  Her% the row totals indicate the share of each component of factor cost

in the unit priceÿ while the column totals illustrate the direct (sector i) and

indirect (sector 2) factor cost components in the unit price of sector io

iii°  Computinÿthe Effect of a Chanÿe in Price of one Sector upon the
Value of Oÿput in Other Sectors

4°67  In section i the method of calculating the effects of a change in unit factor

cost was illustrated,  In the present exampl% a slightly different procedure is

required to calculate the consequences of a change in sector price°  The procedure

can be demonstrated with the help of the following 3-sector table,
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TABLE 4°7

I    2

z    5o   5o

Intermediate    2      30     15

Inputs          3      90    15

Value Added           120     60

TOTAL INPUTS          300

6O

40
40

6o

15o  £oo         13o

Other Final
Demand

45
5o
15

Gross

Output

3oo

15o

200

Consumption

75
15
4o

<

from which can be derived the coefficient matrix

,2  o.4  o°i
0 oi    O oi    0 o2

o3  Ool  O o

Suppose that the new price level of sector 3 is 5 per cent higher than the

previous levelÿ and suppose further that the price of factors in the other sectors

is not permitted to changeÿ the problem is then to determine the consequent new

levels of prices in sectors i and 2o  The set of price relations in a 3-sector

economy can be written as follows:

Pl = aI!Pl + a21Pl + a31P3 + VlPvl

P2 = al2Pl + a22P2 + ÿ2P3 + V2Pv2

P3 = a!3Pl + a23P2 + a33P3 + V3Pv3

Since pÿ is givenÿ the third row and column can be emitted from the transposed

coefficient matrix contained in this systemÿ so that it may be rewritten as:

and

Pl = allPl + a21P2 + (a31P3 + VlPvl)

P2 = al2Pl + a22P2 + (a32P3 + V2Pv2)

V3pv3 = (i - a33)p3 o al3pI - as3p£

The solution of the third equation depends upon the solution of the first two

equations ÿhich can be obtained independentlyÿ
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Substituting  values of 1.05 for P5 and !°00 for Pvl and Pv2ÿ and observing that

the coefficient matrix is transposedj we have

2       .588    I o176 oO5 (1oO5) + o°4 (i.oo)Ioi (1oO5) + Oo4 (IOOO)

or Pl = 1o021 and P2 : 1o015

Substituting for these values in the third equationÿ the value of Pv3 is 1o103o

4.68  Thus the effect of an increase of 5 per cent in the price of the output

of sector 5 has led to an increase in the price of sector I by 2°1 per cent and

of sector 2 by 1.5 per cent.  The price of the factor input in the third sector

has risen by 10.5 per cent°

4.69  Table 4.7 can be expressed in the new prices by multiplying each roÿ by

the corresponding new pricesÿ and changing the value added entry in sector 5o

ivo    Computing an Index of the Cost of Living

4°70  Following directly from the previous exampleÿ an index for the average level

of the cost of living can be computed by multiplying the fraction of consumer

expenditure on the output of each sector by the corresponding price increase in

that sectorÿ ioe.

i        I                i
Pc = P!  ° cI + P2  c2 +  .....  + P n

O           O                      O
Pl          P2                     Pn

c
n

Substituting values from Table 4ÿ7o

:            ioO15 (15)  i.o5 (4o)c   1.021 (75) +            +
l°O (Yÿ)   I°0 (ÿ)  l°O (i-ÿ)

: i°o21 (o.58o) + 1.O15 (°i16) + 1.o50 (O.3O4)

= 1°o29

Thus the rise in the cost of !ivingÿ measured by the above index of prices

of goods consumedj as a result of the increase in price of 5 per cent in the

output of sector Iÿ was 2.9 per cent.
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III. Economic Planning and Forecasting

(a)  General

4o71  Despite the dffferences which exist between centrally planned economies and

market economies in the institutional organization of their respective systemsÿ

the methods of application of input-output analysis to the future of these systems

are quite similar°  In factÿ a difference in emphasisÿ which is reflected in

a difference in vocabulary tends to obscure the similarity of the techniques°

4.72  In centrally planned economiesÿ emphasis is placed upon quantitative output

objectives which it is hoped will be realized in the future and for the attainment

of which the planning authority is ultimately responsible°  In market economiesÿ

forecasts are simply expectations about the future coursÿ of eventsÿ the realization

of which depends upon decisions taken by a large number of individualsÿ decisions

which are unco-ordinaÿed except by the price system°  Of courseÿ neither plans

nor forecasts are ever exactly realizedÿ and there is even less difference between

the two systems than is commonly supposed°  In centrally planned economies consumer

decisions play an increasing part in determining outputÿ while in market economies

the role of government as a central co-ordinator of economic activity is growing°

4°73  A variety of models has been derived for analysing the future of economic

systemsÿ and it is helpful to divide them into two classesÿ growth models and

decision models°  Growth models are generally designed to provide a unique

solution about the futureÿ given certain information a priori.  Decision models

are usually formulated in such a way that they yield alternative solutions

corresponding to specific policy decisions.  Models of both types commonly contain

an input coefficient matrix as their coreÿ since inter-industry relations

represented by the matrix of technical coefficients are among the most commonly

observed statistical regu!aritiesÿ and their changes are often more predictable

than those of other relations.

4.74  Comprehensive models may incorporate equations determining other variables

than the levels of output of the different sectors of the system:  for example

it is common to find an equation determining the rate of investment.  But the

open static input-output system itself can be used as a forecasting or planning

model°
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4°75  Using the word "projection" to describe al! expected future values; whether

they be known as 'rplans" or as "forecasts'ÿ then the formulation of the input-

output system as a model for pÿojection falls into two parts] (a) the projection

of final demandÿ and (b) the projection of the coefficient matrix°  When these

two tasks have been performedÿ the estimated future levels of output can be

derived in the familiar way by pre.multiplying the projected final demand by

the inverse of the revised matrix°

4°76  The greater are the number of sectors in an input-output tableÿ the more

valuable are the results and the better the chance that their accuracy will not

be diminished by changes in the composition of sector output°  But the detailed

results obtained can be.no more accurate than theÿ future values of the fina!

demand for each sectorYs output which must be estimated from sources outside

the mode!.

4°77  The methods of projecting final demand for the short (one-two years)  and

long terms (three yeÿs or more) differ according to the information available°

Typicallyÿ a short-term projection is based upon rather limited new information

which permits an updating of existing ds±ao  The time which elapses in the

compilation of an input-output table is rarely less than three years (usually

longer in market economies than it is in centrally planned economies)ÿ and

consequently the estimation of values of output for the recent past becomes an

exercise in short-term projection°  Until the new coefficient matrix has been

preparedÿ  input-output estimates must be based upon a previous tableÿ which may

be Several years Oldo  Estimates of present values then represent an exercise

in long-term projection°

4.75  France provides an excellent illustration of the use of inputooutput tables

for short-term projections°  Tw-ice each year an imput-output table is calculated -

more precisely revised - for three separate years - the preceding yearÿ the

current yearÿ and the following year°  ÿhe tables for any given year are first

prepared about two months after the end of that yearÿ at which tÿme very little

information relating to that year has become available°  Consequentlyÿ the first

table for that year must be projected from an earlier table taking account of

whatever data is knowmo  For exampleÿ household budget surveysÿ customs dataÿ

and the appropriations of government agencies and enterprises may be used to
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compute index numbers of consumptionÿ exportsÿ government and investment

expenditures respectively°  When these index numbers are applied to the

corresponding categories in the previous tableÿ new estimates can be derivedÿ

and thus a preliminary estimate of the total final expenditures for the year in

question may be obtainedÿ  the existing inverse is used to obtain from the

estimated final expenditures the first estimates of outputs for the year°  Unless

price changes between that year an@ the previous year are knownÿ the estimates

will be expressed in the prices of the previous year o  (A numerical illustration

of this procedure is given above o)  The table is revised six months later but

the first major revision comes one year laterÿ by which time some information

has become available about changes in intersectoral relations so that the

coefficient matrix can be revised°  Since the data is still incompieteÿ this

estimateÿ like the firstÿ requires considerable judgement in obtaining a balance

between the total output and total consumption of each sector°  The incorporation

of new information from various sectors relating to their inputs and outputs to

and from other sectors requires frequent iterations to obtain consistency in the

table as a whole°

4°79  About three years after the year concernedÿ all necessary data have been

compiled and the final table is prepsredo  Thus the table relating to any one

year is computed twice a year over a period of three yesrsÿ four times as a

forecast and twice as a record of the past°

4.80  Nhile techniques of short-term projection are necessarily pragmaticÿ one

method of long-term projection using the inputÿoutput table is commonly followed

by all countriesÿ although several more or less elaborate variants of this

method are practised.  It consists simply of two stages (a) the projection of

the coefficient matrixÿ and (b) the projection of final expenditures°

(b)  Changes in the Input Coefficients Over Time

4.81  The stability or constancy of the input coefficientsz a..ÿ is one of the
mj

critical assumptions of input-output analysis°  If this assumption is

inappropriate then all estimates obtained by input-output analysis will be

inaccurate°  Strictly speakingÿ the assu#aption refers only to variations in output

levels in the year to which the table refers and does not require that the input

coefficients must be constant over time°  Howeverÿ the inescapable time-lag in the
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compilation of input-output tables and a practical concern with the future state

of the economic system means that input-output coefficients computed in one year

are used to obtain estimates for a later year.  ÿhe validity of this procedure

rests upon an appreciation of the behaviour of the input coefficient matrix over

time°  Even if this procedure is rejectedÿ and an attempt is made to project am

entire coefficient matrix for some future yearÿ it is clear that this calculation

depends upon an understanding of past changes in the matrix.  In practiceÿ of

courseÿ a projected matrix represents a combination of anticipated future changes

in the economic system with information derived from the past°

4°82  In several countriesÿ notably Norwayÿ ÿhe Netherlandsÿ the United States

and Canadaÿ studies have been made of the changes in input coefficients over time.

Three sources of variation can be identifiedÿ  (i) changes in pricesÿ (2) changes

in technologyÿ (3) changes in the composition of sector output°  (It is assumed

that the coefficients represent both domestic and imported inputsÿ the possibility

of nonlinearity in the production function is ignored in this context.

4°83  Changes in prices will cause changes in the coefficients derived from

input-output tables in valuesÿ even if the physical input coefficients remain

constant°  Adjustments can be made for past or projected price changes by

multiplying each row of the flow table by the appropriate price index°  If the

sector output is not homogeneous it may be necessary to form several price

indexes.

4.84  Changes in the composition of sector output arise from an inadequate

classification of economic activitieÿ so that some sectors contain products with

different input structures.  If the outputs of these products change

non-proportionately the overÿall input structure of the sector will chamgeo  If

a re-classification of economic activity is ruled outÿ then chamges in the output

proportions within those sectors containing heterogeneous products should be

anticipatedÿ and changes should be incorporated in the corresÿcnding columns of

the projected matrix°

4.85  Changes in technologyÿ by which is meant all changes in the physical input

relations between economic activitiesÿ can be classified as (i) the substitution

of some products for others in particular processes (eogo the substitution of

refined petroleum products for solmd mmneral fuelsÿ or the substitution of

synthetic for natural textile fibres)ÿ (ii)ÿsavings in material or energy input
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into processes (eogo the constant decrease in the quantity of electricity

required to manufacture a ton of aluminium)ÿ (iii) changes in the output

composition of particular processes (eogo increase in the proportion of special

steels in iron and steel production)°

4.86  While it is difficult to attribute observed changes in the values of input

coefficients to particular causes the general consensus is that changes in

technology exert only a gradual influence upon the coefficients and affect

principally the inputs of energy and the inputs of primary factors such as

labour and capital.  Sometimes it is not particularly difficult to anticipate

certain important changes in technology in the ness futureÿ and consequently the

value of the projected coefficient depends to a large extent on the awareness of

the economist.  The incorporation of these specific changes within the general

framework of the matrix is a computation which can be carried out in a number

of different waysÿ each yielding different results.  These procedures are often

known as updating the coefficient matrix°  With appropriate updatingÿ a

coefficient matrix may have a useful life of as much as ten years°  Before turning

to a description of the mechanical procedureÿ two comments uÿon the constancy

of input coefficients are in order.

4.87 The size distribution of input coefficients in a matrix is skewedÿ

specificallyÿ there are a few large coefficients and a large nuÿoer of small

coefficients.  Consequentlyÿ equal percentage errors in the estimation of large

coefficients is likely to have a much greater influence on the estimates of output

than the same error in the small coefficients°  A sensitivity study performed

on the 192 sector table for the United Statesÿ 1947ÿ showed that only 320

coefficients were significant in the sense thai a i00 per cent increase ih their

value would cause an unacceptable error in the sector output estimates.  Howeverÿ

it is precisely the larger coefficients which are likely to be more accurately

observed because of their importance°

4.88  The linear production functions of input-output analysis imply constant costs

per unit of output.  But if economies of scale are anticipated in particular

sectorsÿ the expected cost conditions can be incorporated into the projection

in the following way.  Instead of inverting the coefficient matrix an iterative

solution can be obtained:  at the end of each round; as the output of each sector

reaches a particular level; the input coefficients of the corresponding column

can be adjusted in accordance with the expected schedule of unit costs.

=
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4,89  Undoubtedly the most effectiveÿ but most costlyÿ method of projecting the

input coefficient matrix is to make a detailed study of the input structure of

the sectors relevant to the purposes of studyÿ incorporating all available

information known about future changes in the factors outlined above which

determine the value of the coefficients,

4,90  On a simpler levelÿ several more or less mechanical methods may be adopted°

One method is an extrapolatfon of past changes in the coefficientsÿ in which the

change is related to investment in the industry concerned,  An equation used

for extrapolation can be formulated as followsÿ

tI tl-to t°(l - c)

aij = aij     c + aij

tI
where aij is the coefficient observed in year tI

tl-to
aoÿ     is the (unknown) change in the coefficient associated with investment

mj
in industry ÿj' between the years to and tI

t
O

a.. is the coefficient observed in year t
ij                                     o

c' is the fÿaction of total capacity in industry ÿjY which was added in

the period t  'to tlo
o                                 tl_t°

4,91  This equation is used to estimate a.o    ÿ given the input coefficients of
mj

two previous years and the additions to capacity in the intervening period°

If further additions t6 capacity up to the projected year are estimated and the

computed parameter is appliedÿ a projected value of the coefficient can be

obtained.  The weaknesses of this method need hardly be emphasized°

4°92  The second method requires only one independently observed coefficient

matrix as a basis°  This matrix is then revised systematically by multiplying

each coefficient by three factors representing three sources of change°

4,93  The matrix is first corrected for changes in prices which are expected to

occur from the base year to the projected year,  This can be done by multiplying

each elemen% a,.  of the matrix by the ratio of the two new price indexes Pij
ijÿ

P.
J
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where Pi is the ratio of the new price of ÿi' to its old price°  This procedure

simply describes the old technology in new unitsÿ

4°94  Secondlyÿ technical change in intermediate products is projected by

multiplying each row by a factor representing the expected change in the use of

the corresponding product as an intermediate input°  If the use of the product

is expected to decline the factor is less than oneÿ while if the use is expected

to increase thÿ factor is greater than one°  The precise magnitude of the factors

is determined by the value of total intermediate outputs (total output less final

output)ÿ which must be projected°

4°95  The third stage of revision takes account of expected changes in the share

of value added in total input; by multiplying each column of the matrix of

coefficients by factors which are derivedÿ this time; from projections of the

value of total intermediate input in each column (the difference between total

input and value added)°

4°96  A third method of projecting input coefficientsÿ which is a variant of

the secondÿ has been used in a Canadian study to estimate changes in a matrix

of input coefficients over a seven-year period°  When used for projection of a

matrixÿ it would also require the projection of intermediate input and output

flows°  The changes in the original coefficients are then obtained as the solution

to a linear programming problem formulated in the following way.  The difference

between the original and the projected coefficients is minimizedÿ subject to the

constraints that the intermediate flows implied by the projected matrix are

consistent with the projected intermediate row and column totals°  Further

constraintsÿ in the form of upper and lower bounds upon the changes in the

cpefficientsÿ are imposed upon the coefficients°

4°97  All three methods can be made consistent with independent projections of

particular coefficients (based; for exampleÿ, upon knowledge of specific changes

in technology).  Howeverÿ the latter two methods are open to the criticism that

their solutions are sensitive to changes in the value of any independent

projection°

4°98  The changes in input coefficients discussed in this section have made no

reference to the problem of qualitative changes in a specific productÿ which is

too complex an issue to be discussed here°  The question of changes which may
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occur in a coefficient matrix as the result of the substitution of domestic

production for importsÿ or vice versaÿ is discussed in the following section.

(c)   Imports and Import Substitution

4.99  Imports occupy a place of special importance in applications of input-

output analysisÿ for several reasons.  A high level of imports is essential

for a developing economyÿ and several methods of recording imports in an input-

output table are possible.  Since the level and composition of imports may vary

considerably in the period of a few yearsÿ projections of a developing economy

must be undertaken with particular cauÿiono

4.100  Input-output analysis assumes constant returns to scale.  In the absence

of supply restrictions the determinants of the level of exports lie clearly

outside the domestic economy; therefore the behaviour of exports poses no

difficulties for the input-output systemÿ however unpredictable i1 may be in

practice.  All that can be done in a long-term projection is to project a range

of possible values for exports.

4.101  The treatment of imports ÿresents a more complex problem.  The course of

development is generally associated with the gradual substitution of domestic

production for imports.  Ifÿ during the period of the projectionÿ it is known

that domestic production will begin of goods hitherto not produced in the economyÿ

it will be necessary to add the appropriate rows and columns to the input

coefficient matrix°  One estimate of the coefficient columnsÿ ioeo of the input

structure of such not-yet-existing industries might be obtained by "borrowingÿv

the input structure of the same industry from another economy where it already

operatesÿ orÿ even betterÿ from the blueprints of the specific new projects.

4.102  As an economy becomes more advancedÿ more of its imports are of the

competing categoryÿ e.g. the economy begins to produce steel goods which were

formerly covered entirely by importsÿ and therefore its requirements are satisfied

partly by domestic production and partly by imports°

4.103  The difficulty with competing imports is thatÿ to the extent that they

are good substitutes for domestic productionÿ the share of each in the total

supply of the commodity may be variable and difficult to anticipate°  In terms

of input-output analysisÿ the direct and indirect ÿnputs necessary to satisfy
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a given quantity of domestic output may be quite substantialÿ whereas an equal

value of imports creates no demand for domestic output of any kind.

4o104  It might be supposed that substitution over time in a developing economy

will always favour domestic production at the expense of competing imports.  But

as an Economic Commission for Latin America projection of the economy of Peru to

1965 showedÿ the opposite may occur.  In this caseÿ the projected development of

the Peruvian economy required refined petroleum in excess of domestic capacityÿ

so that from a net exporter of petroleum in 1955ÿ Peru became a net importer.

Increase in the price of the domestic relative to the imported good mlghtÿ in

generalÿ be expected to lead to a substitution of this type.

4.105  The way in which substitution between domestic production and competing

imports can be incorporated in a projection of the coefficient matrix depends

upon the method of treating imports in the original table of the base year.

4o106  For exampleÿ if competing imports have been recorded in the base year

according to method 2ÿ ioeÿ as a negative column in the final demand quadran%ÿ

then the quantity of each type of imports can be projected independently of the

input-output analysisÿ in the same way that exports are projected.  Frequentlyÿ

howeverÿ the quantities of imports are related to the (unknown) levels of output

of the corresponding domestic sectors.  In this caseÿ it is sufficient to specify

the proportions which imports will form of the totÿl supply of that sector.  The

balance between supply and demand in the TiTth sector can be expressed by the

e quat ion:

m. + x. = a  x  + ai2x2 +  .....  + a..x. +  .....  + a. x  + Yi
m    m    ili                           mm m                  mn n

(i   ii)  -                : Yi - m.i.eo  _ailXI _ ei2x2  ......  +    - a   xi  .....  " e inXn          1

i

4.107  The quantity of imports can either be specified independently (and thus

subtracted from the domestic final demandÿ yi)ÿ or it may be assumed to stand in

some proportionÿ kiÿ to the output of the corresponding sectorÿ i.e.

m°  = k.x.
!    i i

Thus the equation can be re-written as

(l        )  "               = Yi_ailXl . ai2x2  .....  + k - aii xi  .....  - ainXn
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4.108  By makimg the appropriate adjustment to each diagonal element in the input

coefficient matrixÿ it is possible to compute the level of competing imports as

part of the solution to the problem.

4olO9  If imports have beem recorded in the base year according to method I

(i.e. if they are nonÿcompetimg)ÿ then the projection of the import input

coefficients can be treated in the same way as the projection of the other

intermediate input coefficients.  The same factors - essentially technological

which determine changes in the matrix of intermediate coefficients will determine

changes in the import coefficients.

4.110  In its projections of economic developmentÿ the Economic Commission for

Latin America prepared tables of imports and domestic flows according to  method 4.

Then adjustments were made in each cell to take account of import substitution

which was expected to place from the year in which the table was compiled to the

year of projection°

4.111  Imports were then summed by columns and the totals expressed as a fraction

ofÿ domestic output°  The inverse of the adjusted domestic matrix was them used

to compute the output estimates from the final demand projections.  When the

computed import requirements exceeded the projected foreign exchange availableÿ

revisions were made in the projected tables by increasing the extent to which

domestic production would replace imports°  Using the revised coefficient matrixÿ

the output estimates were computed again until a consistent solution was achieved°

4.112  A quite different approach to estimating import requirements was adopted

in a projection of the Italian economy.  In this studyÿ special incremental

import coefficients were estimatedÿ which expressed increases in imports as a

fraction of increases in demand for the output of the corresponding domestic

sectors.  In the actual computationÿ output was calculated by an iterative process

so that when it reached a certain levelÿ the independently estimated domestic

capacity in that sectorÿ the marginal coefficient was increased to I00 per cent.

4.113  The future establishment of production for which there presently exists no

domestic counterpart (ioeo substitution against non-competing imports) is likely

to be easier to project at least in the short termÿ since such a change may often

be foreseen°  In this caseÿ projections of the input coefficient matrix must take

account of such changes by including an appropriate row and column in the

pÿojected matrix.  The nature of such a changeÿ which may be described as

"structural"j is considered in section V of this chapter°
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(d)  Projecting Final Demand

4.114  Since final demand is a datum in the input-output systemÿ projection of

final demand must be specified independently of input-output analysis.  Howeverÿ

it is helpful to begin with information about the structure of each component

of final demand - ioe. the size of each entry in each column of final demand -

contained in some past input-output table°  I1 is then only necessary to estimate

expected changes in final demand between the year of the existing table and the

year of the projection°  A whole range of detail is possible.  At one extremeÿ

given sufficient information and the resources with which to compile itÿ it is

possible to project independently each element of each category of final demand

(and cost alone limits the detail to which each category may be disaggregated)o

The sector detail is of course determined by the classification of the input

coefficient matrix.  At the other extremeÿ a simple extrapolation of the final

demand in the ÿbaseÿT year without any change in proportions is possible.

Whichever method is chosen dependsÿ as alwaysÿ upon the purposes of the study and

the resources available for its implementation.

4o115  When the projected final demand categories are added horizontally and

premultiplied by the inverse of the projected input matrixÿ estimates of output

by sector for the year in question are obtained.  The values will be either in

the prices Of the base year - that year from which the input coefficients and the

final demand have been projected - or the year of projectionÿ depending upon

whether or not price indexes have been applied 1o the base year values.

4o116  The estimates of output thus obtained should be regarded as preliminary°

hen multiplied by (projected) primary input coefficientsÿ the requirements for

labourÿ capitalÿ foreign exchangeÿ etco in each sector can be checked against the

available supplies.  The estimated output can be compared to expected capacity

levels in each sector°  The total value of wage and salary incomes (output of

the household sector) generated by the projected output levels may be found to

be quite disproportionate to the total value of household consumption expenditures

(input of the household sector) initially projected.  Likewiseÿ a reference to

sector investment-output ratios may indicate a discrepancy between the computed

sector output levels and the projected level of total investment.

<
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4.117  The possible occurrence of such discrepancies arises from the very fact

that the treatment of each category of final demand as independent ignores the

relations which exist between household incomes and consumptionÿ investment and

outputÿ etc. etc.  In projecting consumption in some future yearÿ household

incomes are ignored.  (Even if consumption is derived from some projected income

there is no guarantee that the computed income generated will be the same as

the initial projection.)  In the same wayÿ the projection of investment is designed

to estimate only the value of capital goods which will be absorbed in the year in

question.  In its open static formÿ input-output analysis does not consider the

relations between levels of sector outputÿ capital consumptionÿ and investment.

Consequentlyÿ adjustments must be made outside the computation to take account

of these factors°  Revisions in the projected elements of final demand may

be necessary in order to obtain a solution which reflects the desired

consistencies°  Of courseÿ there is no unique solutionÿ and any number of

alternative projections may be madeÿ representing a range of estimates from high

to lowo

4.118  The use of input-output analysis in the simÿle form described to make

long-term projections can be illustrated by applications in Finlandÿ Japanÿ the

Soviet Union and the United Arab Republic.

4.119  In Finlandÿ the input-output system was used as the core of a model designed

to trace the effects of various alternative economic policies up to 1967o

Forty-seven sectors were distinguished in the input coefficient matrixÿ and the

folloÿing categories of final demand were specified:  exportsÿ government

consumptionÿ household consumption of agricultural productsÿ government capital

formationÿ housing and certain investments of enterprises which were known

to be planned long in advance.  Equations determining the level of household

consumption of non-agricultural goods and residual capital formation of enterprises

were added to the systemÿ and the solution was computed.

4.120  A projection of the Japanese economy tO 1967 was made in connexion with a

study of the future of some energy industries.  Having made the changes which it

was assumed would occur in the input coefficient matrixÿ three estimates of total

final demand were projectedÿ corresponding to three different rates of growth of

national incomeÿ 8.8 per centÿ 6°5 per centÿ and 4 per centÿ in each case taking

account of the limitations imposed by the availabilities of labour and capital
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and the balance of trade°  When the results of this projection were compared

with the results obtained by multiplying the projected final demand by the

unchanged inDut coefficientsÿ it was found that the projected changes in

%echnolcgy would lead to significant reductions in requirements for capitalÿ

energyÿ and importsÿ and only slight reduction in the requirements for labour°

4o121  The following example from the Soviet Union shows how only one component

of final demandÿ consumptionÿ is projectedÿ but it illustrates the detail which

is possible in the procedure°

4o122  The objective was to project household consumption to 1970ÿ 1975 and 198Oo

The starting point was a population census taken in 1959 in conjunction with

demographic data on birth and death rates in each of the major regions of the

countryÿ separate calculations being made for urban and rural districts°  Expected

populatioÿ totals were then calculated for the ÿarge% yearsÿ showing not only

a regional distribution ÿut also an age distribution into four groupsÿ children

of pre-school ageÿ children of school ageÿ ÿhe working populationÿ and the

retired population.  The results indicated considerable differences in the

regional rates of natural growth of 'population°  As the next stepÿ inter-regional

migration was projected on the basis of planned capital formation and regional

development o

4ÿ123  Information which had been gathered from household budget surveys conducted

over a number of years was then used to establish relationships in both physical

and monetary terms between household type and consumption°  In this model of

consumer behaviourÿ the consumption level of various products and servicesÿ

expressed both in physical units (e°go living space in square metresÿ volumes

of electricityÿ gasÿ and water) and in valueÿ was related to the size and

composition of the household and the level of family income.  The data obtained

from the surveys made it possible to take account of local and national

consumption patterns o

4o124  The use of household income-expenditure relationships to project

consumption implies a projection of the total wage bill (and in this case of its

regional distribution)o  Thisÿ in turnÿ imposes certain restrictions upon the

regional distribution of industry and the industrial distribution of wages.  In

practiceÿ consistency between regional household incomes and expenditures can

always be attained by revising each projection until they converge.
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4,125  The element of uncertainty in planning should not be overlooked.  Apart

from possible unforeseen occurrencesÿ such as unexpected technical changes,

price and income elasticity of consumer demand introduce flexibility into the

most rigorously specified plans.  It is conceivableÿ although unlikelyÿ that the

:planned quantity and composition of production may be realized:  consumption

must be projected with much less certainty,

4.126  Projections of primary input requirements of the economy of the United

Arab Republic were made for 1960/61 based upon a 1954 input-output table.  Having

coÿutedÿ on the basis of this tableÿ the primary input content of each component

of final demandÿ (as illustrated in table 4.1)ÿ projections of the value of these

components were used to estimate future requirements for primary inputs°  It was

found that of a total increase of £E181 million in final demandÿ imports would

absorb as much as £ÿ84 million.  Andÿ whereas household consumption expenditures

were projected to increase by £E42 miliionÿ the increase in household incomesÿ

(wagesÿ salariesÿ and distributed profits)ÿ generated by all components of final

demand would be as much as £E77 million,   If the assumptions upon which the

projection was based were correctÿ this would suggest that certain measuresÿ such

as taxation to reduce disposable household incomeÿ or increases in the production

of consumer goodsÿ are necessary to diminish the discrepancy between the projected

level of household incomes and the projected level of household expenditures.   In

Indiaÿ an application of input-output analysis brought out the fact that 40ÿ of

the inputs required to improve agricultural productivity must be of industrial

origin.  The results of this analysis were useful in clarifying the ideas of

plannersÿ for there had been a tendency at first to stress agriculture at the

expense of industry,

IV,  Statistical Uses

(a)  General

4.127  The statistical uses of an input-output table can be described as all

those functions it serves as a record of information.  Since each element in any

table is both an input and an output the table can be regarded in a sense as a

system of double-entry book-keeping in which the production accoÿit of each sector

of the economy is linked.  The method may be used to form an accounting system

within each sectorÿ and the outputs or values added which are recorded for each

sector may be used as weights in adding detailed priceÿ emploÿnentÿ or quantity
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data to form more aggregative indexes of economic sctivity o  Finallyÿ statistical

and analytical uses of the table may be combined to check simultaneously the

accuracy of the coefficient matrix and independently observed statistical series°

4o128  Preparation of an input-output table for purely statistical purposes need

not be governed by the methodological restrictions imposed by analytical uses of

the table°  Data can be classified in sectors without regard to the question of

homogeneityÿ for exampleÿ and for statistical purposes it is more useful as well

as easier to record transactlons in purchaser's prices rather than producer's

prices°  The preparation of tables for different purposes is not a choice between

mutually exclusive alternatives°  A set of auxilia1ÿy tables ÿkes possible the

translation from one table to the other°

4o129  Perhaps more than any other countryÿ the Netherlands has used its input-

output table for statistica! purposes°  A questionnaire is sent annually to all

enterprises:  a separate form is completed for each establishment within the

enterprise where the principa! economic activity is different from that of the

enterprise°  If any establishment carries on secondary production at a significant

levelÿ this activity within the establishment is also recorded separately°  When

the resulting table is compiledÿ the consistency of all available socio-economic

data with the information recorded in the table is tested as far as this is

possible°  A consequence has been the improvement of the existing data on stocks

and capital formation°  More importantlyÿ qhantity indexes of final output are

used to compile preliminary national accoumtS oÿ  Five to six months after each

accounting period new final expenditure data become availableÿ and this is used in

conjunction with the existing coefficients to estimate output and value added°

In this wayÿ the statistical and forecasting uses of input-output analysis overlap°

In the past it took about two and a half years for a completely new table to be

compiled°

4o130  In the Netherlandsÿ the input-output table and the national accounts are

related by auxiliary tables which make possible the translation from the accounting

conventions of one to the other°  In Norwayÿ howeverÿ the two are completely

imtegratedÿ so that the only difference is that in the input-output table own-

account construction and machinery repair are re-groupedo  The table is prepared

both in current and in constant prices and in purchaser's and producer's prices

for 134 production sectors°  In the case of Norwayÿ the analytical requirements

of the inputÿoutput table have determined the specification not only of the

national accounts but also of the primary statistical sources°  The input-output

table and the national accounts are also integrated in the United States°
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By contrastÿ in those countries where the commodity flow method is not used in

estimation of the national accountsÿ the input-output table has no direct relation

with the national accounts.  A detailed survey of more than 3ÿO00 commodities forms

the basis for the construction of the input-output table in Japan.

4,131  The Swedish input-output tableÿ tooÿ is based upon commodity groupsÿ rather

than upon establishments,  However, the original data is obtained from establish-

mentsÿ and is then redefined by assuming that the irÿput structure of commodity

groups is the same in all establishments.  In 1968 it is planned to incorporate a

commodity flow systemÿ from which an input-output table can be derivedÿ as

part of the official statistical programme integrated with the national accounts°

4.132  The Polish experience in constructing input-output tables suggested that

the detailed balancing of sector outputs helped to reduce the discrepancy between

national income measured on the product side and national income measured on the

income side.  Furthermoreÿ as a result of compiling the 1962 tableÿ a new

classification of economic activity will be introduced in 1970o

4,139  The preparation of the input-output table in Finland helped to integrate

foreign trade with industrial statisticsÿ and made clear the need for improvement

in statistics relating to the inputs of agricultureÿ constructionÿ and services,

4.134  In Yugoslaviaÿ the table was used to check the consistency of various

partial accounts which had been prepared for different sectors of the economy.

In trying to reconcile input-output aggregates with the national accountsÿ it was

found that consistency depended upon the complete unity of the primary sources of

data themselves.  Another interesting use of the tables was in deriving price

indexes for economic activities which are difficult to value because of the length

of the period of production (e.go Constructioa and Shipbuilding)°

4.135  The preparation of an input-output table in Czechoslovakia prompted a

unified classification of economic activity in place of the various classifications

wiÿich had existed in the fields of productionÿ tradeÿ and taxation.  Since the

table was derived from data in the system of balances it was expressed in

purchaser's priceÿ thus limiting its analytical tÿes.  Howeverÿ another input-

output table is contemplated for 1966 in several hundred commodity detailÿ

implying a change in the sources of primary data - the accounts of enterprises,
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4.136  One of the uses of the inputooutput coefficient matrix in Israel was to

check the consistency of final expenditure estimates with independent!ymderived

estimates of outputs and importso

4o137  All of the foregoing uaes have related to the economy as a wholeÿ but there

are many cases in which inputÿoutput tables have been prepared for particular

divisions of the economy°  It is a common practiceÿ for exampleÿ to distinguish

exports by country (or region) of destination and imports by region of origin°

This is not only appropriate where a multiÿregional table ÿ such as that for the

six countries of the European Economic Community = is being preparedÿ but also in

the cases ÿ'here foreign exchange or politiÿl considerations are relevant in

distinguishing the trading regions°

4o138  In Polandÿ tables have been prepared for four divisions of the economy

distinguished by the prevailing form of owaershipÿ viz° the socialized economyÿ

the state-owned sectorÿ the coÿoperative!y owned sector and the privately owned

sector°  The distinction was considered to be useful because of the different

methods of planning used in each sectoÿo

4.139  In centrally planned economiesÿ it is common to distinguish %he branches

according to which the economy is administered and the tables prepared for these

branches are used in planning°  The grouping of industries in branches or blocs

is discussed in the next section°  Examples of special tables prepared for

particular industriesÿ such as the chemicalÿ electricityÿ or petroleum industries

are often analysed using linear programming methodsÿ since such analyses frequently

take account of production alternatives and call for optimization°  In this sectionÿ

howeverÿ it is appropriate to describe a detailed set of ÿables for the transactions

of the Administration in the economy of Fÿanceo  Sinceÿ unlike households or

enterprisesÿ there is no theoretical framework for analysing the transactions of

the Administrationÿ they can be regarded as purely ÿ'statistical" tables°

4o140  According to Lequeretÿ a set of ÿables was prepared showingÿ for the year

1958ÿ the material transactions of all non-profit institutions in Franceÿ including

such organizations as churchÿ sÿhools and exoseÿvÿcemenÿs associations as well as

all branches of ÿovernmento  The tables were composed of 65 rows each representing

a product or product group and a number of columns which varied according to whether

the type of transaction or type of institution was identified.  Government purchasesÿ

which accounted for the largest part of the tableÿ were divided into three major
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groups, Military Cons1ÿnptlon; Civil Consumption ÿnd Gross3 Fixed Capital Forÿtlono

Each of these was in turn subdivided into a tÿrlber of branchÿs,  such as "Eductÿt.lon",

"Roads", etco  Altoiÿ,ether ÿ5 categories of ÿdmJnistrative institutions wePe shown,

but separate types of trsnsaetloasÿ like transfers-ln-klnd, were also shown as

branches.

4o341  These historical tables were used as a base to estimate the demand for goods

and services up to 1969, the end of the third French planning period.   It was

foundÿ  that wi.th certain exceptions,  such as road-buil_d.lng ÿJnd edÿcatlonal

services,  that it was difficult to obtain any systerÿuatic basis for ÿrÿking the pro-

jections°   However. it was felt thstÿ apart from yielding an inventory of' statisti-

cal shortcominfis; the tables helped to dispel illusions ebout the possibilities of

constantly reduclnÿ the experÿdltures of the administrative sector.

4o142  Under the national accounting system employed In most merket economies,

consistency is to be expected between the agÿ{regate values of the principal

components of expenditure, conswaption, exports, gross domestic fixed capital

fornmtion etc. which appear in the national secouÿts and it, the final demand eolwrm

totals of the input-output table°   Converselyÿ the row totals of the primary input

categorlesÿ wages{ taxes, importsÿ etc. should be equal in value to the correspond-

ing gross domestic product entries°   (For details, see chapter II.)  This is true

of the Netherlands tables and the United States table, 1958.   In No,may, the

input-output table and the national accouÿts system are integrated at the priÿmry

data sources°   Thisÿ however,  is exceptional, and in most countries the two sets

of accotmts are prepared according to different conventions (for exampleÿ trans-

actions are valued in purchaser's prices in the expenditures accounts versus

producer's prices in input-output tables)°  Accordingly,  in order to reconcile

transactions at the more detailed sector level, it is necessary to have several

auxiliary tables.

4.14]  Under the net material balance system employed in centrally planned

economies there should be likewise consistency between the principal components

of expenditure on the net material product, and the major aggregates of final

demand in the input-output table.   It is also important to note the similarity
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between the rows of the Input-output table in physical terms and the system of

commodity balances which is used in most centrally planned, economies°

4.144  The unification of input-output tables, national accounts and bslances,

and financial flows in a larger comprehensive social, accounting metrlx ÿms been

shown to be concepttml]y feasible.   So far as empirical, implementation is

concerned, howeverÿ the statisticsl prograÿtLes of most countries appear to favour

the reconciliation rather than the synthesis of input-output tables and national

accounts and balances.   So long as each fulfils a different function, the

arrangement of the basic information will continue to be different°

4.145  The following maÿ..or adjustments are usually necessary to transfform  a

disaggregated product accountÿ or a commodity balance, into a typical input-output

transaction table°

i°   Transformation from purchaser's to producer's prices.

2o    Transfer or redefinition of secondary products.

4o146  For the widest use of an input-output table the following supporting tables

are desirable:

i.    Table of trade margins

2o    Table of transport costs

3o   Table of indirect taxes

4.   Table of imports

4o147  Amongst countries with market economies, Japan, Norway, and the Netherlands

reconcile their national accounts and inputÿoutput tables in the greatest detail.

The importance of the four supporting tables illustrated above is not confined to

their statistical uses however:  in fact, their principal function is to allow

a much greÿter flexibility and improved accuracy in the analytical uses of the

table.  Amongst countries with centrally planned eeonomiesÿ Hungary and Poland

reconcile their net material product and gross social product accounts with the

input ÿoutput table ÿ

4.148  National accountsÿ when disaggregated on the production sideÿ are usually

classified by industryÿ whereas for an inputÿoutput table an activity or commodity

group classification is desirable.  This is recognized by the practice in most

countries of re-defining the industrial classification for inputÿoutput purposes

to include at least the most significant cases of secondary production.

:i
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(a)  General

4.149  The structure of an input-output table generally refers to the composition

of the input coefficient matrix°  Comparisons of the structure of input-output

tablesÿ pertaining to different years or to different countries, have been made

with the hope of finding some systematic pattern of structural change.  In

principle, there is no difference between international and intertemporal

comparisons:   in botÿl cases flow tables are the product of technical input

relationsÿ the set of pricÿes, and final demand, including exports and imports, all

of which reflect the tastes, the available technologyÿ and the resources peculiar

to the particular country or time period.  In practice, however, international

comparisons are handicapped by differences in the conventions adopted in compiling

the tableÿ including differences in aggregation°  For the same reasonsÿ it is much

easier to construct price indexes for tables of one country than it is to express

the sector outputs of one country in the ÿelative prices of another°  !n

international comparisonsÿ thereforeÿ differences in prices are usually not

eliminatedÿ but the influence of final demand is diminished by comparing the input

coefficient matrixes rather than the flow tables°

4o150  Despite such obvious difficultiesÿ e rather earefLtl comparison has been

nÿde of the input-output tables of four countries, Japanÿ Norwayÿ Italyÿ and

the United Statesÿ (Chenery and Watanabej Econometricaÿ Vol° 26ÿ Noo 4ÿ October

1958).  Having aggregated the tables of each country to a common classificationÿ

a comparison of individual coefficients showed that the inputs into the

Manufacturing sectors were much more sinÿilar than coefficients of other sectors.

This conclusion is hardly surprisingÿ bearing in mind the greater similarity which

is apparent in manufacturing technology (as opposedÿ for instanceÿ to agricttlture),

and the fact that the data for this sector are likely to be more accÿtrate.  More

interesting is the fact that intertemporal comparisons reach the same conclusion.
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Further important similarities were found in the tables of the four countriesÿ but

these can best be prefaced by a brief account of the methods of structural

analysis o

4ÿ151  There are two basic concepts in structural analysisÿ the notion of

independence in interÿsectoral relations and the notion of hierarchy.  These

concepts are embodied respectively in the attempts to arrange the sectors in

blocs such that there are no coefficients related with sectors outside the blocsÿ

and in the attempts to arrange sectors in a triangular orderÿ such that each

sector receives inputs only from sectors below it in order and delivers inputs

only to sectors above it in order°  Two points may be made at once°  Firstÿ in

the absence of an absolutely decomposable and/or an absolutely triangular table

no unique criterion for the ordering of industries can be derived:  from this

it follows that the attempt to impose a particular ordering requires the

specification of some criterion for the arrangement of sectors°  It is frequently

proposed that all input°output tables should be arranged in a triangular orderÿ

even although the idea of "triangulationÿ for its own sake is as pointless as

classification for its own sake.  Just as economic activities are grouped in

different ways for different purposesÿ so sectors can be arranged in different

orders for different purposes°  There is nothing conclusive about the order which

is the result of minimizing the weighted or unweighted sum of the above-diag¢.nal

coefficients in a matrix.  When this computation was performed for the coefficient

matrixes of the four countriesÿ howeverÿ it was found that the order of industries

in each table was reasonably similar, as measured by a coefficient of rank

correlationÿ

4.152  Perhaps the principal reason for arranging industries in a triangular

order is because it facilitates a computational solution in input=output analysis°

If a matrix is completely triangular = or if the above-diagonal elements are small

enough to be ignored = then output estimates can be obtained from a billÿofÿgoods

without inverting the matrix°  Computing costs have diminished to the point where

this is hardly a great economy except in those cases where frequent iterations

are called for°  This may happen where estimates of final demand or of the

coefficients themselves are constantly being revised in the search for a

consistent solution o
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4o153  It seldom happens that the matrix of coefficients of a modern economy can

be completely triangularizedo   (Although it is common in a very under-developed

economy where there are few interindustry relations°)  The degree of sector detail

and the method of classification determine the extent to which a triangular order

can be approximated°  Generallyÿ howeverÿ a triangular arrangement can be made of

groups of sectorsÿ rather than of all sectors as a whole°

4o154  If sectors of a matrix can be arranged in such a way that they form one or

more blocsÿ which are entirely independent of sectors in other blocsÿ then the

matrix is said to be decomposableo  The decomposable matrixÿ in realityÿ is as

elusive as the triangular matrixÿ howeverÿ there are certain purposes for which

it becomes important to distinguish groups of industries°

4o155  In countries with centrally planned economiesÿ responsibility for the

performance of the economy is divided amongst various brÿnches of the administration

which, correspond to groups of industries°  The function of the ministries to plan

the performance of each bloc must be reconciled with the need for consistency with

the overÿal! plano Accordinglyÿ it is useful to arrange the industries in groups

corresponding to the nearly independent groups suggested by the relations in the

inputÿoutput table°  In this wayÿ revisions may constantly be madÿ in plans for

any sector in the bloc disregarding the effect outside the bloc and disregarding

the demand by industries outside the bloc for the output of industries within the

bloco  Furthermoreÿ if the industries within the bloc can be arranged in a

triangular or nearly triangular orderÿ this facilitates the revision of plans°

4o156  If an inputÿoutput table can be arranged in a number of blocs which are

substantially independentÿ and at the same time the blocs stand in a triangular

relation to one another them the arrangement can be described as blocÿtriangularo

Nine or ten such blocs are distinguished for planning purposes in Poland and

Yugoslavia°  Generally speakingÿ such an arrangement can be approximatedÿ if

necessaryÿ in the inputÿoutput tables of most advanced eccnomieso

4.157  It must be pointed out that the possibility of triangularity and blocÿ

independence rests upon the exclusion of the household and investment sectors from

the endogenous quadrant of the table°  The introduction of consumption and labour

coefficients into the input coefficient matrix destroys most of the independence

and hierarchy existing in. the matrix in its usual foÿmÿ  Thereforeÿ these concepts

must be applied circumspectlyÿ  they are appropriateÿ for exampleÿ in the analysis
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of purely technological relationsÿ but not in the analysis of income=multiplier

reactions°

4o158  An increasingly common application of the concept of bloc independence in

input=output analysis is in the detailed analyses of particular sectors.  For

instanceÿ a partial analysis of an industriÿl complex may be made using

programÿning methodsÿ disregarding in the computation relations with industries

outside the complex°

(b)  The Structure of Under:developed Economies

4o159  It has frequently been objected that input-output analysis has little use

in under=deve!oped economiesÿbecause of the high opportunity cost of collecting

and processing the necessary dataÿ and because the value of the table is limited

by the lack of interdependence between sectors.  So far as data is concernedÿ

the under-developed economy has several advantages.  Firstÿ if the economy is

smallÿ there are fewer figures to be recorded; secondlyÿ the level of foreign

trade in relation to gross output is likely to be highÿ and statistics of exports

and imports are easily collected by customs officials in their normal duties.

Fin&llyÿ the inputÿoutput tableÿ quite apart from the merits of its analytical usesÿ

forms a useful framework for the compilation of every kind of economic statistic°

As section IV made clearÿ it can not only be used as a measure of national income

but serves as a check on the consistency of data independently estimated in

different branches of the economy.

4o160  In the extreme case in which an economy is so under-developed that the

value of total output in most of its sectors scarcely exceeds the value of final

demandÿ something useful about the future path of its development may still be

learned from a comparativÿ examination of the structure of a more developed

economy.

4o161  A table prepared for a small region in the Congo (Demo Repo) for the

year 1957 may be used to illustrate this point°  The table shows that aside from

plantation and subsistence agricultureÿ housing construction and serVicesÿ only

two metal industries operated in the region.  One was goldÿminingÿ of which the

entire output was exportedÿ Vnile the other was bicycle=assembling of which the

entire input ibicycle parts) was imported.  Gold-mining is an example of a

regionally-specific industry depending upon a particular resource endowment:

[;
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no general statement can be made about such industriesÿ which do disturb the

general pattern of similarity of input-structureso  In this caseÿ tooÿ it is

clear that since gold is not processed further before its final dlspositionÿ

further expansion of a related industry is unlikely°  Howeverÿ bicycle=assembling

can be regarded as the nucleus of a group of industries at first assemblingÿ

later fabricatingÿ metal goods.  Instead of these goods being directly delivered

to final consumersÿ like bicyclesÿ they canÿ like toolsÿ replace inputs to other

industries which presently are imported.

4.162  At this point it may be askedÿ what evidence is there to suggest that a

complex of industries will actually develcp in the region corresponding to a bloc

which has developed in a more advanced economy?  There are several reasons.

4.163  Firstÿ despite dissimilarities of tastesÿ comparisons of the consumption

patterns of different countries shows that as income levels riseÿ the proportions

of foodÿ clothingÿ and durable gccdsof different types consumed tend towards

the proportions which obtained in more advanced countries which already had

achieved that income level°  Thus the development of consumer demand exerts a

profoundly unifying effect upon the development of the structure of production.

Secondlyÿ the choice of technology is negligible°  The process of development

consists essentially in the installation of an approximation of the structure of

the more advanced economiesÿ modified by the existence of regional resource

endowments and by the techniques available to exploit them°

4.164  Thirdlyÿ industries appear to develop in blocs rather than in isolationÿ

the industries to which they sells and from which they buy tend to grow with them°

The reasons are not to be found in the familiar locational factors of transport

costs and economies of scale alone ÿ although these are important, but also in the

fact that to use ÿLeontiefls wordsÿ "the incessant process of technological change

derives strong stimulus from intimate contact between buyers and sellers of a new

process or product".

4.165  Finallyÿ foreign trade plays an important part in determining the structure

of a developing economy.  It is theoretically possible for an economy to enjoy

a rising level of real income by specializing upon one export and depending upon

imports to satisfy the growing demand of the poptÿlationÿ but usually a scarcity

of foreign exchange will eventually drive up the price of imports sufficiently



to make profitable the domestic production of goods formerly imported.  The

existence of an input=output table for a developing economy is useful in

illustrating the possibilities of importÿsubstitution.  In generalÿ importÿ

substitution begins at the top of the hierarchy.  To revert to the example from

the Congoÿ the next step is evidently a metal-fabricating plant rather than a

blastÿfurnaceo

4.166  Thus it seems useful to regard the structure of an under-developed economy

as an image of an incomplete structure of a developed economy.  Part of the

incompletenessÿ in economies at an intermediate stage.of developmen% is

compensated for by imports from the advanced economiesÿ which receive in exchange

the exports of the developing economy°  Thus a comparison of the foreign trade

of the United States and the United Kingdomÿ on one handÿ with those of Peruÿ

the United Arab Republicÿ and Israel on the otherÿ reveals that the advanced

economies export machinery and transport equipment and import raw materials,

while the developing economies import machinery and transport equipment and

export raw materials.

4o167  Needless to sayÿ there is no mechanical solution to be found to the

question of projecting the structure of a developing economy.  The careful use of

inputÿoutput tablesÿ including those of more advanced economiesÿ combined with

the judgement of the economistÿ can certainly help in projections of the future

path of development°  At presen% much more information is necessary to supplement

that contained in input=output tables m an inventory of technological changes by

sectorÿ accompanied by detailed descriptionsÿ would be a valuable first step.

4o168  Of courseÿ it should be emphasized that the mere existence of an elaborate

projection of the economy will not bring about economic growth.  In the last

analysisÿ judgementÿ effortÿ and an appropriate socials politicalÿ and

organizational framework are the decisive factors°  The effective exercise of

good judgement can beÿ howeverÿ greatly facilitated by the use of appropriate

analytical techniquesÿ among which the input-output method is certainly not the

leaÿt important.

i-i
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APPENDIX   I.     THE  COMPARABILITY  OF  INPUT-OUTPUT  TABLES

A°l    Differences among countries in the uses of input-output tables and in the

resources available for theiÿ compilation makes it unwise to propose at this stage
i

one uniform standard which should be universally adopted°  But few could

reasonably object to the suggestion that data should be collected at the worksheet

level in such a way that any table can be converted into some standard form to

permit comparison with the tables of other countries.

Ao2    There are at least two advantages in international comparabilityÿ  The

number of observations of the structure of an economy are increasedÿ making possible

a more accurate analysis of this structure. Secondly, an integration of the two

tables in some form of multi-regional analysis becomes feasible.

Ao3    Comparabilityÿ i.e.ÿ the compilation of tables which are convertible into

some standard formÿ escapes the criticisms which have been directed at

standardizationÿ viz. that it necessarily inhibits experimentation or that there

is no single standard form which can be usefully imposed.  For purposes of

comparability, the nature of the standard form is less important than is

standardization.  Since it is unlikely that exact comparability in every detail

can ever be established between the input-output tables of different countriesÿ

the importance of publishing complete information on the methodology of a table

ss well as auxiliary data must be emphasized.  Goldmanÿm/ has proposed that each

new table should be published with a ÿpackage", containing subsidiary tablesÿ

supporting materialÿ and an account of the methodologyÿ all in sufficient detail

to provide flexibility in using the tables for various purposeso

A°4    Some standard form for comparability must be laid downÿ so that when a table

differs from this form the appropriate auxiliary data can be prepared.  In this

respect some of the recommendations contained in the report of the Conference of

European Statisticiansÿ Working Group on Input-Output Statistics (Confo Eur0

Stat.iWGo 19/5) should be borne in mind.  The interested reader should also refer

to the classification of economic activity contained in the proposals for a revised

SNA.

i See Barna (ed.) Structural Interdependence and Economic Development Londonÿ
1963# chapter 17ÿ also Shuntaro Shishidoÿ ÿems in the International
Standardisation of Interindustry Tables"ÿ Journal of the American Statistical
Association& March 1964°
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A.5  Input-output tables are generally compiled from data collected on an

establishment basis.  Adding to this the fact that industrial classification

schemes in most countries can be aligned with the International Standard Industrial

Classificationÿ it is clear that the ISIC must form the basis for any common

input-output sector classification.  This is actually a second-best solutionÿ

since the ultimate goal for an input-output classification should be a technical

unit (commodity group or activity) basis rather than an establishment basis.  It

should be observedÿ howeverÿ that the ISIC is not incompatible with a commodity

grouping.  The Japanese table for 19ÿ0ÿ which was prepared from commodity data

and published in 150 sector detail is reconcilable with the ISgCÿ  But if the

ISIC is to serve as the basis for an international standard input-output sector

classification it must be adjusted to exclude secondary production and also

disaggregated.

Ao6  According to the ISICÿ for exampleÿ independent coke ovens are classified

in major group 329ÿ whereas coke ovens in iron and steel works are in group 341

(iron and steel basic industries)ÿ while the production of coke in gasworks is

in group 512 (gas manufacture and distribution).  Furthermoreÿ own-account

construction is classified with the establishments in which it occursÿ in the

ISIC.  In both casesÿ redefinition of the sectors concerned, is obviously desirable.

For these reasonsÿ the classification scheme proposed in the report of the Working

Group requires amendmemt.  Furthermoreÿ if a more detailed international input-

output classification is to be establishedÿ (let us sayÿ upwards of i00 sectors)

then such ISIC groups as 011 (Agricultural and livestock production)ÿ 341 (Iron

and Steel Basic Industries)ÿ and 231 (Spinningÿ Weavingÿ and Finishing Textiles)

should be disaggregated to approximate a more homogeneous grouping.

A.7  So far as the establishment of uniform categories of final demand and primary

inputs is concernedÿ there would seem to be little difficulty.  For market

economies the model is clearly the appropriate categories as defined in the

System of National Accountsÿ while centrally-planned economies should define their

categories to be consistent vith the principal components of the Material Product

System.  Specifica!!yÿ final demand should be divided into: prÿivate consumptionÿ

government consumptionÿ fixed investmentÿ net stock changesÿ and net exports

(if competing imports are entered negatively)ÿ while the following categories of

primary input should be distinguished: compensation of employeesÿ other factor
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income including capital consumptionÿ net indirect taxesj and non-competing

imports.  In accordanceÿ with the principle of comparabilityÿ any table can be

prepared with a more or less detailed classification scheme than the one proposedÿ

so long as the necessary information is made available to convert the table into

the Standard Format.  This principle applies equally to the reconciliation of the

tables of centrally-planned and market economy countries°  Thusÿ if the former

would recordÿ in addition to the information ordinarily published in their tablesÿ

the consumption of enterprises and institutions engaged in non-material activities

and the expenditure on non-material services by units engaged in material

productionÿ then it would be possible to prepare tables for centrally-planned

economies according to the format used in market economy countries.  Converselyÿ

the latter countries should distinguish in their tables non-material services

from goods and material servicesÿ so that these tables may be converted to a

format consistent with the Material Product System of accounting.

A.8  It should be possible for all countries to prepare tables in producer's

prices including net indirect taxes.  Even better would be two tablesÿ one showing

transactions valued in producer's prices proper and the other showing the indirect

taxes on each transaction°

A.9  The output distributed along each row should include (i)ÿcommodities shipped

by establishments in the industry; (ii) primary products of the industry produced

elsewhereÿ (iii) competing imports at domestic port value; (iv) reductions in

inventories of finished products of the industry.  The row totalÿ gross domestic

outputÿ is obtained by subtracting inventory reductions and competing imports.

The gross output measure means that transactions between establishments within

the sector should be included in output.  The entries in each cell of the

transactions table should represent as far as possible the actual inputs rather

than the purchases of the sector.

A.10  Among the various alternatives which exist for treating imports the solution

to be most highly recommended is that in which competing imports are entered as a

final demand column (with negative signs) and non-competing imports are entered

as a row.  At the same timeÿ if possibleÿ an auxiliary table should be preparedÿ

showing the distribution of competing imports.  Although such a table is

statistically demandingÿ it would permit full convertibility to any other

convention.
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Aoll   If the unallocated sector contains a significant proportion of transactions

which cannot be allocated even using the judgement of those compiling the table,

then it is probably better not to distribute the unallocated elements in any

mechanical fashion.  To do so would be only to diminish the accuracy of some

of the recorded transactions.

<.
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APPENDIX  Iio      INPUT-OUTPUT  TABLES  OF  SELECTED  COUNTRIES*ÿ

Table I

National input-output tables compiled

Country

Australia

Starting year of
input-output work

Number of
tables
compiled

The years to which
the tables refer

Ireland

Israel

Italy

Japan

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

1963
1956
1960

1955
1960

1958
During the 1930's

1958
1953
1959
1962

1963
1955

1958
1960
1951
1958

1948

1952

Finland

France

Germanyÿ Eastern

Germany, Fed° Rep.
of

Greece

Eungary

India

2

i

i

2

5
14

i

2

5

3
3

2

i

i

i
2oA/

2

16

Austria

elgium

Bulgaria

Canada

Cyprus

Czechoslovakia

Denmark

1946-47ÿ 1953-54ÿ
1955-56ÿ 1958-59

1961

i953ÿ 1959
1960

1949
!954ÿ 1957
1956-599 1962

1930-3% 1947,
1949ÿ 1953, 1953
1956
1956ÿ 1959
1959-62

195% 195% 1961
1951-52ÿ 1953-54ÿ
1955-56

1956ÿ 1960
19 58
195o
1951, 195% 1960
195o
!938ÿ 1947-61
For some years more
than one table pre-
pared

1952-53ÿ 1954-55

1947-62

Prepared by the
national

statistical
office or not........

Part!yIÿI/
'No

Yes

Yes

No 4/
Yes

Yes

Yes

Partly 5/

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No 1ÿ/

Partly 6/

Yes

No ÿ/
Yes

Yes

Yes

A complete list of tables published in all countries is to be found in the Input-
Output Bibliographiesÿ (see Page lÿ footnote 2)°
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Table ! (continued)

v

IS

[:

;

Country Starting year of
i rÿyut- output

work

United States

US SR
I
Yugoslavia

1957

1954
1957

1949

1936

1924 ÿ 1959

1955

6
i

2

i

3
4

2

3

Poland

Portuga!

Spain

Sweden

United Arab
Republic

United Kingdom

compiled

1956- 1£/

1959
1954ÿ .1958

1957

office or
not

Yes

!959ÿ 1960ÿ 1961
1935ÿ !948ÿ 1954ÿ

1919ÿ 1929, 1939ÿ
1947
1923/24, 1959
1955, 1958, 196o

Yes

Yes

The years to which
the tables refer

Prepared by
the national
statistical

This table should be studied in conjunction with table 2 which gives
information on current and intended inÿutÿoutput work in the various
countries°

(b) This table refers only to input-output tables in value terms compiled
for the country as a whole°  Upÿda.ted tablesÿ planned matrices or forecasts
for interÿindustry relations in future yearsÿ regional tablesÿ etco are
not listed°

(c)  The starting year of inputÿoutput work was not always specified in the
national replies°  Where no information was givenÿ it is assumed that the
work started some two years before the publication of the first tables°

Number of
tables

%
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TaBle i (continued)

Note

/   For 1953-54ÿ two tables were prepared using alternative classifications
and registration methods°

2/   The tables for 1958-1961 consist of only seven sectors.

5/   1953:  lÿUniversit4 Libre de ÿxellesÿ 1959 Bureau de Programmation
4conomiqueo

/   Private study by AoJo Meyer.and So Vasiliouo

5ÿ   Together with the Ministry of Finance.

6/   1950:  Mutual ÿecurity Agencyÿ Instituto Nazionale per io Studio della
Congiunturaÿ Central Statistical Institute.  Derived Tables:  1955 Instituto -
Congiunturaÿ 1956 Ente Na.zionale Idrocarburio

/   University of Stockholm°

8/   1935:  by' T. Barna.  1948 and 1960:  Department of Applied Economics5
Cambridge° 1954: Central Statistical Office together with the Board of Trade.

/   1919ÿ 1929ÿ and 1939:  Private study by WoWo Leontief° 1947: Bureau of
Labour Statistics.

Iÿ/  1954:  Instituto de Estudios Politicos] !.958:
Espaÿola°

Organizacion Sindical

Institute of advanced studies and Scientific Research at the University of
Viennaÿ Institute of Economic Researchÿ Central Statistical Officeÿ other
national agenties.

Banco de Mexico compiled this table.

iÿ/  Tables were compiled by the National Planning Institute.

14/  1946-47ÿ 1953-54ÿ 1955-56:  Tables were compiled by Professor Bo Cameron
of the Australian Nstional University°

15/  Three tables were compiled for 1951 by Ministry of International Trade and
Industryÿ Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and Economic Planning Agency°

16/  Compiled by Bank of Israel.
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Table 2

Current and planned input-output work

Country

Table s       Table s
under       planned
eonstr-

ucti on

for the Tears

Planned
frequency
of compi-
lation of
input-
output
Table s

Whether or
not incor-

porated in
general
statistical
programmes

Bulgaria

Canada

Cÿprus

Czechoslovakia

Finland

France

Germanyÿ
Eastern

Germanyÿ
Fed, Repo of

Greece

Denmark

Belgium

Australia

Austria 1961

-!9°59

1963
1961

1959

1959

Annually

1954ÿ 1958
196o

1962-63

1966

1964

Annually

1962

1958 or
1963

3-4 years

3-4 years

2-3 years

i0 years

At least
every 5
years

Annually

4-5 years

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

m

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

lÿo

Notes

Committee set up on
5 December 1963o

Forecast prepared
for 1965o

From 1966 onwards
it is intended to
compile very large
tables°

Presumably the
practice of
frequent compila-
tions will be
upheld.

Special working
team set up in
1963.

15

]r
b-

b
%
>

i-

;1
11
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Table 2 (continued)

Country

Tables
under
constr-
uction

Tables
planned

for the years

Spain

Sweden

United Arab
Republic

United Kingdom

United States

Yugoslavia

USSR

Japan

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Poland

India

Ireland

Israel

Italy

1959

=

1959

1963
196o
Annually

1959-60

Annually

1962

1962

1962

1958

1962

1963 or
1964
Annually

Annually

Annually

- Annual-

ly small
tables -

1960 or
67 large
table°

=

1959ÿ 68

Annually

1963
1963

1964

Planned
frequency
of compi-
lation of
input-
output
table s

Every 5 tc
@ years

%ÿlO
years

Annually

i0 years

Annually

3 years

Annually

- Annual-

ly ÿall
tables -
every 3-
4 years
large
table.

4 years

Annually

5 years

5 years

3-4
years

2 years

Whether or
not incor-
porated in
general
statistical
progrsmmes

NO

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Incorporated in the statistical programme of the Bank of Mexico°

Notes

=

It is planned to up-
date the 1958 table
for 1961o

pdated tables
plarmed for every
second year° ]
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Tableÿ

Number of Production Sectors°  Relation to National Accounts and balamces

Country Ye ar Number of
production
sectors ÿ/

Relation to National
Accounts/Balances

Czechoslovakia

Deÿark

Hungary

India

Ireland

Israel

Italy

Japan

Mexico

Netherlands

Finland

France

Germany ÿ Eastern

Germany
redo Repo of

1958-59

m961

1959
m96o

1949
z961
1962

1953

1959
1959
Annually

1954- 58
19EO
1961

19 51- 56
1959
1956
196o

1958

1959
196o

1950
Annually

Canada

35
42

85
68

42
60-70

96
33x19 and
19xl9

ll8

77
27

2O
34
54
36
29
36
36
297x164
164x164
77x77
42x25

76
450x350
153xZ53

56x56

32

35

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Fully integrated with NAG

Generally corresponding to NAG

Does not conform.

Incorporaÿted into the system of
national economic balances°

Extension of the NA framework°

C on f orm s o

Part of NAG

Gemerally corresponding to NA.o

Generally corresponding bo NAG

Corresponding to NAG

Linked to NAG

Corresponding to NA.

Generally corresponding to NA°
Corresponding to NA°

Generally corresponding to NAG

Corresponding to NAGÿ/

Corresponding to NAG

Completely integrated into the
system of NA°

!

I
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Table 3 (continued)

Country

New Zealand

Norÿaÿ

Poland

Portugal

Spain

Sweden

United Arab
Republic

United Kingdom

United States

USSR

Yugoslavia,

Year

1952-53   m2
1945-55
1949ÿ1960 87
1959-1962 134

1956-1961 7-27
1962      145
1959     42
1954     28
1958    207
1962     86
1957     127

1959-61   l0

1954     46

1958     85
1959     83

1958    78

Number of
production
sectors !/

Relation to National
Accounts/Balances

Corresponding to NAo

Completely integrated into the
system of NA.

Corresponding to NAo

Corresponding to NAo

No strict comparison has been
made°

The table is presented within the
framework of NAo

Fully integrated with the NAo

Completely conforms with the
system of national economic
balances°

Conforms for the main aggregates°

Notes:

!/   The number is the same for rows and columns unless otherwise indicstedo

J   National Accounts ÿtatistics are now being studied for improvement.  The
Table for 19ÿ0 is generally integrated into the NA°
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The Statistical Unit°

Table 4

Treatment of unallocated inputs and outputs

Country

Australia

Year

1958-

Star°                            Treatment of:
unit       Secondary          Own account     Unallocated

activities         construction    elements

Act o

Czechoslovakia

Denmark

Finland

France

Oermanyÿ
Eastern

Oermanyÿ
Fed° Rep° of

Hungary

Bulgaria

Canada

1961

1960

196o
1961

1962

1953

1959

1959

ally

1958

[1959

Austria

Belgium

Est

Est o

Est.

Est o

Est o

Ent °

Ent°

Ent °

Ent°

Ent°

1959
Data refer to com-

modity groups.  No
attempt to reallo-
care input incomes
and general costs
common to all indus-
tries ÿwages ÿ repairÿ
etc° )

Not yet decided°

Problems with separ-
ation of inputs for
these activities

Transfer attempted

Transfer attempted;
proportionality of
input structures
assumed°

Transfer attempted.

Transfer attempted
as far as possible°

Transfer attempted
so far as possible.

Transfer attempted
so far as possible.

Secondary activi-
ties contained in
the figures of
the sector.

Some transfer
performed

]enerally
transferred
to the con-

struction
industry

Transferred

Transferred to
the construc-

tion industry

Transferred

Transferred

Separately
shown °

Separately
shown.

Transferred

Separate row

Separate sector

Separate sector

Separate sectors

Separate sector

Eliminated

Eliminated
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T bi (sontinued9

Country Year
Stato
unit

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zea!and

Noway

Poland

Spain

Sweden

United Arab
Republic

Japan

Israel

Italy

1951-
1956
196o

1958
1959

196o

1963

1959-
1960

1961

1962

1958

1957

1959-
196!

Eat o

Est o

Est o

Est o

Act;/

Est o

Est o

Est o

Ent o

Est o

Est o

ESt o

activities

Transfer attempted
as far as possible°

Transfer attempted
as far as possible.

Treated as. in USA°

Transfer attempted
as far as possible°

By-products and
scrap are treated
as negative inputs°

Transferred if
possible and if
important°

Secondary
production is not
distinguished°

Secondary
production is not
distinguished.

Some transfers
attempted°

Transfers attempted
as far as possible°

Data refer to
commodity groupsÿ
with certain
assumptions
secondary
production problems
are bypassed°

Transfer attempted.

construction

Transferred

Transferred
to the
construction

indmstry

Transferred

Part of the
Output of the
industry

Transferred

Transferred

Transferred
to the
constrooCtion

industry°

Eliminated

Eliminated

Separate sector

Separate sector

Eliminated

Separate sectors

2 variants:
(I) Separate

sectorsÿ
(2) Eliminated

India

Ireland

Secondary

Treatment of:

Own account Unallocated
elements

Separate sector

Separate row

Separate sector

Eliminated
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Table 4 (continued) b
C.;

Country Year

[nited States

Yugoslavia

USSR

1954

1958

1959

1958

United Kingdom ES% °

Est °

Ent.

ESt.

Secondary
activities

Transfers not
attempted but
magnitude and
location of
secondary
activities assessed
in auxiliary tables.

Treated as sales
to primary
industries and
distributed to
consuming
industries from
the primary
industries.

Secondary outputs
and inputs
transferred 1o
appropriate
primary
industries.

Since data
largely relate to
technical units;
the secondary
activities are
deemed
insignificant.

Treatment of:

Own account
construction

Partly
transferred

Transferred

Transferred

Unallocated
elements

Eliminated

Eliminated

Eliminated

Eliminated

Abbreviations:

Est. = Establishment
Ent. = Enterprise
Act. = Activity

Notes:  Transfer means that the secondary products and their inputs are
transferred from the producing industries 1o the primary producing

sectors.

/   Almost all sectors are set on activity basis except service industries.

Stato
unit

:<

<i
>

<
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Table 6

Treatment of imports
Lÿ

Country

ustralia

Year

Austria
!

}Belgium
o}Bulgarma

!Canada

o

iCzechoslovakia

Denmark

1958ÿ59ÿ
1962-63

1961

1959
1960

1949

iFinland

iFrance

!Germmnyÿ Fed. Rep. of

!Hungary

!India

!Ireland

ilsrael

iItaZy

i Japan

iMexico

iNetherlands

New Zealand

Norway

1962

1953
1956
1959
1959
1958
1961

1951-56
1959
1956
196o

1958
1959
1951
1955
196o

1950
Annually
1958

A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Variant
B    C

Yes

-    Yes

Yes    -

Yes

Yes    -

--         m

Yes    -

Yes    -

Yes

-    Yes

=

Yes
Yes

Yes

-    Yes

Yes

Yes

=

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

D Notes

Negative exports.

Planned as
supplementary study
for 1961 table.

It is planned to
make matrices D
also for following
years.

For some domestic
sectors imports
specified in more
detail; for other
domestic sectors;
there are no
corresponding

s°

Annually

i i

L

<

kÿ

!
z

L

i
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Table 6 (continued)

Country

Poland

Spain

S'ÿreden

iUnzted Arab Republic

Uÿited Kingdom

Ynited States

SSR

Yugoslavia

Year

1956-62

1958

1957
1959-61

1954
1960

1ÿ58
1959
1958

i

Yÿ

yq

y,

Variant
B    C

Y, [/

Yes2/

-    Y

-    Y

Yes

-   Yes

D

Yes

Yes

Notes

In course of
preparation for 1962

Matrices D are
computed for !962

Note: The treatment of imports shown as variants A to D is as follows:

Variant A:  Imports figure in the import rows of the sector columns
which effectively absorb the given import.

Variant B: The cells of the imports row contain only imports of the
product which constitutes the output resulting from the
seqtor in question.
In this case imported products are distributed via the
domestic sectors producing the same or similar products.

Variant C:

Variant D:

This treatment takes account of the well-known distinction
between competitive and non-competitive importsÿ
non-competitive imports are treated as imports direct to
the consuming industry and competitive imports figure in
the import cells of the producer sectors.

Every input element consists of two parts:  home produced
inputs and imported inputs.  In this case imports are
debited to the actual users and do not appear as transfer
flows between the sectors.

Iÿ   For 1962 only.

/   The imports are balanced against the corresponding exports giving either a
positive or a negative value.
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Table 7

61

Kind of prices used

X

X

!Germanyÿ Fed° Repo of

Hungary

India

Ireland

.Israel

Italy

Japan

Mexico

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Poland

Spain

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Purchasersÿ
rices

X

X

X

X

X

Other price
concepts

Producersÿ prices for
intermediate transactions;
purchasers' prices for
final deliveries.

Producersÿ prieesÿ including
transport cost paid by the
producing sector°

Producers'

prices
iCountry

i
ustralia

ustria

Csmada

iCzechoslovakia

Denmark

Finland

France

I
!Germanyÿ Eastern

ii:
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Table 7 (continued)

Country

Sweden

United Arab Republic

United Kingdom

Producers'
prices

X

X

X

Purchasersÿ
prices

United States

USSR

Yugoslavia X

X

X

X

Other price
concepts

Producers' pricesÿ includingÿ
in certain casesÿ transport
cost paid by the producing
sector.
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Table 8

Treatment of final demand sectors

Abbreviations used:   Cp = Private consumption;  Cg = Government consumption;
I  = Capital formation;     E  = Export;

S = Changes in stocks;

Country

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Year  ÿ            Sectors of final demandSpecification

1958-I   5   I Cpÿ Cg; I] Soÿ Exports of goods; Other Exports.
1959
1961    7   iCpÿ Cg; ÿg; sÿ E; (EECÿ ÿFTAÿ Total).

1959     7    Cpj Cg; S] E]I in Housing; I in Transport Vehicles;
I in Equipment and Materials.

Bulgaria

Canada

Czechoslovakia

Denmark

Finland

France

Germanyÿ
Eastern

Germanyÿ
Fed. Rep. of

Hungary

India

Ireland

Israel

Italy

Japan

Mexico

Norway

New Zealand

196o

1949
1962

j1953
1959

1959
Annu-
ally

1958

1961

!959
1960

1958
1959
1960

195o

Annu-

ally

1959-
1960

1961

5
5
5
5
4

5
5

7

5
3
5
5
4
6
4

5

7

Cp; Cg; I] S] Eo

Cp; Cgÿ $9 E] Business Gross Fixed Capital Formation.

Cpÿ I and Genera! repairs] S] E9 Cg.

Cp; Cg] Iÿ Sÿ E o

I] Eÿ Consumption] Changes in Stocks plus errors and
omissions.

Cpÿ Cg togetherÿ I] S; E; correction of exports.

Cp (subdivided into 2 branches)] I] S; E; Capital
Repair.

Cp; Cgÿ Iÿ Eÿ 0wn-account Construction] Changes of
Input Stocks; Changes in Output Stocks.

Cpÿ Cgÿ I; S; E°

Cpÿ Cg; I°

Cp] Cg; I; S; E (Goodsÿ Invisible).

Cp; Cgÿ I; E; S.

Cp; Cg together; I; S; E.

Business Consumption Expenditure;!/ Cp] Cg; I; $9 E.
/

Cp; Cg; I (divided into private and public Invest
ment); E.

Cpÿ   Cg]   Igÿ   Ipÿ   E;   S°

Cp] Cg9 I; S; E.

Cp; E; S; Central Military Consumption; Central
Government Non-military Consmnption; Local Governmenÿ
Consumption (two sectors)] I (if necessary according
to 22 sectors).

Netherlands
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Table 8, (cont'd)

Treatment of final demand sectors

Abbreviations used: Cp = Private consumption] Cg = Government consumption]
I  = Capital formation]    E  = Export]

S = Changes in stocks]

Country          Year

Poland             1962

Spain

Sweden

United Arab
Republic

United Kingdom

United States

1958

Number

5

1957
1959-
1961

1954
1958

1959

Yugoslavia

!
19581

USSR

5

13
i

5
4

13

5

Sectors of final demand
Specification

Cp] Cg (subdivided into 9 branches)] I (subdivided
for 3 spheres)] S (Subdivided for 2 spheres)] E.

Cp] Cg (includes Government Investment)] I (minus
Government Investment] Increases-in stocks] Eo

2/
Final Demand.

Cp] Cg] I] S] E o

Cp] Cg (subdivided for Federalÿ State and Local
governments)] I (broken down between producersdurable
equipment construction and inventories = S)o

Cp] Cg (subdivided for 6 branches)] I (subdividedinto
fixed capital formation and the formation of reserves
non-fixed funds and inventoriesÿ ioeo including S)]
Capital repairs] Other uses] Replacement of Losses in
Fixed and non-fixed Capital Eo

Cp] Cg] I] S] E°

Notes:

!/ Business consumption expenditure consists of three components:

IÿI The cost of welfare for employees (2)Social expenses on businessTravel expenses excluding traffic fares°

2/  Exportsÿ Private consumptionÿ State:   national defenceÿ Civil state activitiesÿ
consumptionÿ Civil state activities:   investments exclo Railways and Telegraphÿ
Railways:   investmentsÿ Telegraph and telephone:   investmentsÿ Cities and urban
districts:  totalÿ .Rural districts:  totalÿ County councils:  Totalÿ Agriculture:
investmentsÿ Industry - trade etco;  investmentsÿ Inventory changes°
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Abbreviations used:

Table 9

Treatment of the t'primarÿ' inputs

W = Wages and Salariesÿ B =-Profits; D = Depreciationÿ
S = Changes in Stocks°

Country
Rows for primary inputs

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Canada

India
Ireland
Israel
Italy

Japan

Mexico
Netherlands

New Zealand

Year

1959!
19611

1959ÿ

196)

1949

1962

1953
1959
1959

11958

iAnnu-

l allY
i1961

1959
1960
1958
1959

1960

195o
Annu-

ally
1959-
1960

lÿtÿnb er

5

6

4

6

8

3
5
3
1

3

2
4
5
5

4
6

Denmark
Finland
France
Germanyÿ Fed°

Repo of
Germany
Eastern

Hungary

Specified

WÿP; Custom duty; other indirect taxes less
subsidies.
WgPÿD; Indirect Taxes and Subsidies; Employmentÿ
Contribution to Social Insurance
Wÿ Imcome of Independents; Income from Property;
from Enterprises and Amortization; Taxes and
ubsidies (3 sectors)°

Original Revenues of Populatiouÿ Original Revenues
of Enterprises; Do
WÿDÿ Corporate Profits and Other Investment Incomeÿ
Net Income of Unincorporated Businessÿ Indirect taxes
on imported goods and servicesÿ Indirect taxes minus
subsidies on domestic goods and services°
WÿPÿDÿSÿ Payments outside the Wage Fund.  Health
Insurance Benefits°  Turnover taxi Net Income Of
Collective Farms and Co-operatives and other income
elements.
W; Other Factor IncQme; Indirect taxes less subsidies.
WÿPÿDÿ Indirect taxesÿ Subsidies
WÿDÿ taxes°
Contribution to the Gross Domestic Product (Sub-
divided into 3 branches).
PÿDÿS°

Dÿ Wagesÿ Incomes and Accumulation (the second item
is further specified for internal use).
W;P sm_d D together°
W; P (including D); Indirect taxes; subsidies (-)o
W;P;S; Indirect Taxes; Subsidies (-).
W; D; Compulsory social insurance contributions by
employers; other income.  Indirect taxes less subsidies
Business consumption expenditure; W;P]D; Indirect
Taxes; Subsidies.
WÿP;D] Indirect taxes minus Subsidies (-)ÿ
W; Social security contribution; D;Pÿ Indirect Taxes;
Subsidies (-).
D; Indirect Taxes minus Subsidies; Net Domestic Output.
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Table 9 (,contÿd)

Treatment of the "primary" inputs

Abbreviations usedÿ  W = Wages and Salaries; P = Profitsÿ D = Depreciationÿ
S = Changes in Stocks.

Country

Norway
Poland

Spain

Sweden

United Arab
Republic

United
Kingdcm

United States
USSR

Yugoslavia

Note:

i Year
Rows for primary inputs

Number                           Specified

1961    5     WÿPÿDÿ Indirect Taxes; Subsidies received.
1962    8     WÿDÿ Social Insuranceÿ Net Income of Private Pro-

ducersÿ Net Income of Co-operativesÿ Net Income of
State Enterprisesÿ Taxes' and Budgetary differencesÿ
other non-material costs.

1958    7     WÿPÿD; Indirect Taxesÿ Direct Taxesÿ Social
Insurance paid by enterprises; Social Insurance paid
by workers°

1957    7     Labourÿ carried out by administrative personnelÿ
Labourÿ carried out by operative personne!ÿ Labourÿ
carried out by outworkersÿ Subsidiesÿ Indirect
Taxesÿ customs duties and import feesÿ Real capital
services - Interests - profits etc.

1959.   I    W.
1961
1954    3      Wÿ Gross profits and other Trading income (before

depreciation and stock appreciation)ÿ taxes less
subsidies°

1947    i     Value added°
1959    9     WÿDÿ Wage-type paymentsÿ income of collective

farmersÿ Social Insurance; Profits of state enter-
prisesÿ Indirect Taxesÿ Other Income e!ements; Net
Income of Collective Farms and Co-operatives.

1958   4    WÿPÿDÿSo

The treatment of imports is treated separately in Table 6.
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Table i0

Special input-output tables

Y

©

Country

@

41

X

X

x i

X I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

©
o

o

o
o

(D

21

!

X'

X

X

X X

X

Australia

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Canada
!

Czechoslovakia

Denmark

Finland

France

Germanyÿ Eastern

Germanyÿ Fed.
Rep, of

Hungary

India

Ireland

j Israet
I Italy

Japa i

I Mexico
Netherlands

rÿ

o

o

d
o

@

K

K

X

X

@

©

@

H

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CD
0

D
©

o

o
.r-4
4ÿ

3

O
O
O

X!

X'

X

X

uÿ
@

o

ol
b01 ÿ

X

X X

X

X X

XI

X

X

Xt

o

o
cH

-0

©
©

X

X

X!

X

X?

o

@

4ÿ
0

!--I

@
-M

@
cÿ

Eÿ

X

X

Other tables

Final demand at producers' and
purchasers' prices.

Exports.

Final demand at purchasers'
riceso

Changes in stocks.

Final demand at purchasers'
prices.

>i

i:

i:i

!i:
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Table iO (conrad)

Special input-output tables

i    Country

New Zealand

Nor,,ray

[Poland

I

iUnited
IUnited States

IUSSR

IYugoslavia

@
o
.H

©
uÿ

X

X

X

X

X

Kingdom     X

X

X

X

o

Pÿ
4o

4o

o

.H

©

@
Eÿ

X

Xÿ X

Xÿ

a34o

o

©  o
©
gt  r-t
4o   -J

4m
o

°r-I
4o4o  ÿ ÿ

@
b  O
H  ©

x

X  X

X !X1
I

!

X X

X

@

i
-p

o
tÿ
©

X

X

X

in
@

4o

o
4ÿ

rÿ

O
r..)

X

r/1

o i
®
Pÿ

co

X i

X i

@
o

-p   o

%
4-ÿ4o

©
H

H

X

x

Other tables

(i) Breakdown of receiving
sectors into:  state; co-opera-

tive; and private° (ii) Reclas-
sification of receiving sectors
by economic organizations (min-
istries). (iii) changes in stocksÿ

• ab!e in buyers ÿ prices o

X = Compiled.
Xÿ = In course of preparation or intended°

Matrix of consumersÿ expenditure by expenditure categories and
sector of origin.

The table for 196Oo
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Table Ii

Time required for compilationÿ and whether results published

Country

Time required
for the com-

pilation of
input-output

tables

Whether
published

Notes

2-3 years

=

2 years

5 years

1 1/2 years

3-4 years

Israel

Italy

Japan

Mexico

Netherlands

2r3 years

2 years

1 1/2 - 2 yrs

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Canada

Czechoslovakia

Denmark

Finland

France

Germanyÿ Eastern

Germanyÿ Fed°
Rep. of

Hungary

India

Ireland

Published

Partly published

For internal use

Published

Published

Pub li shed

Published

Partly published

Published

Published

Published

2 years

2 years

2 years ÿ/

2 1/2 years

Published

Published

Published

Published

Published

Note :

!i

Australia

Table under construction.

1960 Table published :in
aggregated form°
1956 Table is to be pub-
lisiÿed.

More detailed 1958 table
unpublished,

The tables for basic years which are to be compiled once in five years
(1955, 1960ÿ 1965 etc.) require two years to compile°

l:

q-

!t

?
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Table ii (continued)

Time required for compilation; and whether results published

Country

Time required
for the com-

pilation of
input-output

tables

Whether
published

Notes

USSR

Yugoslavia

United States

Poland

Spain

Sweden

United Arab
Republic

United Kingdom

2 years

2-3 years

7 years

i year

4 years

5 years

2 years

1 1/2-2 years

3 years Published

Published

Published

Published

Published

Published

Published

Published

Pub li shed

Published

New Zealand

Norway Preliminary annual tables
available 4 months after the
expiration of the year in
question

For small tables i-i i/2 years.

The most detailed table was
published in aggregated form
(50 sectors).

The 1947 table was published
in aggregated form (50 sectors).

Inner matrix published°

The 1960 table was not
published.

Remarks:

(a)

(b)

(c)

The time required for the compilation is of course affected by the
size of the tables.

In some cases the "time required" is the estimated time for tables
in course of preparation.

In many cases primary inputs are not shown in the published tables.
Sometimes final demand is published in aggregate formÿ or not
included in the published tables.



Table 12

Sources of dataÿ relation of sector specification to national
industrial classification

Country

Australia

Austria

Ye ar

L959

Sources of data

Canada

Denmark

Finland

France

Germanyÿ Eastern

Germanyÿ
Fed. Rep. of

Czechoslovakia

Bulgaria

L961

L959

k960

L96!

1962

1953

1959

1959

Annu-

ally

z958

Belgium

3tatistics
collected
primarily
for other
purposes

Yes

Statistics
specific-

ally
collected
for input-
output
tables

No

I
Special   ÿelation of specification
sample   ÿf sectors to national

surveys   istandard industrial
lassifications

-       ÿased on Census Industrial
i  Classification.

For cer-  iBased on National Industrial
tain itemÿ Classification.

Yes         No

Yes         No

Yes         Yes

Yes         No

Yes         Yes

Yes

Yes         Yes

Yes         No

Yes         Yes

Yes

For  cer-

tain items

For  cer-

tain items

For  cer-

ain items
and

bÿanches

For  cer-

tain
branches

Yes

For  cer-
tain
branches

Yes

Specification based on
C.S.T. and N.D.B.

Based on National
Industria! Classification.

Based on National
Industrial Classification.

Special classification
worked out for the table.

Specification near to
National Industrial
Classification used in
National Income Statistics.

National Industrial
Classification used.

Conforms with National
Industrial Classification.

National Classification of
economic branches used.

........  L_
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Table 12 (continued)

Sources of dataÿ relation of sector specification to national
industrial classification

Country

Hungary

India

Israel

! It aly

i

Year

1961

1951-
56

1957

New Zealand

INorway
J

iPoland
i
1iSpamn

Sweden
1

i
l

jJspan

Mexico

Netherlands

i900

195ÿ

195ÿ

1960

1950
Annuÿ
ally

1959-
196o

Annu-

ally

1962

1958

1957

tatistics
collected
primarily
for other
purposes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sources of data
Statistics
specific-

ally
collected
for input-

output
tables

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

For  cer-

tain
branches

Yes

No

Many sta-
tistics
adjusted

Yes

Many sta-

tistics
adjusted

Yes

Yes

S
Special   Relation of specification of
sample   ÿectors to national standardF

surveys   lindustrial classifications

Yes       ]onforms with National
Industrial Classification°

No       Based on National Industrial
Ciassificationo

No

Based on National imdustÿiai
Classiflcationo

No

For cerÿ   Specification near to National
tain items Industrial Classification°

and
branches

No

No

Based on I oS.IoCo

Based on IoSoloCo

Based on IoSoloCo

i
Yes      Specificatioms close to

National Industrial
Tlassificationo

-       IBased on National Industrial
Classification°
I

Yes     ÿased on National Industrial
Classification

?or cer-  I Specification close to
rain itemÿ National Industrial

Classification°

Extensive
use of

ample
surveys

£n industry generally the
ractice of the industrial
itatistics adopted.  For other
ectors various princ±ples
sed.
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Table 12 (continued)

Sources of dataÿ relation of sector specification to national
industrial classification

Country

--ÿurces o--f-ÿ

UAR

United Kingdom

United States

USSR

Year

1959-
1961

1954

958

L959

Yugoslavia 958

aÿlSZlCS
collected
primarily
for other
purposes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

specific-

ally
collected
for iKput-
output
tables

No

No

No

I ÿpecmÿT---

sample
surveys

No

Yes

Sample
isurveys
for 20ÿ
of in-

dustrial
enter-

prises and
construc-

tion sites
carried
out

Relation of specification of
sectors to national standard
industrial classifications

Classification is based on
the classification of the
Ministry of Industry.

National Industrial
Classification used°

National Industrial
Classification used°

Sectors established as
commodity groupsÿ national
industrial classification
used in aggregated form°

Specification could not be
harmonized with national
industrial classification
(in the latter arts and
crafts are treated
separately)

i

x

T
[%

;S

k
£..
i "

ii
i

i
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